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small pinnacle is accomplished by a precarious piece of balancing.
continue left over easier rock until it is possible to ascend directly
to a tree and stance.

Pitch 2. 45 feet, 1 1 1a.
Climb straight up over f i l thy rock and grass to a stance and

belay on the lef t .  The Skif f le joins here from the r ight.
Pi tch 3. 20 feet.  1 1 1b.
Eschewing the var ious possibi l i t ies to the r ight and above, i t

seems easier to follow the Skiffle down and leftwards to the stance
in the tree-f i l led groove.

Pi tch 4.  100 feet.  111a.

Cl imb the Universal Finish, the groove to the top.

Pueblo. 170 feet. Very Severe. A2.
The cl imb starts in the centre of the wide gul ly to the lef t  of

the Slythe and goes up the faul t  to the tree. l t  then goes r ight and
up to the large belay tree at the head of the gul ly.  The route
fol lows the overhanging smal l  chimney on the r ight and goes up in
the r ight corner to a tree. This f in ishes level with the Universal
F inish.

Pitch 1 . 45 feet. A2.
From the centre of the gul ly cl imb up to the l ight patch and

move left to the fault. climb this to the thick based tree under
the overhang to belay. Three pitons were used in the fault.
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st i l l  is a good belay block. The main path is 150 feet higher and to
the right.

Variat ion.  Pi tch 34. 25 feet.  111a.
Climb to the left of the gully and up the left wall .  Move

right above the gully to belay in the corner.

Fay. 215 teet. Very Severe.
The cl imb star+s in the lef t  corner of the wide gul ly im-

nnediately below the Universal Finish. lt goes up towards the
latter unt i l  level with the tree. l t  then goes r ight,  up the scoop,
which is the crux of the cl imb and gives the cl imb i ts grade. The
climb goes round the traverse, up and across the slab, up another
groove, then up the dirty rocks. lt then takes the right wall.

Pi tch 1. 70 feet.  1 1 1b.

Climb in the left corner of the gully. When on the same level
as the tree, move right and belay on it.

Pitch 2. 35 feet. Vla.

Cl imb above and sl ight ly r ight of  the belay tree and fol low
the very difficult scoop line right. When at the traverse ledge, with
the slab above, move left to belay on the bunch of trees near the
large gu l ly.

Pi tch 3. 80 feet.  1V.

Move back round the ledge and corner, then climb up to the
left of the large gully and move delicately across the slab, just
below a small tree in the left groove. Climb the groove, then go
left to a good ledge. Climb the very steep, dirty rocks above to a
second ledge and belay among the many trees.

Pitch 4. 30 feet. 1 1 1a.
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Pitch 2.  4b feet.  111a.

.  Move r ight i .nto the large gul ly and up to the tree at the gul ly
head and belay on the trees.

Pitch. 3.  20 feet.  V.
cl imb the r ight wai l  into the corner,  then up behind the rong

thin tree to cl imb the overhanging chimney.
Pitch 4. 60 feet. V.
Cl imb up the steep

pitch increases in severity
however, there is a good

slab keeping near the r ight wal l .  This
as_one nears i ts top. Once at i ts top,
belay tree on.the r ight.  Further r ighi

Climb above the belay in the right
right to get out of the steep corner. Go
level as the finish of Pueblo.
Variation. Pitch 44. 30 feet. 111a.

Climb up in the corner crack.

corner gradually moving
left to finish on the same
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The Remainder of The Main Crag

Christie's Climb. 200 feet. Hard Very Dif f icul t .

This climb is named after a pioneer. The only existing record

of the climb was the date 213/57 carued in a tree at the base of the

tree-f i l led chimney of the Universal Finish. This clue inspired i ts

rediscovery. Technically, it is perhaps the cliff 's easiest line, but

the slab pi tcfr  is a f ine open one demanding some {oute f inding

ability. Siart: following the foot of the cliffs from Fay leftwards

one ascends a slight earthy rise supporting a monolith block on its

edge. Here the cliff overhangs and gives protection to a firmly

cemented Madonna. Ten feet left of this is a jutting block above

a prickly bush. Christie's Climb starts here.

Pi tch 1.40feet.  111a.

Go up the wall and traverse right along a grassy ledge. A large
gendarme has to be crossed by a layback until a big tree and

stance are reached.
Pitch 2. 60 feet. 1 1 1b.

The pi tch is a diagonal l ine r ight across the overlapping slabs.

Cl imb and traverse the f i rst .  Halfway along a crack containing two

loosely jammed stones gives access to the second slab. Continue

thr tr.u.rse easily until forced to move up again. The holds are

not easy to find, but a few feet of careful climbing lead to a ledge

overlooking the stance, at the bottom of the Universal Finish.

Descend to this. lt is easy to lose one's way on this pitch'

Pitch 3. 100 feet. 1 1 1a.
The Universal Finish leads again to the top.

Longfellow. 515 feet. Hard Very Severe.

This cl imb holds two records. l t  is the longest true cl imb
in Hong Kong and pi tch six must surely be the hardest free cl imb

in the colony. lt starts in the bay just right of a large tree near

the rock, and right of christie's climb. There is another tree

about 80 feet directly above. Although the climb is long, there is

an escape-route at the end of each pitch, if required. The first

pitch requires a long reach to start, but having completed this, the

second and third pi tches are dul l  in comparison as they meander
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about the slabbage in search of a possible start to the fourth pitch.

The corner crack is cl imbed, fol lowed by the slab unt i l  another

corner crack is reached. The cl imb then cont inues up the slab to

the tree. An energetic approach is needed for the crack just left of

the belay tree. But this can be well protected with'iammed knots

and nut i  and even a surrept i tous pul l  on a sl ing, whi le on this

fit.f, rfrorld not be frowned at. A short chimney and a long ar6te

wi l l  br ing one to the junct ion of the main path and the top of

Suic ide Wal l .

Pi tch 1. 45 feet.  V.

climb in the left corner to the rounded knob of rock. Get

on to this, then move left across the wall and belay at the tree.

Pitch 2. 70 feet.  1 ' l  1 '
Cl imb up in the corner to a large ledge, then up the smal l

chimney and traverse right round the gendarme and belay'

Pitch 3. 35 feet.
scramble over the slab into the left corner and belay on the

blocks.
Pi tch 4.  110 feet '  1V.

Move right across the slab. climb the crack in the corner to

more slab, then move left and up to a ledge' Move on to the left

staU anO layback from the right corner crack' Here you are forced

s| ight |y|ef t ,butyouaresoonab|etomover ightroundas|oping
Iejge io complete another layback, then mantle to the rounded

ledie. Follow the fault left over this to the block and belay.

Pitch 5. 30 feet '  1V.

step back right on to the wall and hand traverse over the
flake. Mantle on to the latter and delicately climb the wall to the

tree which is just left of the Universal Finish.

Pitch 6. 105 feet. Vl.
Move left to the steep crack, which is normally wet and

strenuous for the first thirty feet. Jammed nuts and knots here

are the order of the day and could be needed later. Climb right of

the block, after which the climbing angle is less severe. Belay on

the trees in the grassY gullY.
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Pitch 7. 40 feet. 1 1 1.
climb the smalr steep chimney on the reft. Move right as it

steepens at the top, then scramble to the belay ledge
Pitch 8. 40 feet. V.
Move into the right corner. straddfe the chimney and thenmove right over dericate sroping foothords on the steep warr untirthe smaf l verticar crack is reached. Move up the ar\te over thesmall attached nose and continue up the ar6te to td bi;c[. btiruthe crack to the right and belay on the block.
Pitch g. 40 feet. Vl.
Keep climbing up the arerc in a series of walls to the top.

sunset crack was one of the first major crimbs on Kowroon
Peak. lt remains a classic route today. pitch two, the cruciai pitch,
is well maintained and rises to a fine climax in an exposed fositionwith little protection. There is a choice of finishes. lt is entirely
proper to take the cracks that lead on to the last exhilarating pitch
to join Jungle column, but earrier parties, who discovrr"o tr,.
climb, often used to take the easier escape on the right, a waste of
a good climb. lf thoughts lead to escape after the second pitch,
this should be avoided for the next two pitches are good enjoyable
c.limbing. should you care for something harder aft-er pitch two, a
third pitch variation leads up the left corner wall and' joins pitch
four. should pitch five present a barrier with its two moves, a
f inger traverse and swing round, a variation up the corner
chimney, is easier. Start: same as for Christie,s Climb.

Pitch 1. 80 feet. 1 1 la.
Go up the wall,  then right over easier bubbly slabs to theprominent di1dre which the route follows. Belay on the foot of

this.

Pitch 2. 70 feet. 1Va.
climb easily up the diildre untir forced out to the right on

a narrow ledge where a dubious runner may be contrived. Follow
the little slab back very delicately and step on to the wall above.
one can keep in the corner the whole way, but it is pleasanter and
no harder to ascend the wall to a most esoteric manileshelf above.
Having done this, step to a tongue of grass which reads up to the
corner belay tree.

Pitch 3. 40 feet. l l la.
The dank crack on the reft is crimbed to a poor beray and

stance by an overhang.

Pitch 4. 40 feet. 11la.
Various cracks seam the wail. rt is easier to move reft whence

a broad staircase leads to a ledge stance. This point can be reached
directly by the curving groove, or by staying in *re 

"rr.r. 
to tr,,

corner block belay.

Sunset Crack.

KOWLOON PEAK
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Severe.

,fl

.a ; j%

D.C. Reeve on the hand traverse of Sunset Crack
Photograph: M. Banks
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Pitch 5. 1 10 feet. lV.
Move left, down the grassy guily, until the horizontar crack

is reached. Finger traverse left, round the steep wall, to ioin tr,efine slab pitch of Jungle column. Follow this to tnl top of the
crag.

Variation. Pitch 34. 40 feet. lVa.
climb the left corner up the wall on small holds, until it ioinspitch four.

Pitch 44. 40 feet. 1 1 la.
Move right into the corner and belay on the block.

Pitch 5A. 70 feet. 1 1 t.
Climb the right chimney coming out on the grass gully.

Pitch 64. lb feet. 1 I t.
scramble r ight into the corner and ascend the ledge unti l  the

short deep groove appears on the left.  cl imb this by jJmming the
left shoulder unti l  the ledge is reached.

Pitch 7A. 45 feet. 1V.
Move reft and crimb the chimney to the reft of the ar6te.Th.en move slightry right to crimb the wail and crack to a gooo

belay block. From here the choice of continuing on coctscomo
or Longfellow is yours.

Evening Wall. 280 feet. Very Severe. A2.
Probably the most exposed climb on the crag is Evening Wall.

It has its hard sheer pitches and its disappointing ones, but one
thing is sure, l ike most of the long cl imbs on the crag, i t  should be
started early in the day and climbers should be prepared to spend
the day on i t .  Most of the t ime wi l l  be taken up on i ts third
pitch, where five pitons were used for the traverse. The climb is
started 15 feet left of the start of christie's climb and left of the
next overhang. l t  goes up the slab to the lef t  of  the main yel low
ar)te. From in the corner it goes up and right across the wall
and up the ar6te.

KOWLOON PEAK

Pitch 1. 20 feet.  I  1 ' la.

From the top of the finger-stone move behind the thin tree.
Cl imb in the corner to a boulder belay at the base of the slabs.

Pitch 2. 50 feet.

Scramble up the slabs to the overhang corner left of the
r ib.  Belay over a good boulder.

Pitch 3. 60 feet. Vb. 42.

From in the r ight corner,  c l imb the wal l  to the lef t  of  the
crack on small ledges. Move right, under the loose looking over-
hang, to the corner r ib.  Cl imb up the corner and belay on the
bf ock at the arite.

Pitch 4. 110 feet.  V.

Stand on the block and cl imb the wal l  on smal l  rugosit ies.
Move lef t ,  as the wal l  steepens, and cl imb the f lake. Go r ight
and up the wal l  to the large block and belay.

Pitch 5. 40 feet. 1 1 1.
Cl imb the chimney, then move r ight and up the corner.  The

cl imb can be f inished on the last pi tch of Sunset Crack, or by just
moving off  to the r ight.

Jungle Column. 280 feet. Mild Severe.
Owing to the arduous approach march required to reach i t ,

and i ts in i t ia l  jungle pi tches, this cl imb suffers somewhat in com-
parison with its neighbours. But once clear of the herbage, the
cl imbing on to and up the Column is of a kind about which i t  is
easy to eulogise; great, grey sheets of rock sweep cleanly to the
top of the crag. Start: serious climbing starts at the finger-stone
which stands on a ledge under the great arboreal break containing
the cave, which here bisects the face. This point must be reached
in one of three ways; either by scrambling up the grass coated
rocks at the base for 150 feet, by rounding the ridge at the end
of the lower crags of Kowloon Peak or, best of all, by climbing
this selfsame ridge. Near the top there is some interesting stuff
almost worth the struggle of getting to it.
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Pitch 1.  85 feet.  1 11a.
Move r ight and up from the f i rm tree near the f inger-stone

by the corner of the wai l .  Then proceed up an easy but sirenuous
tree-fil led cleft to a stance and belay in the trees.

Pi tch 2.  4E feet.  111a.
Penetrate the trees . -at 

the right u ntil a groove leadingstraight up can be ident i f ied. Wher-e this widens into a stonychimnev, a putt  up on a rarge frake ranJs' ; ; ; ; "  ; ' ; i . i ' r "osebelow the cave.

Pitch 3. 40 feet. lVa.
Take the route to thear6te on the right. The move on to thisis exhilarating and pleasantly exposed after the grr.*;r-io*r,

stuff' step right into a crack and foilow this to ai eyrie .nd tr",belay.

Pi tch 4.  110 feet.  11lb.
Because of the remaining distance to.be covered, and the lack

of belays, it is better to move easily to the lee of the slab. climb
the centre of the slab on good rugosities and cracks rno *ou,
gradually to the edge. There is a stance here and a small flake for
a runner. Hence there. are three possibilities. The left one,
however, is consistent with the rest of the climb. Move leit rouno
the corner and step across the top of a chimney and on to thegrass. 

. Go ug the. grass, (a belay can be made and the second
brought up, but this wil l  slow the cl imb), back on to the slab andfollow the ridge to the top.

Variations. pitch 44. l0O feet. 1 Vb.
This is the dire.ct pitch. At the harf-way mark keep straightup the edge of the slab. There is one hard, rugos. rno", h.lf_wayup.

Pitch 48. tVa.
At the half-way mark return to

straight up the centre. There is one very
the slab proper and go
fine move near the top.

D.C. Reeve cl imbing Pitch I of Dangling
Photograph: J. Kirby )
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High Hanging. 330 feet.

53

Mild Very Severe.
One piton in situ. This is Jungle Column with a direct finish.

It has more of a history than most climbs here. The first attempt,
a solo reconnaissance, was easily rebuffed. At the second try, the
leader lost his way and had to finish on a top rope. Next time, a
few weeks later, a hold broke and the leader came off. Back he
came, though, armed with a peg. With the help of this to replace
the broken and vital holds, the climb was completed. Start: same
as for Jungle Column.

Pi tch 1.  85 feet.  11la.
Climb the slab and groove to the jungle belay.
Pitch 2. 45 feet. 1 1 1a.
Go right through the trees then up the groove to the route.
Pitch 3. 100 feet. V.
On the left of the cave is a V-shaped chimney. Climb this

until a ledge on the left is attained. Step delicately left, left again
to two small flakes which will take runners and then back right.
A promising line on the left goes nowhere. From here the
objective is a small shrub above and right. lt is reached by swinging
on the piton until handholds in the crack on the right can be used.
Having gained the tree, step right and mantle strenuously on to
a loose, perched block above. The climb is hair-raising but one
lands on easier ground above. Keep on moving left for another
fifty feet until a belvedere and copse are reached. There is a barik
of grass here.

Pitch 4. 100 feet. 1 1 la.
This pitch is the top half of the top pitch of Jungle Column

but the climb is complete without this.
Expo. 480 feet. Severe.

This climb, like its neighbours, has a poor start. lt warms up,
however, to an excellent climb on its third and forth pitches
where it takes the crack above the finger of stone to join the high
corner chimney. Then there are some small moves above this
until the climb finishes about eighty feet below the main path.
The start is about 35 feet left of the start of Evening Wall at a
large boulder lying across the slab.

(
R. Wal l is on Pitch 4 of Longfel low

Photograph: J.  Kirby
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Pitch 1.100feet.  111.
From the spike of rock, climb left round the nose, then up

the slab to a firm belay tree.
Pitch 2. 1 10 feet. 1 1 la.
Continue up more, but steeper slabs, and make for the right

corner. Then climb to the finger of stone and belay round the
large block. This is also the start of Jungle Column.

Pi tch 3.  110 feet.  V.
Climb on to the block and up the groove. This becomes a

crack higher, then it branches. Take the steep right one, then move
across left to belay on the grass ledge.

Pi tch 4.  1 10 feet.  11la.
climb the steep guily straight ahead. Move left at the brock,

and f inish on the slab. Belay on the tree in the right corner.
Pitch 5. 20 feet. 1V.
Climb the wall on rugosit ies.
Pi tch 6.  30 feet.  111a.
Climb the chimney above.

Compo. 410 feet. Hard Severe.

KOWLOON PEAK

climb is certainly a classic of the crag. Start: just left of Expo, at
the smal l  t ree st icking out from the rock at the r ight crack.

Pi tch 1.60feet.  111a.

Cl imb the crack, move r ight into the corner on the slab and
belay at the tree.

Pitch 2. 60 feet.  1 1 1a.

Ascend in the left corner to the top of the slab and belay on
the trees near the corner.

Prtch 3.  20 feet.  1 1 1a.

The cl imb goes up in the steep corner.

Pitch 4. 20 feet.  1 1 1b.

Cl imb the slab ahead to the tree belay.

Pitch 5. 50 feet.  1V.

Cl imb on to the slab above the tree, go up the r ight corner,
and ascend the slab moving sl ight ly r ight to the block belay.
Stygian Alley starts here and goes up to the left gully. The third
pitch of Expo. is the crack to the right.

Pitch 6. 90 feet. V.
Climb the wall on small rugosities. Stay left of the wet patch,

where possible. Reach for the edge protruding from the vertical
crack and mantle on to this. Then make a desperate move over the
loose soil to the grass ledge. Move slightly left to the rib, then
move up to the corner on loose blocks and finger traverse left, or
move lef t  before the loose blocks, and f inish up the wal l to avoid
crashing the blocks on the second's head.

Pi tch 7.35 feet.  V1.

Ascend the ledges. Move right into the corner and up the
crack by hand jamming. Then cl imb the smal l  chimney. Belay
round the block on a good ledge.

Pitch 8. 75 feet.  1V.

Cl imb the corner lef t  of  the loose block, then scramble to the
large cave to belay.
Stygian Alley. 100 feet. Mild Severe.

This takes the last crack or gul ly on theface before i t f inal ly
fades away into grass. Better fun than the cl imb is the var iat ion
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The cl imb takes in a crack, s lab, groove, corner,  wal l ,  r ib,
chimney and another corner. The variety is vast, both iechnicaily
and in grade. After the first 120 feet the crimb improves ancr
maintains its standard, until the seventh pitch is reached. This is
the crux. when the reader of the first party up this route was
leaning back from a loose chockstone, endeavouring in desperation
to move his feet up the slipery wall, he spotted a bird,s nest
containing three eggs deep in the crack where, under other
crrcumstances, he would have found his handhold. r t  is probabry
avoiding the nest that made the cr imb so hard. Therefoie, l l  t r , ispitch goes easier in .later years, long after the nest is removed,please excuse the judgement of the humane pioneers. From here
the climb goes back to its former standard. 

'Luckiry, 
tr-re second

belays here, for, on the ascent of the corner, a loose'wedged rock
is encountered. This is the main handhold for t rr is pi tch aid couro,
therefore, cause some concern when i t  pul ls out an inch. This
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finish which can be taken by itself. lt is called the Daf-Dal Variantand moves in from the. top towards figf, Hanging and takes thedibdre to the left of that. Start: not'rury to get at. One musttraverse in from the sto.nv, gulfy at the prominent pinnacle. Belayto the right of the grass leOge on tf,eipifl. of rock.
Pitch t.  2b feet. 1 1 lb.
Step up on to the slab and ascend the base of the alley whichpeters out into grass,and mud. Struggte i tew te"i,il;;;l'up andover a tarse and firthv brock to aliee berav i;-il;.'r# ltou..
Pitch 2.  75 feet.  11la.

, . climb straight ,p tl.e.crack, mainry on tree roots. The cracklands one on a grassy spilth from ili;hiit is possibre to wark off.It is worthier, however, to take the Dal_Dal Variant.

. The climb begins just reft of the start of compo. The route
is a centre crack at the bulging outcrop, near the long rooted tree
which appears to support the crag.

Pitch 1. 30 feet. 1 I la.
Climb the crack, then move left to the steep wall relying ongood handholds on a convenient flake.
Pitch 2. 50 feet. 1 I la.

comparatively easy move up the broken rib makes theclimb. Belay at one of the trees.
Pitch 3. 30 feet. 1 1 1b.
Move left on to the wail, then make use of the rarge sharp

edged flake to finish the climb.
Springer's Retreat. 80 feet. Hard Severe.

Fall  Guy.

KOWLOON PEAK

110 feet.
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Mild Severe.
l ,

#
I

j

Daf-Daf Variant. 2ZO tet.
Pitch 1. 60 feet. V. Above the finish of the previous crimb, and to the reft of

ltvol.n.Alley, is a rarge piilow of rock which houses two crimbs.To the left the crag has a rarge sprit frake. To the,igr,i'th.r" i.,small guty right of a broik that separates the two crimbs.
Pitch 1. 25 feet. 111.
climb the guily, then over the stones to beray on the brock.
Pitch 2. 55 feet. V.
climb on to the right srab, from the brock, then up in the reft

9o-_rn9r on very small holds to the loose blocks in the corner.
climb on to the reft brock, then up the smail wail and scrambre
for twenty feet to a belay block.

Nut Cracker. 105 feet. Very Difficult.
On the left of the crag, at the large split flake is the start ofthe cl imb.
Pitch 1. 20 feet. 1 1 1.
Climb the crack to the thread belay on the block.
Pitch 2. 25 feet. 1 t.
Move left and foilow the wail to the corner which is crimbed

to the belay point.

Hard Severe.

Traverse a ledge.on the right at the top of Stygian Alley. Goround the awkward rib by m"r-nr or. a'step-dorn oi to a bizarre,jammed pinnacre. rt js eaiier g"ing ot;r the srabs. There is a sheerdrop on to the crack berow inoin-ir 
".1 

orry be negotiated byhaving the second rower one o; riilr fixed to various frakes ofdoubtful strength. At this jun"trre il"is 
"rrost 

impossibre for thesecond to hear the leader, so a system of signals should beprepared beforehand. one arrives in a marshy spot (the Dar-Dar)and it.is necessary to climb ,o,n. tr"nty feet to a good tree toallow the second, in his turn, to swing across.
Pitch 2. 4b feet. I I t b.

. , cliTning up the di^dre is preasant. rt is much easier than itlooks. The randfail is at the betueJei. 
"i 

Higt Hanging and Jungrecolumn' lt is^possibre. of course, to t.r.r the finar pitch of theseto the top' on the first rr""ni, rrotJ"u.r, a different fine wasexplored.

pi tch 3.  l1b feet.  1 la.
Penetrate the trees and bourder fierds reftwards untir grassis found. This pitctr is almost f,oriiontaf.

! t

j
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Pitch 3. 60 feet. 1 1 1.
Mantle-sherf to the wail, then move right whire ascending forthe next forty feet and move reft to finish on *re srao. sciambrefor twenty feet to the belay boulder.

:::rt j'j:I^tu:t.,.r.I:lfail G.uy. Here a.slab r,ru.r,.r rp io r'*r"p
l.,lg:.l9::,-i:^-*lr. resembtei three chim""v, ,L*! ;; ,h;

Kung Hei Fat Choy. g0 feet. Very Difficult.
This climb starts at the base of the slab below Coffin.
Pitch 1. 60 feet. I  I  1.

t.flrr twenty feet of climbing up the slab, move right on toa small ledge' Move reft on to a dirt redge at the base oi a thirtyfoot chimney. A hotd. on a tarse prlJection ofi;l; ,igii watrbrings one out of the chimney. B;la;t; feet higher up the grassyslope.
Pitch 2. 20 feet. 1tb.

80 feet. Mild Very Severe.

bring you on to a steep but fairly safe

250 feet. Very Difficult.

KOWLOON PEAK

Pitch 3. 40 feet. 1 1 l.
Climb the small buttress directly behind the belay.
Pitch 4. 50 feet. I 1b.
Continue up the broad rib on good holds.
Pitch 5. 40 feet. 111a.
Walk up the green gully to climb the left wall. At its near

edge, a long "Stretch" is necessary. This brings the party to the
top of the small outliers adjacent to the main crag, where a watk
through the grass will bring Vou to the main path.

Very Difficult. lll.

Cockscomb. 110 feet. Hard Very Difficutt.
This is a wandering crimb, which eventuaily finds the ar6re

from the left. The pitches are short and there aie various points
at which it is possible to walk off. start from the foot of slicioe
wall. Two broad ledges lead left to the left of the wall. To include
the hardest pitch the lower ledge must be taken.

On the left of Nut Cracker is a broad, grassy gully. Left of
this, before one comes to the stony gully, a ,idge of rock
protrudes just sufficient to provide some climbing. The climb
starts on the left of the start of the third pitch of stretch. The
line can be varied a great deal, but everywhere one must face the
objective dangers of vegetation and lichen covered rock. A line of
nail marks used to mark the original route, but it is just as well to
choose one's own line.

Suicide Watl

At its summit, The Main Crag of Kowloon peak rears to a
sharply defined little crest easily seen from most directions. At the
top of the crest is a picnic area where the two main paths to the
peak meet. on the south-east side, the crest is sheared away to give
a fine, compact face, handsomely wrinkled with the passing of
t ime. suicide wall,  as this area is cal led, holds four cl imbs and a
variation on its main wall and another two climbs on its left
crescent. The wall is easily reached by the path which is used for
the approach to the Main crag. lt gives climbing as fine and safeas
can be found in Hong Kong.
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. From the ledge of the finger of stone where Jungle Columnstarts, move left across the grassy break over the fin'ish tl r.rr
!uv, tg-a chimney. Descend this and move into the corner. This is

Coffin.

An easy move will
grassy slope.
Stretch.

which constitute the next three crimbs. coffin i.t., irr. ,ig;t onr. Milledge's Ridge. 220 teet.
One Pitch. B0 feet. Va.
Climb into the corner and under the overhang. Using thetwin cracks layback untir easier going wiil oring yo"; Jr''r"rg,chockstone. crimb over this, then reft fbr a *rreadoetay.

The climb starts just reft of Kung Hei Fat choy, on the srab.
Pitch 1. 40 feet. I 1 1.
Move up to the corner overhang and belay.
Pitch 2. 80 feet. 1 t b.
Traverse reft around the corner into the groove. Take theleft wafl untir an easy chimney reads right to ,"gooJrt"nce andthread belay.
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Pitch 1. 30 feet. lV.

. The ledge is blocked by a short wail. crimb this carefuily andmake an abandoned swing up on to the ar\te itserf . rrris is a gooomove. Ascend to the upper ledge.
Pitch 2. 30 feet. iltb.
cf imb the wail to another stance near a broad pinnacre. Thispitch offers pleasant climbing.
Pitch 3. 20 feet. l t tb.
Make a dellcate step right to a broad cleft and follow this

back to a very fine belay on {he ar6te.
Pitch 4. 30 feet. il tb.
The wall above appears inhospitable, so walk out on to

suicide wall by way of the right corner. climb to the top by
either the first or the second vertical crack, the latter being the top
of Zig-Zag.
Leaning Crack. 100 feet. Hard Severe.

This is the hardest crimb on the wail, save for pitch nine of
Long-felfow, which finished on the ar6te direct. r-ianlng crack
starts at the very base of suicide wall and goes up the leaning
crack, a well defined feature on the left. lt then goes up a direci
line on the left of the wall.

Pitch 1. 50 feet. V.
climb in the corner, over roose brocks, untir the redge is

reached. climb the large crack using the jammed chockstones.
The crux of the climb comes as the crack steepens. Belay over the
blocks on the right above.

Pitch 2. 50 feet. V.
Climb in the right corner on to the blocks. Then climb up

moving left towards the crack and finish straight up the wall.
Zig Zag. 90 feet. Severe.

The wall is not easy to start anywhere, but once safery
ensconced in its web of cracks, there are no more worries until its
final upflung crest is reached. The route is a pleasant exercise in
balanced climbing where p. A's or Kletts are advised and even

KOWLOON PEAK

gym-shoes could be worn. Start: half-way up the shallow gully
which bounds the wall, a thin horizontal crack, to the riglit of
some pock-marks, must be attained.

One Pitch. 90 feet. lVa.
Swing in using the pock-marks, until a slight ledge is reached

on the feft. Follow this to a good series of cracks lthe Zig-Zagl
which run up the face. Climb this to another ledge below the top.
These last few feet can be climbed in a number of ways but the
direct curving crack is as good as any.
Variation. Hard Severe. 20 feet.

lmmediately under the farthest point left reached by
Zig-Zag, is the start.

One Pitch. 20 feet. V.
Move up and right over the easy broken toe of the wall. The

steep face above is crimbed on awkward scattered hords. A rong
reach into an unlikely looking crack permits access to the good
ledge, which slants away leftwards from the pock-marks. Here
it joins Zig-Zag.

Cedilla. 70 feet. Severe.

The steeper, featureless bit of wall to the right of Zig-Zag
was found to contain much greater worth than anyone had
thought possible. Route-finding is always a bit of a problem but
one can escape at certain points. Technically, the problem isvery
well maintained. Start: in the gully to the side.of the wall and
about ten feet higher than the start of Zig-Zag. Step off a rounded
slab of yellow rock which abuts the main wall.

One Pitch. 7O feet. lV.
Move to the left and ascend to a shallow indentation leading

right- Go straight up the wall on indef inite holds to another perch
just below the top. Where the crux comes will depend on the way
one takes it, for it is impossible to lay down hard and fast direc-
tions for a place on which one can more or tess wander at will.
The final crack is as hard as anything on the climb but may be
avoided at the right. Adequate protection in the form of siings
is hard to find.
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MINOR CRAGS ON KOWLOON PEAK.

A great deal of work has been done over the past eighteen
months on the vast acres of rock which nestle about Kowloon
Peak. lts fine accessibility from Kowloon, coupled with some fine
problems, made this area a favourite tramping ground for those
l iv ing in and around Kowloon.

Howff Crags

Just right of an imaginary line between The Main Crag and

Good Hope School, overlooking Half Way Crag and the path from

the school, is a line of boulders called the Howff Crags.

Left Crag

This, the largest of the three crags, lies along the ridge

and has a large pointed f laked boulder covering i ts lef t  toe. This

forms a fine protected resting place. There are five climbs on

the crag described from right to left.

Samari tan Ridge. 100 feet. Very Difficult.

The climb begins at the chimney at the bottom right of the
crag. l t  f in ishes up the r ib.

Pi tch 1.35feet.  111.
Cl imb the chimney, then move lef t  across the bulge to join

the wal l .  Tackle the lat ter,  moving r ight to the r ib,  and cont inue
to a sit down belay over a large boulder.

Pitch 2. 65 feet.  1 1 1.
Ascend the crack to the ledge. Then climb the wall by the

incut to the next ledge. Climb the left crack, then climb on to the
right wall to the belay stone.

D.C. Reeve belaying R. Wal l isc l imbing onZigZag,
Suic ide Wal l .

Photograph: L. Murray.
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International.

to belay.

Young Ho.

KOWLOON PEAK

100 feet.

100 feet.

o5

Very Difficult.

Diff icult.

Very Difficult.

Start at the chimney just behind the shelter-stone.
Pi tch t .40feet.  11la.
Climb the chimney, then belay.
Pitch 2. 60 feet. 1 1 1.
Climb the crack, then the slab to the right of the small tree

Start left of the shelter-stone, at the wall.

One Pitch. 100 feet. 1 1 .
Climb the wall, then the cracks, to the belay stone.

Verto. 70 feet. Mild Very Difficult.
From the smal l  belay tree, the cl imb goes up the l ine of

cracks.

One Pitch. 70 feet. 1 1b.
Climb the crack to the ledge,then cont inue up the cracks

above.

Trial . 70 feet.
The climb starts just left of the tree, it goes up the wall at the

corner and finishes in a crack.
One Pitch. 70 feet.  1 1 1.
Climb the wall, just left of the small tree, surmount the

corner, using the lay-back technique to gain the ledge, then
follow the crack to the universal belay.

Centre Crag

This crag is sl ight ly shorter and l ies at an easier angle than
Left Crag, which lies just right and lower. The top of Centre Crag
finishes at the base of Left Crag.
Monopoly. 80 feet. Very Difficult.

From the right crack, the cl imb proceeds along the skyl ine.
One Pitch. 80 feet. 1 1 1.
Climb the crack by a lay-back to the corner. Proceed up the
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corner to the ledge, then cl imb the wal l  on rugosit ies.

Right Crag

From a distance, this crag which is vir tual ly only a r ib,
looks to be joined to Centre Crag. lt is, in fact, separated by
a grassy break and the r ib is s l ight ly lower.

Monument. 100 feet. Dif f  icul t .

The climb starts at the bottom rib and goes up the centre of
the crag.

One Pitch. 100 feet.  1 1.

Climb past the tree. Move right of the steep rock on the
grassy break, then cl imb the wal l  to the r ib and fol low this l ine to
the top.

Two Tier Boulder

On the next small ridge across the gully, left and on the
same level as Howff Crag, is a small two tier boulder about fifty
feet high. Two climbs have been done on this.

United Nations. 50 feet. Severe.
The cl imb begins up the r ight corner,  and f inishes by the

right crack.
Pi tch 1.  25 feet.  l l lb.

Climb the right corner, on the bottom slab, to the grass ledge.
Pitch 2. 25 feet.  lV.
Ascend the right crack in the corner.

Seoul Time. 40 teet. Mild Very Difficult.

The cl imb goes up the centre of both slabs.
Pitch 1 . 2O feet. '111.

'Climb the wall to the grass ledge.
Pitch 2. 20 feet. 1 1b.
Climb the top wall,  up the cracks.

D.C. Reeve cl imbing on United Nat ions

Photograph: J.  Kirby
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Difficult. ll.Manikin. 25 feet.
Right of Two Tier Boulder and on the same level, in the

gully, is a small boulder twenty-f ive feet high. The cl imb is
obvious.

Hocus-Pocus Boulder

The small crag on the ridge left of Two Tier Boulder, but
fifty feet higher, has two climbs.

KOWLOON PEAK 69

Bigamy Outcrop

This is a small outcrop some seventy feet in height which
is about 100 yards from the top of suicide wall in the direction of
Tate's cairn. lt overlooks the rocky gully and is 150 feet above
and left of Mil ledge's Ridge. The outcrop hasthree ribs. The right
one supports a pinnacle. Three climbs have been claimed.
Lot's Wife 1. 80 feet. Difficult.

The Hump. 20 feet.
One Pitch. 20 feet. 11.
Climb the chimney on the right of the crag.

Flash. 25 feet. Mild Very Difficult.
One Pitch. 25 feet. 11b.
From the left side of the boulders, climb the wall, keeping

right.

The Spire. 30 feet. Very Difficult.
This is a solo cl imb on a spire of rock high up in the gully.

The spire is centrally placed at the toe of Hopless Buttress. lts top
has a fine, well used, resting place, where many a tale has been
exchanged before launching into the hard stuff above.

One Pitch. 30 feet. 1 1 1.
Climb the spire.

Burma Road. 50 feet. Hard Very Difficutt.
The climb can be located on a wall of rock directly below the

central rib of the main crag and below the slabs. lts finish is on the
vegetated ledge from where most of the long climbs on the main
crag start.

One Pitch. 50 feet. 111a.
Scramble through a gap in the lower wall. Climb the staircase

of ledges leading left. Using the top ledge as a hand hold, move
left to the wall. There is a narrow ledge on the wall for the feet.
With the aid of pressure hand holds, the top is accomptished.

This cl imb starts on the bottom r ight of  the r ight r ib.
Pi tch 1.  70 feet.  11.
Ascend to the ridge. Two mantleshelves will bring you up to

the base of the pinnacle and a belay.

Difficult.

Pitch 2. 10 feet. 1 1.
Cl imb the pinnacle.

Lot's Wife ll. 70 feet. Difficult.

to join the

Difficult.

The route is on the same rib as above, but starts on the reft
side of the rib.

One Pitch. 70 feet. 11.
Traverse right over steep rock to the ar6te

other wife.
Cole's Crack. 25 feet.

This climb starts half way up the right wall of the centre rib.
One Pitch. 25 feet. I  1.
Climb the steep crack and continue up the wall.

Gog and Magog

These two crags, Magog being higher than Gog, form one of
the largest of the Kowloon Peak outliers. Seen from the lower
section of Jat Incline Road near Good Hope School, these crags
are the most westerly of all the outcrops and have two pinnacles,
one nesting on the other. The crags are readily accessible from Jat
Incline Road and can be approached from above or below. From
above they can be reached by driving down Jat Incline Road,
parking the car at the pull-in opposite the right bend, aboui
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Pitch 1. 30 feet.  lV.

Cl imb the slab and secure a number one jammed nut runner
in the overhang. Cl imb this smal l  overhang by jamming both f ists
in the crack.

Pitch 2. 20 feet.  lV.

Cl imb the wal l  on the r ight of  the two trees, then scramble
to belay r ight of  the pinnacle.

Pitch 3. 50 feet.  Vl .

This is by far the crux of the cl imb, and is where the cl imb
gets its grade of M.V.S. There is a choice of two starts, but the one
in front of  the pinnacle seems the easier when the slab is dry.  The
alternat ive is the r ight wal l  start .  From in front 'of  the pinnacle,
hold i ts edge with the lef t  hand and use a horizontal  f inger-nai l
hold for the r ight hand. Bring the feet high on the slab, then work
the lef t  hand up the groove, and quickly reach forthe high vert ical
r ib.  This is easier for a tal l  person, but I  found a stretch and leap
necessary. Move r ight and insert  a dubious jammed nut in the
crack. Use the lef t  and r ight f lakes, manoeuvering with the lef t
hand unt i l  the mantle ledge is reached. Mantle on to this and cl imb
the lef t  edge. Throw the rope over the back of the pinnacle and
sit  on i ts top to belay.

Pitch 4. 30 feet.  lV.

Cl imb down the back of the pinnacle. Step over and cl imb
the slab after at taching a jammed knot runner under the overhang.

Pitch 5. 30 feet.  V.

Cl imb the corner,  and swing the legs into the chimney of
Snakehips which is the f in ish of this cl in ' rb.

iVlagog

Magog is real ly a vast boulder,  overhanging on al l  but i ts lef t
side. At its highest point it measures over seventy feet from the
ground and dwarfs al l  the other outcrops in the vic ini ty.  The
shattered cracks and crannies afford some excel lent c l imbing for
the gymnast.  l ts upper reaches, which have been untouched unt i l
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15 feet. Very Difficult.

160 feet. Mild Very Severe. A1.
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now, offer some fine sport for the ironmonger and will only ,go,
with artificial aids. Magog has several attichments with other
boulders' The most notabre is.the frat-topped one on its right
offering a hundred feet of crimbing on its south face. Above and
behind Magog there are other worthy attachments which are
u.sed as finishing pitches after_Magog. Tire base of Magog is aboutfifteen yards from the top of Gog.
Snakehips. 30 feet. Severe.

This is a short  and brut ish cr imb which br ings one to the top
of the tall bourders at the foot of Magog. tt i i *,. prominent
chimney at the base of which used to grow a tail thin tree until
one of the R.A.F. Mountain Rescue Team members chopped i t
down with a matchet, and thereby put the grade up iro,n f,arO
very difficult to severe.

One Pitch. 30 feet.  lV.
start at the base of the chimney and squeeze reftwards.

The chimney is too narrow for 'backing and foot ing,,and since the
slaughter of the tree_ has taken the only foothold, progress is only
made by wriggling. There is a straddle stance at the top.
Western Roll.

Christmas Eve.

This is a pleasant probrem in overcoming a rarge overhanging
chock. lt is the deep chimney at the left oi the base of Magog,
facing sideways.

One Pi tch.  15 feet.  l l l .
c l imb the chimney unt i l  the chock is reached. The r ight hand

goes to an under hold on the chock and the left over the top. A
pull deposits one on the stance.

J. Kirby cl imbing Snakehips
Photograph: R. Giddy

start at the obvious crack at the foot of Magog and left of
snakehips. The first pitch is the hardest with its widelverhanging
crack, where two wooden blocks had to be used. This is followed
by another crack, a wal l ,  an overhanging chimney, another crack
and wal l .

Pi tch 1.  65 feet.  A1.
Climb the crack to the ledge, then carry on up a second crack

to a good belay.
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Pitch 2. 60 feet.
Climb the wall above.
Pitch 3. 15 feet.
Climb the overhanging chockstone in the corner.
Pitch 4. 20 feet.
Climb the crack and wall on the left.

Switchback. 100 feet. Mild Very Severe. A2.
This climb starts at the right base of Magog, above and

behind Snakehips, and right of Christmas Eve. The climb gets its
name from the way the crack swoops and rises like a switchback.

One Pitch. 100 feet.  V.
The flat topped crag known as The Bus Stop, immediately

right of Magog, is separated from the latter by a crack. The climb
goes up here. The crack is strenuous to start and will only go by
inserting two channel pitons early. This takes you high enough to
jam a nut runner at the top of the f i rst  overhang. The cl imb is
deceiving as the crack is stil l overhanging for a further twenty feet,
where four blocks and a large jammed knot were used. After this
the climb becomes free and offers plenty of protection with
chockstone runners to the top, where a good belay can be found
wel l  back on The Bus Stop. This wi l l  take al l  the rope.

Deception. 100 feet Very Severe.
This climb is just right of Switchback, and, as its name

suggests, it looks reasonably easy. But once clutching at its dirty
walls, and trying to secure hand-holds in its continuously over-
hanging chimney, one will see why this climb, which looks a
natural, has been left for so many years. The climb was so dirty
that a great deal of energy was used through hanging on and
gardening on the way up. Although a whole day was spent in
pioneering this climb, there were a few funny moments to
maintain morale. A well matured bird's nest was flung down, only
to land upside down on the second's head. Later, while pushing
a consolidated pile from a much needed ledge, the hand slipped,
and had it not been for the chin digging intothe rock, a fall would
have been inevitable from such a precarious position. The climb
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was not very generous to the safety conscious climber, as runners
were few and unreliable.

Pitch 1. 80 feet. Vl.
The climb was mostly done on the right wall, occasionally

moving in when the steep chimney would allow it. The first
occasion was at the rib with the left foot jammed in the crack.
The small ledge was used as a belay to bring the second up. But
this is very small for two and, until the leader climbs on, it is a
fight for survival.

Pitch 2. 20 feet. Vl.
Chimney up, facing the right wall, and work up to secure

a hand-hold for the left hand on the rib left of the crack, above
the overhang. This allows the feet to be swung to the ledge on the
right cornerwhere a rest can be taken. The remainder is reasonably
easy, and goes left to a tree on Switchback to finish at The Bus
Stop.
Variation. Pitch 2A. 20 feet. Vl.

The second time the climb was done, a variatjon was put up
on the left quartz wall above the small ledge belay. The start is
the same as on the other wall. A quick transfer is necessary, then
a quick move and a hand traverse to the left, where the climb
joins Switchback. Here one is able to recover.
Frustration. 50 feet Severe. A1.

The climb starts at the very right side of The Bus Stop, well
right of Deception, and in the gully above the corner flake. Two
blade and three channel pitons were used. A long time was spent
in trying to finish this climb without pitons, buitrris was in vain;
hence the name.

One Pitch. 50 feet. l l lb. At.
Scramble for a few feet to gain height, then reach up to insert

the first channel piton. Follow the broken crack to the ledge, then
climb into the chimney. when harf rrvsy up the chimney, move left
on to the wall where the rock is a more reasonabre but stiil steep,
angle. The last piton, a channel, was used before leaving the
chimney. The remainder was climbed free. A good jammed nut on
a number one runner was used in the crack and the finish was by
a mantle to The Bus Stop.
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Eve's Outcrop

This unassuming crag lying left of Gog, and measuring apout
fifty feet high, is only just worthy of mentioning. lt is divided by a
crack in its centre, giving one climb, and it has a climb on either
rib.

KOWLOON PEAK

of the chimney, follow the deep ledge to the right. Come out on
the upper wall above the large overhang. Finish on the wall or
reverse the climb.
Steve's Traverse. 50 feet. Hard Severe.

This climb starts. at the thin tree below the start of New
Year's Eve. The first pitch finishes at the finish of the first pitch
of New Year's Eve. Any body lost ? This is the cruxof theclimb.

Pitch 1. 30 feet. V.
Start at the wall by the tree and insert a jammed knot on a

number four sling in the crack above. A semi-leap must be made
for the tiny finger-ledge. Then quickly transfer the left hand to
the stone in the crack. As all the rock is werhanging and without
foot-holds, from here the movements must be fast before one's
strength runs out.

Pitch 2. 20 feet. llla.
Move right under the large overhang by a fine finger-traverse.

With only friction for the feet, move to the ledge on the right.
Kilnsey ll. 170 feet. Hard Severe. A2.

The climb starts at the bottom centre of the crag, it goes over
the first overhang, up the slab, then over the second overhang by
the fine crack which opens out higher. Follow the crack right
midway up the slab, then move left and up another vertical crack
to the top. The climb was done with six artificialaids. Two wedges,
two channel pitons and two blade pitons. The second became
alarmed and fell off while negotiating the top of the overhang and
was not able to follow. The leader had to climb back down,
remove the blocks, and then climb up again. The second was able
to follow on the third pitch without difficulty.

Pitch 1. 35 feet. V. A2.
Start at the base of the crag, ai its centre. Reach up to aftach

a number one jammed nut runner in the small scoop; This twelve
foot overhang was climbed by attaching an btrier to the sling. At
the top of the overhang lay the side of the right foot on the slab.
A slight side pull with the right hand, and a small knobby for the
left hand should assist one to level ground. Climb the slab on
small rugosities to the large belay ledge under the overhang.
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Dirty Crack. 50 feet
Climb the centre crack.

Left Rib. 50 feet

Very Difficult lll.

Difficult. ll.
Climb the left edge of the rib in a series of mantle shelves to

a tree belay. Move right delic6tely to the top.
Right Rib. 50 feet

Climb the edge of the right rib.

Overhang Crag
This is a very interesting crag lying to the right and above

Magog. lt offers some most strenuous and delicate climbing for
the experienced climber. The routes were pioneered on the crag
over the Christmas and New Year holidays. The last climb was
done on the disbandment day bf the RAF Kai Tak Mountain
Rescue Team, by members of the team.
New Year's Eve. /5 feet. Hard Very Difficult.

The climb starts at the bottom left of the crag, just above a
thin tree and right of a belay boulder. lt is started by climbing a
strenuous wall and overhanging crack and'is finished on two
chimneys.

Pitch 1 . 30 feet. ll la.
Climb the wall and crack (very strenuous) then belay on the

boulder above.
Pitch 2. 45 feet. llla.
Climb the chimney and the boulder. Attach a runner before

starting the second chimney. Do not miss the foothold on the
right wall.
Variation. Pitch 2A. Severe. 50 feet. lV.

Climb the first chimney as in pitch two. Almost at the finish
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Pitch 2. 80 feet. V. A2.
All the artificial aids used were used on this pitch. Three

pitons were needed in the crack, a block at the corner, and a
second block eighteen inches higher. A strenuous mantle is
necessary to attain the top block. Attach a chockstone runner.
Climb left of the rotten tree and follow the crack right. Move
round the corner on the wall by a finger-traverse to a lirge ledge
and tree belay.

Pitch 3. 55 feet. V.
This pitch is climbed without artificial aids. Move left, back

on to the climb. Follow the horizontal crack and then the diagonal
crack left to the ledge above. Follow the vertical crack and secure
a jug runner. When the crack peterc out, move slightly right on the
wall, reach up and mantle to the top. A slight variation was done
later and proved slightly easier. where the first crack peters out,
move left, and walk up the second crack diagonally left under the
small overhang at the top.

The Bat. 35 feet. Hard Severe. A2.
Just to the right of Kirnsey il, where the overhang is ress

severe, a deep crack can be seen. This is The Bat. lt was so named
because a hibernating bat was found upside down, deep in the
crack. Although a large channel piton was banged in beside its
left ear, it refused to wake. After a few minutes' gardening,
however, it gave up the struggre and departed in searcri of peace
and quiet.

One Pitch. 35 feet. V.
Start under the overhang on the right of the crack. Reach

high to insert a channel piton, a wedge, then another channel. This
will bring you almost to the top of the overhang. A jammed nut
can be used in the crack to change the remainder of the climb
to free climbing. lt was found better to go right on to the wall to
finish. Belay at the large trees as for the end of pitch two of
Kilnsey l l .
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35 feet.
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42.The Cannon.
To the right of Overhang Crag, and immediately left of the

rocky gully, a long crag protrudes horizontally from the bank for
about forty feet. This is The Cannon. This is the only cl imb on
this crag which is on its right crack where one rock seems to be
sandwiched against another. This gives the fault where ten pitons
were needed to reach its end and top.

One Pitch 35 feet. 42.

Reach up to insert the first piton. Three channel and seven
blade pitons were used. The climb was hard because we only had
seven pitons and had to retreat three times to take out pitons to
finish the cl imb.

Gull iver Outcrop

This is the small crag to the right of and higher than Gog and
Magog. lt is separated from the later by the wide rocky gully.
While pioneering on this crag some loose boulders were dislodged.
They bounced and rolled down the gully and disturbed a large
wild monkey, an unusual sight in Kowloon. Gull iver Outcrop is
divided by a centre gully, and the climbs are mostly numbered
from left to right.
Number One. 130 feet. Very Difficult.

This climb starts on the left slab immediately left of the
centre gully.

Pitch 1. 80 feet.
Climb the slab to the ledge. Move left to stand on the flake,

then mantle to the next ledge. Climb the wall and move right over
broken rocks to a tree. Climb the corner chimney to belay.

Pitch 2. 50 feet. I IL
Climb the wide crack on the left using the rugosity. Then

mantle to the top of the flake. Continue right on the corner and
mantle to the scoop. Climb over and behind the boulder to the
left wall and belay at the top of the ridge.
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Gulliver's Travels. 75 feet. Very Difficult.
From the centre of the base of the outcrop, a wide chimney

runs vertically. This constitutes the first pitch. The best continua-
tion appears to be a further, narrower chimney on the left which
would go with some effort, were it not completely choked by
a particularly fierce rose shrub. The route, in fact, takes an easy
way off and loses, thereby, some of its enjoyment.

Pitch 1. 35 feet. i l1.

Climb the chimney, which has a strenuous start, to a good
perch. Continue up a further ten feet and belay.

Pi tch 2.  15 feet.  l l l .
From the short tree, traverse down and left along a good

balance ledge until a corner is rounded. The pitch could be con-
tinued but the rope might get kinked or jammed. The attractive
chimney which contains the rose shrub is in the middle of this
pitch.

Pitch 3. 15 feet. l lb.
Move round the corner, through the bushes, and up to the

slippery rocks at the end.
Pi tch 4.  10 feet.  l l l .
Cl imb the f inal wall  on nice holds.

Combat. 130 feet. Very Difficult.
This climb goes over the outside of the chimney of the

previous climb which was done nine years earlier. lt takes in the
chimney which houses the rose shrub and finishes on another
small chimney.

Pitch 1. 85 feet. l ' l l .
Start left of the chimney of Gulliver's Travels. Then from

necessity move right to the chimney. Half way up go right on to
the wall. Belay left of the large ledge.

Pitch 2. 30 feet. l l la.
Scramble left to the definite chimney with the rose shrub in

its centre. Fight past the rose shrub and climb the chimney
to a belay.
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Pitch 31 15 feet.  l l l .
Climb the small chimney directly above.

Number Two. 120 feet. Severe.
This climb starts at the black overhang right of the previous

two climbs, and follows the crack. After the ledge, it follows the
striated rock face, where the climbing is very delicate.

Pitch 1. 85 feet.  lV.

Start right of the chimney by a lay-back left, over the cave.
Get the right foot on to a small ledge, then transfer from the lay-
back position and climb to the crack. Using the crack for both
right hand and foot holds, move up to where small foot holds will
assist. Belay on the left of the large ledge.

Pitch 2. 35 feet. lV.
Climb up the striated face above by laying back to the

right until sufficient height is gained to reach the right hand hold.
A number two runner can be used over the hold. Stand on the
sloping slab, then climb the striated rock to the right crack. Climb
this safely to a good belay at the top.

Gulliver's Direct. 120 feet. Severe.
Start on the black slab at the extreme right of the crag and

cl imb the wal l  direct.
Pi tch 1. 70 feet.  lVa.

From the black slab on the right of the crag, climb up on the
rugosities moving right. Then move left where the holds become
scarce and a little fragile. There is no protection on this pitch, and
while leading this for the first time, a crucial handhold broke
away. Mantle to the top and belay at the sawn off rock.
. Pitch 2. 50 feet. lV.

Climb the wall ahead by starting ten feet up on the right.
Stand on the smal l  boulder and reach forthe ledge on the high lef t
with the left hand, and swing round on to the face. Reach up with
the right hand for a hold on the same ledge and move up this to
the vertical crack. A dubious small nut runner pushed back in the
crack may help psychologically here. At the small incut ledge,
move left on very small indented foot holds. Move higher, reach
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for the top ledge and mantle. Belay over the back rib. A long
drawn out debate took place over the grading of this climb. The
second thought pitch one should have been a grade higher, while
pitch two should have been a grade lower. We therefore settled
for severe all round.
lron Triangle.

The start is the same as for Garden walk but the climb goes

straight up the slab. The large footholds soon give way to small

scoops but the rock becomes safer. Keep left on the slab and come
out io a deep vertical crack where a number two iammed knot

runner can be used. climb right above the crack to the belay.

Slab Route.

KOWLOON PEAK

75 feet.
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Hard Very Difficult.

Mild Severe.
This is a variation of pitch two of Gulliver's Direct. Or jt

would be more correct to say, pitch two of Gulliver's Direct is
a variation of it, since lron Triangle was done first.

One Pitch. 50 feet.  | i lb.
Start as for pitch two of Gulliver's Direct. On reaching the

top of the vertical crack before the incut ledge, move right and up.
Use the same belav as for Gulliver's Direct.

Black Slab

About halfway down the Jat lncline Road, opposite a right
hand bend, there is a large parking area. A path starts from here
and follows the ridge on the right. Some 400 yards above the rdad
and left 'of the r idge is Black Slab. l f  walking up the Jat Incl ine
Road, it is better to leave the road at the sixteenth culvert, which
joins the same path.

The slab is about 80 feet high, and is typical of the slabs in
Hong Kong. lt is made up of a granite which can be brittle where
the rock is not weathered. The bottom of the slab which is some-
times wet is carpeted with a fine layer of black moss. The top of
the slab is steeper and usually dry.
Garden Walk. 70 feet. Difficult.

The climb starts on the bottom right at a bunch of trees. lt
entails climbing boulders, a wall, and a large crack jammed
with vegetation"

One Pitch. 70 feet.
Climb between the boulders and the slab and over the tree.

Climb the wall and left crack, then scramble to a large boulder
belay.

Roulette. 80 feet. Very Severe.

This climb is on the left side of the slab.

One Pitch. 80 feet.
* Start at the left front of the slab. Move left to the corner'

From the fine grassy horizontal crack, move on to the left wall
and climb to the marked rock. Follow this line. The slab gets steep
nearing the top, and protection becomes non-existent. There is
also an absence of holds. This is the crux of the climb.

Primates' Outcrop

This is rather a drab looking outcrop and is too broken to
offer long interesting climbs, but there are some fine problems on
the crag, which. with its accessibility, make it worthy of a visit.
Its left side, where obscured from the sun, is green and slimy. The
outcrop is about forty yards above Black Slab on the same ridge.

Ghimp. 80 feet. 
* 

Vrry Difficult.

The climb begins on the lowest rib, and remains on this rib
for its duration.

One Pitch. 80 feet. l l l .

$tand on the large flake at the base of the crack, and tackle
the overhang. Then proceed up the outside corner to the belay.

Variation. 80 feet. Hard Very Difficult. llla.

Start to the right of Chimp, use the vertical crack to swing on
to the right wall ,  then f ight the corner to join Chimp'

Ape. 80 feet. Very Difficult.

The climb starts at the slimy chimney, on the base of the
lowest rib, to the left of ChimP.

50 feet.
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KEY TO CLIMBS ON THE FOLLOWING OUTCROPS

a.
b.
c.

BLACK SLAB
Garden Walk
Slab Route
Roulette

PR IMATES' OUTCROP
Chimp
Chimp Variation
Ape
Baboon
Rhesus
Grease Monkey
Gori l la
Monkey Business
Gibbon

ORIFICE OUTCROP
Molar
Fang

D.
H.V.D.
V.S.

V.D.
H.V.D.
V.D.
D.
V.D.
V.D.
S.
D.
S.

H.V.D.
A1

m.
n.
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One pitch. g0 feet. lll.
ctimb the green srimy chimney, and then a crack. Move reftinto the grassy gully. climb this, jo ou"r the corner, and thenproceed straight up the wail. scrambre over the rib, ilren-rp tneblack wall until the climb peters out.

Left of, and h-igher than Ape, there are two obviouschimneys. The second is above and'right of the tirst.-ctimo trrechimneys.
Rhesus. 7O feet. Very Difficult. |il.

About 40 feet higher than the start of Baboon, and harf wayup the crag on the reft hand side, is an.area with a rarge overhangand a wall to the right. To the reft of tlre overrrang-Jrl-rrurrrt
cracks. They have been crimbed and are named tromiighi to reft.Rhesus is the first one.

Pitch 1. 30 feet.
climb the mossy- crack by bridging. Reach for a right finger-

hold and do a kind of mantle to the lefi ledge. This is toitoweo uy
easy climbing to the top.

Pitch 2. 25 feet.
scramble ahead to the cut away chimney. climb left of this

to a ledge, then climb by jammipg a foot in the chimney.

Pitch 1. 4b feet.

r .. .Blidog.the crack u_ntir you are high enough to move reft, then
:icl imb the rib and wall.  Scramble r ightio the oirerhang. 

-

Pitch 2. 35 feet.
Traverse on the green wall under the overhang, then go

further right to a chimney.
Pitch 3. 25 feet.
Climb the chimney to the top of the outcrop.
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, Monkey Business. 125 feet.

Gibbon. 100 feet.

Baboon. 80 feet. Difficutt. [.

Pitch 3. lb feet.
Cl imb the lef t  wal l .

Grease Monkey. 100 feet. Very Difficult. lll.
This is the crack immediately left of Rhesus.
Pitch 1. 20 feet"
Climb the vertical crack.
Pitch 2. g0 feet.
Scramble right to the corner, and climb right of the largegreasy chockstone.

Gorilla. 10S feet. Severe. tV.
This starts reft of Grease Monkey at the scoofi and crack.
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Left of the start of Gorilla is a steep narrow gully, and left of
this gully is a small chimney. This angies off and rerts another
chimney at a two foot high pinnacle.

Pitch 1. 1 10 feet.
Climb the chimney to_ the pinnacle. Continue up thejoining chimney to the end of the corner, then crimb rtrririr,t up

to the large tree. climb on the outside of the chimney abolve the
tree, and belay on another large tree above the chimney.

Pitch 2. 25 feet,
Climb the chimney on the right.

Diff icult.  l l .

Severe.
The start of this crimb can be found twenty feet higher than

that of Monkey Business. lt starts with a crack.
Pitch 1. 55 feet. tV.
cl imb in the corner using the smalr ledges on the right warl

and the cut out 'V' on the left. Use the looie chockstoni at the
top of the crack as.a"handhord. Herp is gained by using the redge
for the. right foot. walk left to the corner chimney rtio u.try in
the trees.

Pitch 2. 25 feet. tv.

. climb right of the chimney behind the trees and right of thejutt ing pinnacle on the mossy wall.  This is best done bi pushing
the back against the pinnacle, and moving the feet high enough to
reach the small rock on the left. Now walk througr;tr,e trees to
the wet greasy chimney.
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Pitch 3. 20 feet. lVa.
Climb the chimney for a few feet, then place a runner over

the large chockstone. The runner was used to pull on. unless the
chimney is very dry, this pi tch wi l l  be almost impossible without
the. ' runner.  The legs need to be jammed unt i l  the smal l  rugosit ies
afford a foothold. Reach for the grand f lake handhold to
f inish the cl imb.
Peanuts. 20 feet. Very Difficult.

This cl imb is on the wal l  r ight of  the top pi tch of Gori l la.
One Pi tch.  20 feet.  l l l .
The wal l  is c l imbed direct on the smal l  del icate cracks.

Ori f ice Outcrop

Approximately 200 feet above pr imates, Outcrop, and on the
left of the same ridge, is what resembles three giant,s't!;tf,-. one is
to the r ight,  another is just behind, and the thlrd is near the gul ly
on the left. The third tooth is divided by two cracks and a cavity
in its centre.
Molar. 20 feet. Hard Very Difficult.

This is the f i rst  c l imb on the bottom r ight of  the f i rst  tooth.
One pi tch.  20 feet.  l l la.
start by making use of a smail protrusion for the reft foot.

Reach with the left hand, into the corner crack on the left ledge.
Move to a higher ledge using a smal l jug-handle on the wal l  lef t  of
the grassy vertical crack.
Fang. 4o feet.  A1.

Around the corner lef t  of  Molar is a vert ical  crack. This is
cl imbed to the same f inish as Molar.  s ix pi tons were used.
Canine. 40 feet. Severe.

This cl imb is on the r ight of  the second tooth which is just
behind the tooth housing Molar and Fang.

L.  Murray c l imbing pi tch 1 of  Gorr i l la
Photograph: J.  Kirby
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'One Pitch. 40 feet. lV.

Fairly easy climbing in the corner for the first 20 feet, leads
to the three foot wide ledge on the right. Using the small crack at
the top and friction for the feet, move delicately up the remainder
of the cl imb.
lncisor. 35 feet. Hard Very Difficult.

This climb is on the lower left corner of the middle tooth
and left of Canine.

One Pitch. 35 feet. l l la.
Move irom the root on good enamel, then traverse left

towards the salivary gully and reach up to the decaying left jug.
Stand on this and reach for the filling in the corner. Mantle on
to the corner using the right nobby, and reach for the top ledge
with the right hand. Belay on the tree.
Wisdom. 35 feet. Mild Severe.

This cl imb is on the r ight of  the third tooth.

One Pi tch.  35 feet.  l l lb.
The climb starts on the narrow ledge ten feet to the right of

the tree and main crack. Move diagonally left to the narrow ledge,
then traverse further to the wide ledge and mantleshelf to finish.
Bicuspid. 30 feet. Mild Severe.

This climb starts on the right of the main crack between
Wisdom and the left edge of the third tooth.
'  One Pitch. 30 feet.  l l lb.

Move easily to the foot-wide ledge on the right of the main
crack. secure a handhold on the ledge high above and move the
left foot to a small ledge on the left. wedge the teft hand in the
crack, and move up. Then jam a foot in the crack and mantle to
the top.
Variation. 35 feet. Mild Severe.

Start directly under the deep crack on the left.
One Pi tch.  35 feet.  l t tb.
Move up until the hands wiil go into the crack. Then crimb

the crack to join Bicuspid.

Carroll Crag

Carrotl Cr.ag is about 100 yards above Magog and on the
same ridge. lt is probably most easily reached from the path on
$9 sou.th side of the Kowloon peak ridge. That is, starting from
windy Gap, at the top of the Kowroon peak. There is a rowei rayer
of rocl(s reaching to about 100 feet at the centre of the craj and a
layer above which probably reaches another ,t00 feet. trre-ctimus
are named from left to right beginning on the lower layer first.
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Dormouse. 15 feet. Very Difficult.

This climb is on the extreme left of the lower crag and starts
behind a tree.

One Pi tch.  15 feet.  l l l .
Cl imb the chimney.

Cheshire Cat. 30 feet. Severe.
This is to the right'of Dormouse.
One Pitch. 30 feet. lV.
Climb the crack and mantle on to the right ledge. Stand on

this ledge and move as far left as possible. Step on to the sloping
foothold with the left foot and reach for the rugosities to ciimU
the left corner.

Mock Turtle. 50 feet. Mild Severe. lllb.
Start at the crack right of the wide chimney.
Pitch 1. 15 feet.
Climb the crack.
Pitch 2. 35 feet.
Walk through the undergrowth to two chimneys. Climb the

right one.

Mad Hatter. 80 feet. Hard Very Difficult. llla.
This climb starts on the wall immediately right of Mock

Turtle.
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Pitch 1. 40 feet.
Climb on to the corner and follow the horizontal crack

slightly to the right. while ascending move back on to the left
corner using the small rib. This seems to be the easiest route.

Pitch 2. 40 feet.
start at the overhanging frake on the wail and'crimb on the

left corner. once on the corner there are better footholds on the
left.

March Hare. 120 feet. Very Difficult. tll.
Pitch 1. 60 feet.
Start on the flaked crack twelve feet right of Mad Hatter, and

follow the crack to the platform. Then climb the wall and crack.
Pitch 2. 60 feet.
Climb the crack in the centre of the slab above.

Tweedle Dee. 100 feet. Very Difficult. lll.
This is fifteen feet right of March Hare, and starts at the

scoop.
Pitch 1. 50 feet.
Climb the ledges finishing left of the vegetated crack.
Pitch 2. 50 feet.
Climb the wall of the large detached boulder, then drqp

down and cl imb the right wall  behind.

Tweedle Dumb. 120 feet. Hard Very Difficult. illa.
The cl imb is in the deep chimney.
Pitch 1. 100 feet.
Start from behind the block deep in the chimney, and remain

in the chimney until the sturdy tree is reached. Now leave the
chimney in preference of the right wall. Climb up the centre to the
small boulder ahead and belay behind this.

Pitch 2. 20 feet.
This is a problem pitch on the wall left of the crack. lt starts

above the first belav.
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White Rabbit. 80 feet.
This is the cl imb which goes up the wall

chimney and the long centre crack.
One Pitch. 80 feet.
Stand on the boulder and pull on the flake to get a start on

the wall. The climb traverses left and then right. On reaching the
small tree to the left of the ledge, climb the wall.
Dinah. 100 feet. Very Difficult. lll.

The climb starts at the crack on the centre of the face.
Pitch 1. 80 feet.
Climb the crack to the grassy ledge. Then climb the centre of

the wall.

Pitch 2. 20 feet.
Climb the crack on the boulder ahead.

Dodo. 90 feet. Hard Very Difficult.
Climb the wall between the centre crack and the thin

chimney on the right.
One Pitch. 90 feet. l l la.
Step across to the wall from the left of the line of boulders.

Carry on over the grassy ledge and climb on the corner.

Alice. 100 feet. Difficult.
Start at the thin chimney.
One Pitch. 100 feet. l l .
The climb is up the thin chimney, in the centre of the lower

portion of the crag, left of the block.

Walrus. 80 feet. Very Difficult.
Start to the right of Alice.
One Pitch. 80 feet. l l l .

Climb on to the block via the right crack. Step right to the
ledge, at the base of the crack on the corner. Climb the corner to
belay on the ledge between the two large boulders.
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Caterpillar. g0 feet. Severe.
The route is on the corner, right of Walrus.
One Pitch. 80 feet. lV.
climb the corner for 30 feet to where the vefticar crack ofwalrus is reached. Move reft on the rounded reoge untiilirnonoro

can be reached. Now climb straight up the wall.

Carpenter. BO feet. Hard Very Difficult. llla.

climb the crack_to the right brock. Reach up to the left ledge
and over the ftake with the reft hand. climb trr; wati right of the
f lake.
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One Pitch. 40 feet. l l lb.
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Gryphon. 40 feet. Mild Severe. lllb.
Climb on to the same block as for the start of Hedgehog.

Climb straight up the wall above the large jug hold.

Lobster. 60 feet. Hard Severe. V.

Begin on the face right of caterpiilar. crimb on to the wideleds.e, lt is then possibre to step reft on to another wide redge. Gostraight up the wall, using smalt flake ledges as footholds. use ttre
same belay as Walrus-

Duchess. g0 feet. Mild Severe. lllb.
Climb the corner right of Carpenter and left of the gully.

Queen of Hearts. 20 feet. Very Severe.
This crimb is on the extreme reft of the hiqher rayei of cragswhich s1/veep up from reft to right and finish ,t u l.,igr, ffik.-
One Pitch. 20 feet. Vl.

__^_ 
Tltg 

.pitch begins above three broken trees at the chimney.race right using the back. wat for purchase. Hord the brock withthe feft. f.rand a1d push down witf tfre patm of the right on therounded hold. Force 
llr -ry.v 

up untit tr,e fooi .rn-O""prr.rO onthe same rounded hotd. Now prr*, on tf,e corner to gain heightand .to get the right instep on ih.;;;;r. Jam the reft hand in thecrack, then reach for the top.

20 feet. Very Difficult.
the left of the.top boulder is a wide crack and verticat

One pitch. 20 feet. fil.
Gain access ,o 

:l: 
cracf 

!1 stepping from the boulder into alayback position, then move left into the crack.
Hedgehog. 40 feet.

Right of Knave is a flaked crack. 
Mild Severe'

, From the rright of Gryphon, climb on to the block, then onto the horizontar redge. Traverse to the right corner. stanJ on tneedge of the corner and hand traverse right across the wall.

Knave.

On
flake.

25 feet. Hard Very Severe. Vla.
Right of the start of Lobster, and right of the smail overhang,

is a brown mark on the wall with a crack and flake. step from thesmall block on to the wail, using the corner frake foi the right
hand and the small ledge for the left. Now reach up to the wide
crack. Move up on the left wall until the right foot can be placed
in the corner. Reach for the undercut handhold to move up the
crack to a good chockstone and flake. A double belay can be used
with a thread sling and jammed nut,

Sunday Outcrop

This small outcrop is 100 feet above Carroll Grag, and on the
same ridge. There are two climbs to the left of the outcrop.

Tortoise.

Stroll. 2O teet. Difficult. ll.

Refresher. 35 feet. Difficult. ll.

This climb starts on the high left of the outcrop and moves
right under the bulge.

This climb starts right of Stroll, and is up the obvious gully.
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vixen drag

_ At the top of the gully, which separates Carrol Crag from
Gulliver Outcrop, is a huge loose overhanging crag. lt is about 300
yards left of the top of Suicide Wall and 200 yards above and
slightly left of Neal Pratt's Boulder. lts top finishes on the path
from Windy Gap which begins at the top of Fei Ngo Shan Road.
This is probably its best approach. The crag is divided on the
bofiom left by a grass gully. Most of the climbs are on the left
hand division.

Perseverance. 40 feet. Hard Severe.

Cheesecake. 40 feet. Mild Very Difficult.
This route is right of the gully, in the grassy groove, and

starts right of the overhang.
One Pitch. 40 feet. llb.
Climb the grassy groove, then go right of the large overhang.

on the left of the detached bourder, and thirty feet from its
base, is a huge leaning flake filled with soil and giass at its top.
Higher still are a few trees. The climb starts at the bottom of the
f lake, where a nose juts out.

:One Pitch. 40 feet. V.
climb right of the nose by jamming the knees on the nose and

the seat under the right overhang. Then reach for the rib and jam
the riqht foot in the crack. Follow the grass gully to the tree beiay.

Jibe. 40 feet. Very Difficult.
This climb is arso on the detached bourder which constrtutes

the left hand division of the crag. rt is rocated directry unae, tt,small overhang.

One Pitch. 40 feet. 1il.
Climb up the left corner, left of the gully, to the wide ledge.Then move left to the outside corner. continue up the coiner anoavoid the overhang by staying teft.
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Neal Pratt's Boulder

huge perched bourder reans forward from a ridge and over-
looks the most isorated area of Kowloon peak. rt isiighi'of, ano
200 yards below, Vixen crag. To its left is the stariof a deepgully. lt is viciously overhanging on all but one side, wheie it is
secured to the ridge. The easiest line has been done with artificial
aids.

This is the next bourder up and srightry reft on the ridge. rthas a centre block with a crack each side and a ,.ottrn arr.
between them.

Show Business. 45 feet. Hard Severe. Al.
The climb starts in the lower left corner and follows the crack

to the white corner. lt then goes left and up the crack. The climb
is overhanging all the way.

One Pitch. 45 feet. V.
climb the crack to the white corner. Then finger traverse to

the vertical crack and climb to a good belay.

Pell-Mell Outcrops

on the same ridge, and 100 yards above Guiliver outcrop and
immediately right on the next ridge to carroll crag, are pell-Mell
Outcrops.

Caper. 35 feet. Mild Severe.
This climb is on the left edge of the first slab, and starts at the

small tree.
One Pitch. 35 feet. l l lb.
climb the wall by first reaching for two handhords. Use

friction for the feet, and make a quick move with the left hand
to the flake. Move up on the ledges.

Minor. 20 feet. Very Difficult.
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One Pitch. 20 feet. lll.
Climb out on to the right block, then step into the left crack.

Climb over the tree to stand on the next block, then climb round
on the right wall .

lmmediately above Minor is another boulder with an inch-
wide crack. Minus, Intermediate and Pussyfoot are located on
this boulder.

Minus. 20 feet. Hard Difficult. lla.
Climbthetwo ledges, wedge the hand in the crack, then climb

to the next ledge. The finish is easy from here.

lntermediate. 20 feet.
Left of Minus is a wide chimney.

crack with a leaning boulder right of a
on to the sloping ledge. Move up the
chockstone. Reach over the top and

Very Difficult. l l l.

Ten feet left again is a
tree. Climb the left wall
corner and out by the
mantleshelf to finish.

Pussyfoot. 20 feet. Difficult. ll.
Left of Intermediate, and round the corner, is a groove.

Climb the groove and move on to the sharp flake on the left. Then
reach for a good handhold to pull across to the other wall to finish
the cl imb.

Westerner. 20 feet. Difficult. ll.
200 feet higher than Pell-Mell, and on the right of the same

ridge, is a lone boulder, about twenty feet high, with a crack down
its centre.

One Pitch. 20 feet. ll.
Climb the crack.
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Vestal Outcrops
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As the name implies, no cl imbs unti l  the t ime of writ ing this
book had been done on these outcrops. There are a number of
broken ribs that at first appearance may not look worthy of a
visit, but this is not the case. The crags gave problems of all kinds,
especially on slabs. This is reminiscent of the Yorkshire Pennines
and could be Brimham Rock or the Cow and Calf. The outcrops
are on the right side of stony gully just below Gulliver's Outcrop
and opposite Gog and Magog. The climbs are named from left to
right.

Eve.

base.

1 10 feet. Very Difficult.
The climb goes up the very left wall of the outcrops from the

One Pitch. 1 10 feet. I  I  l .
Start right of the block at the groove, using first the left and

then the right ledges to gain height. Then move left to a larger
ledge and walk to a corner slab on the right. Climb the corner and
go left to a tree belay.

Pennine Way. 150 feet. Hard Very Difficult. llla.

This climb is right of, and twenty feet below Eve. The climb
is located below the left wall. lt starts in the crack between the
two ribs and goes up the wall.

Pitch 1. 75 feet.
Climb the crack and move left before reaching the tree.

Follow the rib to the large ledge. There is a thread belay here.

Pitch 2. 75 feet.
Climb the wall ahead.

Shuffle. 40 feet. Hard Very Difficult.
Right of the outcrop and right of Pennine Way, about

seventy feet up the grassy bank and about thirty feet above two
trees, a crack can be seen on the wall. The crack finishes on the rib
of the first pitch of Pennine Way.
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half way down the road, and climbing the sandy bank at the
the beginning of the path. From below they can be reached by
parking the car at the school, walking up Jat Incl ine Road to
culvert number twelve and then up the rough track to the base of
Gog. This crag has a great variety of climbs, supplying all types
of problems. lt is a good crag for beginners as the end of each
pitch offers an escape route.

Gog

Gog is narrow at its base, and is split by a prominent
chimney. On either side is a broad steep gully choked with
boulders and dense vegetation.
Chameleon. 90 feet. Very Difficult.

This climb starts at the base of the chimney and takes in a
wal!, slab, cracks and a good chimney.

Pitch 1. 30 feet. l l  la.
Move straight up the chimney on good holds. Near the top

step on to the right wall and go over the little subsidiary crest.
There is a good stance which does not require a belay.

Pttch 2.30 feet. l lb.
Ascend the little wall on great pock-marks, then up the

ensuing slabs to a belay and stance under the lee of the great
pinnacle. Walk round the right of the pinnacle to a chimney
formed by the pinnacle itself and the main crag.

Pitch 3. 30 feet. lllb.
'Back and foot' the chimney until the main crag wall eases

out slightly. Step across to the main crag, to a crack with a tree in
it, and go slightly left using undercut handholds. Climb the rake
and belay at the top.
Variation. Pitch 3A. Dir:ect. 30 feet. l l lb.

'Back and foot ' the chimney and cross to the main crag. Go
up the crack with the tree in it and then straight up the awkward
step in front to the slab beyond. Belay at the top.
The Pinnacle Pitch 38. 25 feet. l l la.

'Back and foot' the chimney as in Pitch 3 but face outwards
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this time. Where the chimney widens, both feet should be on the
main crag and the hands must reach for a crack on the pinnacle.
Move across with a "mantle" and scramble thence to the top.
Alligator Wall. 90 feet. Very Difficult.

Start on the left side of Gog, a few yards up the gully at a
thorny chimney.

Pi tch 1.  20 feet.  l l l .
Climb the chimney to a good, narrow ledge.
Pitch 2. 40 feet. l l l .
Move up the wall via two rising cracks. Traverse left and

up the scoop at the end.
Pitch 3. 30 feet. l l l .
Walk round the left side of the pinnacle and go up the

chimney, in the centre of which is a large tree. This chimney is
just to the left of Pitch 3 of chameleon. climb up the slabs to the
belay and stance.
Variation. Pitch 3A. Direct. 30 feet. lll.

lnstead of the chimney, take the left edge of the ar6te. The
distance and grade are the same.

lguana Wall. 85 feet. Severe.
Start on the left of the Gog crag, about ten feet up the gully.

The second pitch is the same as that of Alligator Wall.
Pitch 1. 45 feet. tV.
Ascend the nondescript wall for about twelve feet on very

small rugosities, then go left along the ledge to join the top moves
of Pitch 1 of Alligator Wall. Very strenuous.

Pitch 2. 40 feet. lll.
This is Pitch two of Alligator Wall.

Dexterity. 160 feet. Mild Very Severe.
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Start at the base of Gog on the quartz slab right of the
centre chimney and chameleon. This climb consists of a slab, an
overhanging crack, a steep wall, a pinnacle, another slab, and a
chimney.
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This climb is up the reft corner of the rower reft outcrop
which is level with Gog.

One Pitch. 50feet.  i l1.
Climb up the left corner, then climb the ledges to the tree

belay.
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One Pitch. 40 feet.  I  l la.
Step up on to the ledge. place the right foot on the small

ledge on the left wail, and reach for a hold on the jug-handle
above. Move the left foot on to the corner and the right r:nto the
crack. Jam the right hand, and jam the left foot in the Jrack above
the overhang. Then climb the rib to the top.

Lobby Way. 50 feet. Very Difficult.
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Windslab. 190 feet. Very Difficult. l lt.
The cl imb is on a r ib r ight of  Jezeber and on i ts own. r t  is

lef t  of  a smal l  grassy gul ly.  l t  has a slab, a chimney and a crack.
Pitch 1. 100 feet.
Belay on a small, rotted tree, left of the climb. Mantle to the

ledge, and climb the rib on the windsrab. Mantre to *,, top. vrou"
right round the deep crack to the corner. climb this corner over
the tree to a large ledge. There is just enough rope to belay on the
chockstone in the corner.

Pitch 2. 90 feet.
Cl imb the chimney to the smal l  pinnacle, then fol low the

corner crack to the ledge. Walk up the staircase, then go left to
another short chimney and crack. After climbing these, ascend the
boulder above on good holds. Belay on the boutder.

Jinks. 21O feet. Severe. tV.
This cl imb starts at the slab r ight of  the grassy gul ly and

twenty feet lower.

Pitch 1. 60 feet.

This is the easiest pitch on the climb. lt goes up the centre of
the slab, then left to the tree belay. The're is an abundance of
holds, but the slab is exposed and without runners.

Pitch 2. 70 feet.

Go left to climb the slab to the grassy ledge. Belay on the
tree.

Pitch 3. 80 feet.
Climb the overhanging chimney moving left.  Then cl imb the

overhanging crack to the top.

Adam's Outcrop

There is another outcrop of large boulders directly left, and
about 100 feet from the top of Gog, and 200 feet above Eve,s
Outcrop. The boulders form a chimney worthy of note.

The climb is right of Lobby way and at the right base of the
same outcrop. The climb incrudes a chimney and a crack.

Pitch l. 30 feet.
Climb the chimney with an exit on the left,  then cl imb up tothe tree to belay.
Pitch 2. 50 feet.
Go right on to the redge above the tree, then left to another

sm.all ledge and up the verticar crack. crimb srightry teft- to thebelay.

Equinox.

Jesebel.

80 feet. Hard Very Difficult. llta.

80 feet. Very Difficult. llt.
This is on the same ciimb as Equinox, as far as the overhang

on the chimney.
Pitch 1. 30 feet.
Climb the chimney to the overhang, move right on to thewall, then proceed up to the tedge and beliy of Equiiox.

Pitch 2. 50 feet.
Move right, round the corner into the large chimney, cl imb to

the top of the f lake, then step across to the walland cl imb to the
belay.
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Maiden. 70 feet. Hard Very Difficult.
One Pitch. 70 feet.  l l la.
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Giddy Heights. 105 feet.

make a very long reach to an incut hold above and to the right.
Using these two hords initiaily, rayback over the overhang tiil it ispossible to get easier climbing wiih the aid of the odd tiee root.There is a good pine belay.

Pitch 2. 1 10 feet. | | la.
step back into the crack and crimb it armost entirery on treesand boulders on whose stabirity it is interesting to specuiate. Nearthe top it is wise to move reft to the ar6te to avoid the damp grasswhich reaches into the crack. There is no easy way down but itwas found safer to go left.
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cl imb the chimney unt i l  i t  is possible to move on to the reft
wal l .  Cl imb the wal l  to the top.

Driblet Outcrop

About 800 yards above and l0 o,clock from Good Hopeschool, there is a steep wall, sheer for most of its 100 feet and
:o_me 100 yards wide at the base. Diagonafty-l;;;'[t,ro,
left to top right there is a crack which has the appearance oi o.ingheavily vegetated. The outcrop is reacheo ov-i.i*i"g'ilt-incrine
Road.some 400 yards above Good Hope School .iO iolio*ingan indefinite path through the shrubbery. shortry after the pathpeteT oS, a playground-.of slabbage leads to trre tooi oi'tr,e 

"rrcL,and the Driblet stream flows dowir just to the left of it. The crackhas been climbed.
Mantle Chimney. 40 feet. Hard Severe.

The climb starts on the extreme right of the outcrop, at thecorner, just before the rarge guily. This ii to the right of tfra rine ofoverhangs.

One Pitch. 40 feet. V.
Mantleshelf on to the ledge, then climb the overhangingchimney. Move right_to the stao,ieacrr tack reft ou* tt . 

"t,i,nnryand ascend the wall. Belay on the large trees.
Rumpelstiltsken. 140 feet. Severe.

Over a period of time several attempts were made by anumber of parties before this crimb was conquered. rt was said tobe climbed without protection and was graded Hard Verysevere.The present scribe, however, onty touno one rraio mJu!,-., ,r,atop of the first pitch and ail who crimbed lt agreed it srrburo nedown gr:aded to severe. The start is at the bottom of the crack andslightly right.
Piteh 1. 30 feet. lV.

. Cliry?.easily to a ledge betow the line of overhangs. WorkLrp by bridging to an overhand hord nerrlno the main oueriang rno

Begin ten yards to the reft of the start of Rumpelstiltsken
on the top of the ridge. Take the first white rib which leads
obliquely to the right and up to a large scoop.

Pitch 1. 45 feet.
climb the white rib on good hords untir the rarge scoop is

reached. Then climb straight up the middle of the r""oop to the
trees. Belay using a chockstone in a crack to the right and behind
the trees.

Pitch 2. 20 feet.
Lead off right from the belay stance up a well-defined crack

to a V-shaped srab. Beray on the top of the srab, or continue on
through pitch three.

Pitch 3. 40 feet.
From the belay stance of pitch two step left and move

straight upwards into a groove reading to a weil-defined crack.
climb the crack initiaily_ bf a rayback,-then change to a bridging
movement for the last few feet over the grass. Easier rocks are
then gained.
Club Route. 170 feet. Hard Very Difficult.

The climb starts at the picnic stone about ten feet reft ofGiddy Heights.
Pi tch l .  110feet.  11la.
use the left crack and follow the broken line just to the right

of the slabs. Follow the grassy gully, then climb ihe natural line.

Very Difficutt. ilt.
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KEY TO CLIMBS ON THE FOLLOWING OUTCROPS

DRIBLET OUTCROP
Mant le Chimney H.S.
Rumpelsti l tsken S.

a.
b.
c.
d.

e.
f .
g.
h.
i .
j .
k.
t .
m
n.
o.
p.

Giddy Heights
Club Route

MAJESTIC SLABS
Wanderer
Vegetation
c.A.s.
Forestry Grooves
Mike's Retreat
King Kong
Leering
Monol i th

. Bronco
Bridged Rib
Spur Rib
Crescent

V.D.
H.V.D.

S.
V.D.
M.V.D.
H.V,D.
V.D.
S.
M.S.
H.S.
S.
V.D.
H.V.D.
H.S.
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Move right and up_to the smat redge. Beray with a jammed knotin the right corner crack.
Pitch 2. 60 feet. I I L
From the beray, move teft and up the sfab, then crimb thesharp little overhang and scrambleiol*o belay trees.

Nine Climb. 50 feet.
rhe crimb take_s a centrar rine up the semyjJla"lJf'fif:about b0 yards left of the previour.ij.O.
One Pitch. 50 feet. 1 I 1.

., .FTor the uppermost of the three trees, climb the centre ofthe srab 
-to 

a redge,. then moue ,ijr,fio u .orn"r. crimb this andmove feft, then climb a second corner to finish. Betay on aboulder.

Majestic Slabs

Follow the ridge directfy above Good Hope School until thegood path ends, then move ieft to the head of the gully and theright base of the rargest srao on-kor,iloon peak, Majestic srabs.These slabs are teft oi're-sJh;;n;il;* a pinnacre between themain crag and Good Hope S'chooi 
- "-''

oi"" Jl::. 
climb starts just left of Dif tv-Da1v and

pitch 1. 110 feet. tV.
Climb in the corner which runs diagonally right. Where thecorner finishes, move-feft and ir.rn;to a tree to attach a runner.Move right again on the srab."o 

"iirr',o 
a second tree runner. Atthe top of the slabs move left to rir"e1"lay.

Pitch 2. 100 feet. 1 1 lb.
The pitch is in the right corner of the slab above. Climb

l|;t 
totto*ing the smat cralkr rno"Ji.v on the ..r" iinu to the

Vegetatlon. 2OO feet. Very Difficult.This ctimb stafts. above a lone pine tree left of Wanderer, andfollows the vegetated indentatioi.'- '"'"
Pitch 1. 100 feet. 1 1 1 .
crimb the veqetated indentation, then move right to a treebelay at the top.
Pitch 2. 100 feet.
From the small belay tree, move right along the ledge and

:ilTi.,[T:X.h;:,, "* t, i, r i * o"ri in J".s ier c rim bi ns 1; u, r.y
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210 feet.

1t7

Severe.

a cluster of

Dilly-Dally. 230 feet. Severe.
of the slabs, at the

Wanderer.

c.A.s.

gully.
pitch l. 100 feet.

. Climb in, or sl ightty
under the protruding tree.
runner, then move right

Pitch 2. .l00 feet.

The climb starts. at the bottom rightvegetated crack, directly above tf,e pine ir"es.
Pitch 1. gb feet.
Climb the crack 

rynnjng diagonaily right, and belay at thetree with a good stance behinj.
Pitch 2. gS feet.
continue up thg crack to the right of the steep walr ahead.stay in the crack where. it steepenJou . ray-back action until

|!il|#:t 
tree is ieached. crimri aolve the tree ano-move risf,t

Pitch 3. 50 feet. iltb.
Climb the wall. This is a rest after the sustained ctimbingon the previous pitches.

200 feet. Mild Very Difficult.
Start at the crack left of Vegetation and right of the large

right of the crack which is located
Follow this line to a smafl trigt iiee
to the small sturdy tree to-betay.

nrro [?l:"* 
the crack in the left corner above the beray tree, and
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Forestry Grooves. 390 feet. Hard Very Difficult.
The climb begins down in the gully, at the right base of the

slab, and twenty feet left of C.A.S.
Pitch 1. 85 feet. 1 1 la.
Climb over the vegetation in the crack to the corner. Foilow

the line up the corner to the mass of tree roots and belay.
Pitch 2. 100 feet.
Move out of the corner into the right crack. Climb the crack.
Pitch 3. 105 feet.
Climb the rib and wall above.
Pitch 4. 40 feet.
Scramble to the broken crag above. From the base, climb the

very centre of the crag. From below the long rooted tree, climb the
corner. Go over the overhang at the tree. Follow the slabs up to
the corner and belay.

Pitch 5. 60 feet.
Move to the left of the crag and climb in the obvious corner.

Move right up the vegetated gully, then climb the left wall to
finish on the corner.

Mike's Retreat. 24O teet. Very Difficult.
This climb starts on the extreme left of the gully, and goes

up the side of the huge leaning boulder with a long,'wide crack
beneath. There is an overhanging move in the cornei to a sturdy
tree. lt follows the dirty watlr sr,ut" slightly right, and finishes
on the top wall.

Pitch 1. 40 feet. 1 1 1.
From the bottom corner to the right of the Nrack, climb the

slab to the upper corner. There is a good thread belay.
Pitch 2. 100 feet. 1 1 1.
Climb the corner crack, which has only one move, until the

tree is reached. Climb the crack staying mostly on the right
because of the loose rubble. Follow this to the end, then scramble
to the wall above.

Climb the first fault about ten feet from the right edge. This
moves slightly left into a corner. From here it increases in severity
until the slab is reached. climb the slab and belay on the right.
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Pitch 3. 100 feet. 1 1 1.
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Severe.
shallow soil ridge, is a
roots on its left. The

King Kong. 300 feet.
Left of the gully, at the top of the

gigantic boulder festooned with long tree
cl imb goes up the smal l  overhang and crack.

Pitch 1. 85 feet,  1 1 1b.
start at the small overhang on the left front and climb the

crack. Follow this line to the top of the boulder and a grass ledge.
Belay at the tree.

Pitch 2. 100 feet.  1Va.
Cl imb in the corner,  where this ends, fol low the shal low

crack diagonally right. Now scramble for forty feet to the wall
above.

Pi tch 3.  1tb feet .  1V.
Climb the wall at the second fault left by going round and

under the f lake. Fol low the shal low cracks lef t ' tJ the'slab aoove.
cl imb the slab sl ight ly lef t  at  the shal low cracks. Make for the
boulders above to belay.

Leering. 300 feet. Mild Severe.
This climb starts just left of the previous climb and bourder

at the crack and small overhang, on the left of the boulder.
Pitch l .  85 feet.  1 1 1a.
Climb in the crack, then over and on to the overhanging

boulder on the r ight and cl imb lef t  to the tree belay.
Pitch 2. 100 feet.  11 1a.
Climb the left rib by laying back from the crack to gain a

stance. Follow the crack, which moves right to the tree, then
climb up to the left of the folded cracks and scramble to the wall
above.
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Pitch 3. 115 feet. V.
Climb the wall to the right of the crack and block, then join

the crack higher. Move right and mantle on to the small ledge.
Work back to the left corner and climb to a good stance. Stand on
the small squ'are block and, either swing right and climb the wall,
or climb higher to the next block before swinging right across the
wall. Continue to the large boulders higher left.
Monolith. 300 feet. Hard Severe.

The climb starts on the corner of the slab immediately left of
the large bulge of rock and crack.

Pitch 1. 85 feet. 1V.
Climb the edge of the slab to a ledge at the trees and belay

by the right crack.
Pitch 2. 100 feet. 1V.
Climb the crack on the right wall over the trees. Continue

round the corner and up the crack with the trees in its centre.
where the crack peters out, move right on to the slab and follow
the fine cracks diagonally right. Belay on the boulders above.

Pitch 3. 1 15 feet. 1V.
Start at the disrupted cracks left of the flake resembling a

monolith. on reaching the slab, move left to the cracks and finish
on the top left of the slab. Belay on the small boulders above.
Cradle. 200 feet. 'Difficult. ll.

Start at the crack left of Monolith and follow the grassy
groove, keeping to the easy line. Climb under the block and tree
until it is possible to go right to the communal finish of the second
pitches of the previous two climbs. There are many belay points
on the way up, but our party climbed unroped. we reversed after
reaching the wall above when we found all the finishes too hard
for thid climb. An alternative way off is to move right unddr the
wall on the grass ledge until the slabs at the gully are reached.

Bronco. 310 feet. Severe.
The climb begins at the rarge scoop in the rock, in the brack

corner, left of the crack.

D.C. Reeve cl imbing Flash. Photograph: l .  f  irbV 
)
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Pitch 1. 100 feet.
Clirnb in the corner to the tree, then over the wedged

boulder. Belay on the tree below the overhanging block.
Pitch 2. 90 feet.
Climb right, over the tree and up the edge of rock. Use can be

made of the fine left crack to reach the tree. Climb to the left
corner and follow this line to a spike belay.

Pitch 3. 45 feet.
Climb into the corner crack, then over the corner to the left.

Belay on the two small trees above.
Pitch 4. 70 feet. lV.
Climb in the right corner coming out on to the rounded slab.

Follow the vegetated crack until forced left on to the slab by
vegetation. Climb the large boulders above to a good sit down
belay.

Bridged Rib. 260 feet. Very Difficult.
Although this climb is 'very difficult' in grade, unfortunately,

the top pitch, which is a natural finish to the climb, is ,mild
severe'. The alternative is to move right to the two trees, abseil to
the large grass ledge and walk off. The climb starts below the roose
looking boulders to the left of the ridge and Bronco.

Pitch 1. 80 feet. 1 1 1.
Climb the slab to the right of the boulders, then move left

into the corner. Follow the crack round to the right, then left
until the ledge is reached. Move left from the crack and climb the
rib. Belay in the left corner at the trees.

Pitch 2. 1 10 feet. 1 1 1.
Climb the small overhang and continue up the rib until

forced left af one point into the corner. Move back on to the rib
until it ends. Belay at the small tree.

Pi tch 3.70 feet.  11lb.
Move left to the corner crack. Climb this to the ledge, then

continue up the wall to the boulder belay.

,a

a D.C. Reeve cl imbing, T. Beetham belaying
\ on Pitch 1 of Leaning Crack. Photograph: J. Kirby
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27O feet.
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Hard Very Difficult.Spur Rib.
The grade of the fourth pitch is 'mild very severe'. lf this is

, I too hard a finish, there is a choice of either abseiling to the grass
ledge, as on Bridged Rib, or of climbing the fourth pitch of
Bronco. The climb starts just left of the loose looking boulders,
r ight of Pi l lar. The higher r ib is fol lowed.

Pitch 1. 60 feet. 1 1 1a.
Ascend the slab to the rib, then belay on the left tree.

. Pitch 2. 4O teet. 111a.
Climb up the crack on the right, almost to the tree, then

move left round the corner to another crack. Climb this to the
tree belay.

Pitch 3. 100 feet. 1 1 1a.
After cl imbing the short wide chimney, cl imb to the thick

bushes. clamber through these and up the wall left of the scooped
gully. Follow this l ine to the small crack, then belay in the corner,
using the tree and a jammed nut.

Pitch 4. 70 feet. V.
Fight the largest of the cracks by jamming, then make use

of the other two cracks when they are reached. From the ledge,
cl imb in the left corner of the lying boulder.
Variation. Pitch 44. 70 feet. Va.

Move left over the rounded protrusions and over the crack
to the left wall with its indentations and rugosities. Climb the wall,
keeping left.

Crescent. 320 feet. Hard Severe.
This is the last long climb on this face, for the crag is

disrupted from here on, firstly by the faultless wall and then by the
rock giving way to stones and vegetation. The climb is started at
the fine crack.

Pitch 1. 100 feet. 1V.
Climb the crack and fol low this in the corner. The corner

steepens and becomes hard before the belay tree is reached.
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Pitch 2. 1 10 feet. V.
Scramble to the gully and climb the right wall to the right

ledge under the overhang. Move right, high up under the overhang,
then on to the corner and belay tree.

Pitch 3. 110 feet. V.
Climb left over the wall above the overhang, to below the

flake, then proceed up the ledges and small crack. Climb up more
ledges coming out on a large grassy break. Move right to the wall
and keep right to finish.
White Columns. 100 feet. Severe.

This climb is at the corner, on the left of the slabs, im-
mediately before the large gully. The climb goes up the white
columns until they give way to soil and vegetation. When the top
of this climb is reached, a traverse left to the large black overhang
in the gully will reveal another short climb among the many trees.

Pitch 1. 30 feet. 1 1 la.
Climb the edge of the column under the tree and belay.
Pitch 2. 70 feet. 1V.
From the top of the column move left of obvious holds.

Ascend the two mantleshelves and reach for two good handholds.
A psychological runner can be used over a round protrusion,
which is also a handhold. Climb slightly left, using two good hand-
holds, and lay back from the left wall. Scramble to a large tree
belay.
Mars. 65 feet. Severe.

This climb is tucked awav, about harf way up the right sideof the large rock guily. rt can be easiry reached after finish-ing theprevious climb, or from the pinnacre up the gu[y. The crimbstarts
under the large brack overhang, near a tree which has rootsgrasping the rock like an octopus,s tentacles.

Pitch 1. 30 feet.
climb the gully to the broken tree right of the corner. climb

over the flake and tree to the ledge on the corner and belay.
Pitch 2. 35 feet.
Ascend the crack on the left of the corner of the black
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overhang, then scramble over unpleasant ground to a belay high
right.

Aquila Crag

From the top entrance to Good Hope School on the Clear
Water Bay Road, walk 170 yards up the road and take a ridge at a
break in the wall. Wind up through the trees to a white crag 170
yards from the road. Most of the climbs on this crag were first
done in the rain. The rock is ideal for climbing. lt has a rough
glassy surface and can still be climbed when wet. The crag has
a steep south face 50 feet high by 100 feet wide and at its
bottom the face is sheer. The crag is named from the bottom
right to top left with the climbs given in that order.
Sprite. 35 feet. Hard Very Difficult.

On the bottom right and left of the tree is a crack.
One Pitch. 35 feet. 1,|1a.
Scramble to this crack and climb it using the right slab as a

foothold and working up the crack.
Rope Wall. 40 feet. Severe.

From the same start as Sprite, there is a crack running
diagonally left to a ledge and small tree. Three jammed nuts had
to be used in the crack. These were used as handholds.

One Pitch. 40 feet. lV.

Step on to the ledge, then climb the flake using the tiny left
foot indentation to cross the wall. Climb the ledge above the tree.

Pendulum. 50 feet. Hard Severe.

Just round the corner on the south face are some fine climbs'
Pendulum is the first on the extreme right of the face. Climb to
the tree, then move right on to the corner. Reach for the crack
round the corner, then swing round on to the wall and climb the
f lake to f in ish on Rope Wall .

Brass Monkey. 50 feet. Severe. lV.
Start at the small overhang left of Pendulum. Climb the

crack and overhang to the top of the boulder. Climb on to the
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flake, then move up and right on the wall to a fine ledge. Reach

above the right crack and mantle to the hole.

Rubicon. 45 feet. Mild Severe. lllb.

This cl imb is about ten feet left of Goodnight. The cl imb

starts at a small crack and goes up to a scoop and tree' There is a

second tree which offers a gooo handhold where it is needed, and

a place for a runner at its root.
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30 feet. Hard Very Difficult. llla.

15 feet. Difficult. ll.

over the scoop on the extreme right of the slab'

Hangover. 40 feet. Hard Very Difficult.

This climb is about twenty feet left of Rubicon'

One Pitch. 40 feet. llla.
Start at the small ledge and climb the vegetated crack'

Shrimp. 25 feet. Very Difficult' lll '

This starts at the tree ten feet to the left of Hangover.
Climb the right crack.

Mini. 20 feet. Mild Very Difficult. llb.

and Shrimp. lt goes over theThis climb is left of the tree
broken tree and in the scoop.

The next large crack to the left with a chockstone in it

is climbed. Follow the deep vertical crack as far as possible, then

move right into the next small crack, and proceed up to a good

life-saving handhold on the right.

Aquila's Legs

Below Aquila crag are two crags which are spread out at the
bottom and separated by a grassy gully. These are Aquila's Legs.

Doubtful. 30 feet. Hard Very Daffacult' llla'

This climb starts ten feet left of Gazelle at a small tree. The

wall is climbed on the left.

Spreadeagle. 30 feet. Hard Very Difficult' llla'
'  

The cl imb is f ive feet left of Doubtful. The wall is cl imbed to

the wide crack. one then has to spreadeagle to a left foothold,

move back to the crack again and scramble off'

The Nose. 30 feet. Very Difficult. lll.

Starting five feet left of Spreadeagle, climb to the ledge,
then follow the crack to the tree, and climb the nose.

Scram-Bull. 20 feet. Very Difficult' lll '

This is st i l l  further left and round the corner. Climb the
groove and wal l .

Pul l -Up. 2O feet. Very Difficult. lll.

are named from left to right.
Paralysis. 10 feet. Hard Very Difficult. llla.

step to the scooP. ThenFrom the fine crack on the left,
move to the ledge, and mantle to the top'

Aussie 15 feet. Mild Severe. ll lb.

Hard Difficult. l la.
Cl imb the f laked crack'

Grandma's Wall. 15 feet.

Climb the wall right of Aussie.

u
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Gazelle.

Siesta.
Cl imb

Scramble up to the overhang, and climb it on its left'

Thereisas|abinadipabout lS0feet.be|owAqui |aCrag.
This slab is about fifteen feet high and the four climbs listed below

Only." 35 feet. Hard Very Difficult. llla'

This is the only cl imb on the right leg. l t  goes up the middle
crack to the ledge, to the right, and up the grassy gully, then back
left and up the small wall .

The left leg has seven climbs, they are described below from
right to left.
Goodnight. 35 feet. Diff icult.  l l .

Climb the pock holes on the first wall, then move right along
the ledge, and climb the next wall.

I
{
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Split  Boulder

One hundred feet left of Aquila Crag is Split Boulder. This
sharp boulder houses two climbs.
Laceration. 50 feet. Severe. lV.

At the bottom right, there is a large split. This is climbed by
facing the left wall, using the left foot for friction and chimneying
with the right. Work up to the solid protrusion, and pull up with
the right hand until the secure corner foothold is reached. A
number two thread runner can be used under the overhang. Reach
over left of the runner and twist the left foot in the crack. Move
up to stand on the second ledge. Now, with the back against the
left wall, work the right foot up the vertical rib until it ends.
Transfer to the crack with both feet. Belay at the tree and treat
all wounds. This route is best done in long trousers and a long-
sleeved shirt.
Beginner's Luck. 15 feet. Hard Difficult. lla.

On the right of the boulder is another definite crack which
is cl imbed.

Goblin Boulder

This is a small boulder, thirty feet left of Split Boulder. There
is only one climb which is on the crack facing the road.
Zeal, 15 feet. A1. tV.

This climb once had a tree in the crack and was first
attempted free, using the tree and roots. The leader fell twice
while trying this. First the root broke, then, on the second
occasion, the whole tree came away. lt was after the last fall that
the leader decided to go artif icial. Four pitons were used.
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Bovine Crag

\Twenty feet above and left of Goblin Boulder is Bovine
Crag. lt has a perched overhang on its left side. There are two
climbs of fifteen feet each.
Bout. 15 feet. MiH Severe. lllb.

The climb goes up the bottom left corner, but one is forced
right. This has a hard finish lacking in holds. Even the use of a
knee could be permissible on this climb.
Gymnast. 1 5 feet. Mild Severe. lllb.

start ten feet left of Bout and scramble to the second tree.
using this tree as high as possible, reach for the top and mantle.

Gul ly Slab

This small slab is at the head of a minor gully, fifty yards
right of Aquila Crag.

Runout. 40 feet. Severe. lV.
From the bottom left of the slab, climb the ledges and

follow the slab left.
Guitheas. 40 feet. Hard Very Difficult. llla.

Belay on the fir tree at the bottom right of the slab. Climb
the crack to the ledge. Move left on to the face and ascend to the
tree above to belav.
The Stage. 20 feet. Mild Very Difficult. llb.

Farther right in the gully is a small chimney followed by a
stage, then an werhanging boulder.

Pitch 1. 10 feet.
Climb the chimney.
Pitch 2. 10 feet.
Climb the boulder while facing right.

i ,
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Suntrap Slabs

This slab can be found thirty feet r ight of Guily srab. owing
to its low altitude, the surrounding trees, ind high griss, the srab isbetter climbed in winter, when a breeze'is r"* n""".Lr.i. iie srao,which is a beginner's paradise, measures 100 feet wioe ny abJut 7bfeet at its highest point on the left.

Warm Up. 25 feet. Diff icult.  l l .
Round the left corner is a groove, and reft of this is a rib. The

corner of the r ib is cl imbed.

Limber. 25 feet. Diff icul t .  l l .
Climb the groove and the small overhang at the top.

Sun Ray. 35 feet. Hard Dif f icul t .  l la.

Dif f icul t .  t t .

Climb the rib right of the groove.

Cook's Tours. 75 feet.
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Highway Slab

From the top entrance to Good Hope School, on the Clear
water Bay Road, walk up the road for 200 yards. About twenty
feet from the road on Kowloon peak is a slab about 100 feet high,
and slightly obscured from view by the many trees and bushes.
Ton Up. 100 feet. Mild Severe.

One Pitch. l i lb.
start at the very base of the slab, and follow the crack right.

step to the right ledge and use the tree root to reach the tree.
Move left and up the centre of the slab on a hard and unprotected
finish. Belay on a pine tree above.
Butterfly Corner. 100 feet. Hard Very Difficult.

Round About. 50 feet. Very Difficult. lll.

One Pi tch.  l l la.
Start at the same place as Ton Up, but take the left crack and

follow the slab up on the left, staying left of Ton Up.

September Crag

About 200 yards above Aquila Crag and Split Boulder, and
fi l l ing.the left gul ly above a sroping srab, j-s september ci.g..rt  i , ,
steep brutish crag supporting a waterfail to the left of an ov"erhang.
The crag sw-eeps up an^d_is rost in the grassy ridge on its reft, whire
the right offers up to g0 feet of vertical ciiruil-.'g. rne cii#us arenamed from right to left.

This climb starts at the very bottom rowest part of the srab.
l_t -g.oes 

straight up the srab, and moves reft to the rong ,.ooi.J trr..
Follow this line to the belay tree above.

- 
start right of cook's Tours and crirnb to the tree, then crimbstraight up the slab to the same belay as Cook,s Tours.

Lode. 75 feet.

Scout's Dilemma. 50 feet.

Very Diff icult.  t t t .

Very Difficult. til.
From below and reft of the grassy redge, crimb the wail to theledge. Take the first scoop on the righi.

Green Caterpillar. b0 feet. Very Difficult. lll.
start at the base of the crack, then move right on to the warland the fine crack.

Wing Route. gS feet. Hard Very Difficult. llla.
Fifteen feet right of .Green Caterpillar is a vegetated ledge

ryn1ing diagonaily r ight. There is a crimb straight udir,.  *urr r. tof the ledge.

From the bottom of the guily, crimb the corner six feet right
of the belay tree.
Bambi. 90 feet.

80 feet.

. -Belay on the higher tree on the left, and
looking rib, fifteen feet left of Round About.

Severe. lV.
cl imb the similar

Severe. lV.Peel.
The climb starts left of Bambi at the broken tree to the right

of the dark overhang. climb the wall on fine tootrroros, wit|., rittt"
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for the hands, especially for the left. Move towards the right
ledges, but do not underestimate this section. lt is the crux of the
climb. Stand on the ledge and reach for a chockstone runner in the
left corner, then climb the crack. Scramble for twenty feet to a
small belay above.
Tree Route. 70 feet. Severe. lV.

Start at the crack left of and above the overhang. Climb the
crack, and move right on to the treed ledge. Climb over the next
two trees and follow the crack.
Hesitation. 85 feet. Hard Severe. V.

Start as for Tree Route, but follow the crack on the left, then
cl imb up the centre wal l .  Fol low this l ine up the smal l  gul ly at the
top.
Scrub. 60 feet. Very Diff icult.  l l l .

The climb starts fifteen feet left of, and twenty feet higher
than, Hesitat ion. Climb in the gully, then fol low a straight l ine to
the right of the leaning f lake.
Phil's Shake. 50 feet. Hard Very Difficult. llla.

This climb starts at the long-rooted tree in the black gully,
thirty feet left of Scrub. Climb left of the tree and gully on the
broken rocks. Move over the tree, then left on to the mossy ledge
and fol low this dirty l ine to the f inish.
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right corner over the series of

As the name suggests, this is only a fill in problem, which can
be solved. The climb is round the left corner at the small V crack.
This is climbed to the trees above.

Start just left of the previous cl imb, at the nextfault '  Cl imb
to the samb rocky groove, moving right of the tree, then continue
right and up the ledges.

Clefty. 90 feet. Diff icult.  l l .

Move left of Fi l l  In and the lower slab to the fault running
diagonally left. Climb the fault, then move right to the outside
broken face, and climb this on the right.

Bronze Route. 80 feet. Very Diff icult.  l l l .

Start as for Clefty, ascend the fault and climb to the groove
before moving right to climb the crack. Surmount the rubbish on
the ledge and continue up the groove.

Baron's Revenge, 90feet. Hard Very Difficult. llla.

Hobo.
Climb on the edge

Red Baron.

70 feet. Hard Very Difficult. llla.

of the r ib, r ight of the black gully.

40 feet. Very Diff icult.  l l l .

Forty feet left of Phil's Shake is an incut area with a slab or
wall immediately above. Climb the right corner from the two small
trees in the rock.
Connie. 80 feet. Very Difficult. lll.

ln the centre of the incut is a small gul ly. The cl imb fol lows
this.

Pitch 1. 40 feet.
Climb on the right of the gully to start, and move into the

gully to finish the first pitch.

The start is the same as for Battle, but move left in line with
the tiny tree, then ioin the left crack. Follow the left crack,
through the larger scoop, to the small sturdy tree at the top'

ledgeS.

Fi l l  In. 25 feet. Hard Very Difficult. llla.

Tarzan. 70 feet. Severe. lV.

Start at the root on the left, and move right to the deep incut
and crack. cl imb the crack, using the right wall  and high left hand-
hold. Move left for three yards to climb the wall'

Exodus. 70 feet. Very Diff icult.  l l l .

The start is at the iutting edge, left of the tree root. Climb
the ridge to the top, then move right to finish.

Battle. 30 feet. Severe. lV.

The climb is left of Exodus and up the gully. Start at the
small bushes on the right, and climb the right crack over the slop-
ing footholds. The climb becomes easier after the halfway mark'

Venom. 30 feet. $evere. lV.
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Silver Route. 15 feet.

. The climb begins from the next deep crack left. Climb this,
then move left to use both cracks, and finish on the chockstones.
Baby Sham. 35 feet. Diffacult.  l l .

This climb starts fifteen yards left of the gully, at the corner
of the steep crag. start at the crack under the tree which seems to
support the crag. Climb the crack and chimney.
Chicken. 35 feet. Severe. lV.
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Frog. 95 feet. Hard Very Difficult. l l la.
Start/on the wall six feet left of, and round the corner from,

Giant Steps. Climb the corner staying left, but just right of the
black overhang. Cl imb under the large loose-looking block, then go
left  and mantle to the block. Cl imb the lef t  wal l .

Halfway Crag

Fol low the r idge from above Good Hope School which leads
to the main cliff, but stop when the black crags are reached. These
crags are right of the deep gully and opposite the left pinnacle.
This is about 200 yards left of Inominate Crag and on the same
l ine.

Respite. 95 feet. Mild Severe. l l lb.
The climb starts at a dumpy tree, which is used as a belay on

the left of a prominent groove. Climb the groove, move left, then
climb the face, only moving right at the very small overhang. Keep
the overhang waist high until the greenery is almost reached.
Finish straight up the face.

Bee Line. 100 feet. Very Diff icult.  l . l l .
The climb is twenty feet lower and left of Respite. The

obvious slab is climbed, then move to the right of the steep wall at
the top.

. 
High Man

This is the pinnacle on the left of the gully opposite Halfway
Crag. The approach is steep, and the pinnacle has only two climbs.

Pinnacle Face. 40 feet. Mild Severe. l l lb.
The climb starts on the bottom of the crag below the pinnacle,

on the gully side, and to the right of the trees. Climb the awkward
ledge by a mantleshelf, and follow the crag right. This is a steep
climb, but the holds are plentiful.

IN HONG KONG

Hard Very Difficutt. ltla.

The climb is located at the chimney, twenty feet left of Baby
Sham. Climb to the right of the chimney, then, when the horizon-
tal crack is reached, move left to the left wall of the chimnev and
follow this to the top.

Merit. 30 feet. Severe. lV.
Twenty feet left of Chicken, and left of the line of overhangs,

is a chimney with a crack running diagonally left to meet the
chimney half way up. cl imb the crack with a tree in i ts centre,
until the large chimney is reached. The crux is getting over the
edge of the chimney.
Biceps. 30 feet. Severe. lV.

The climb is at the large incut on the left of the crag, twenty
feet left of Merit. climb right of the block and tree, and olt round
the right corner. Move left up the small chimney, which is delicate
at the top. Belay forty feet back at the tree.

lnominate Crag

The approach is the same as for September Crag, but when
the latter is reached, the grassy gully on the right-of th" 

"rugshould be cl imbed. Inominate Crag is 10O.yar:ds ab6ve and sl ightly
l_eft of september crag. There is a fallen pillar on the right of the
crag which forms a cave. The first crimb starts about fiiteen feet
left of the cave.
Giant Steps. 95 feet. Very Difficutt. llt.

Cl imb the three giant steps. Stand on the lying block, cl imb
right, straight up to the right of the large loose-lookiig block, then
up the wall.
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40 feet. Hard Very Difficult. llla. Taurus.
This climb starts further left and slightly higher than Pinnacle

Face at a corner and belay boulder. Climb the boulder to the left
of the ledge of Pinnacle Face. Climb left to the corner, and finish
on the corner of the pinnacle.

Start at the base of the crack which runs diagonally right,
then move left over the crack and up the scooped area. Climb
through the V in the rock at the top.
Gemini. 50 feet. Hard Very Difficult. llla.

Start right of the crack, then cross the crack and go up the
rib to the small tree with the long root. Climb over the left bulge.

Cancer. 50 feet. Mild Very Diff icult.  l lb.

Start at the bottom of the slab to the right of the crack.
Climb to the green ledge, then climb the wall. Belay on the tree.

Virgo. 45 feet. Diff icult.  l l .

Start at the indentation under the bushes and climb to the
ledge, then follow the wall. Belay on the tree.

Libra. 40 feet. Diff icul t .  l l .

Start at the tree under the large pock hole. Climb over the
hole to the ledge, continue to a farther ledge, and belay at the tree.

Scorpio. 40 feet. Mild Severe. l l lb.
At the fine crack three yards right of the start to Libra, climb

the crack. Follow this right, then go up the wall to the belay tree.

Angela. 35 feet. Moderate. l.
Climb the chimney and continue up this l ine to the belay tree.
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Diff icult.  l l .

Koimao Slabs

Near the junction of Clear Water Bay Road and Fei Ngo Shan
Road is a driveway which leads to a large white house known as
"The Box". "The Box" has a very tempting swimming pool at its
front. 100 yards left of the house, and on the far side of the gully
which separates them, are the slabs with a burial ground at the
top. Theie are the Koimao slabs. During winter months the slabs
can be comfortably reached by taking an indefinite path at the left
of the gully, from the Glear Water Bay Road. These slabs make a
good piactice ground for beginners, owing to the lower grades of
ihe climbs, and their accessibility from the road' The climbs are
named from left to right.
Capricorn. 40 feet.

From the left of the crag climb the rounded corner, over the
hole and ledge to the left of the small pine tree. Belay at the left
boulder.

Diff icult.  l l .

Very Difficult. lll. Sagittarius.

!

i\

Aquarius. 45 feet.
Climb the crack going diagonally right and to the right of the

pine tree. Use the same belay as for Capricorn.

Pisces. 45 feet. Diff icult.  l l .
From the small tree at the base of and growing into the rock.

climb the face over the flaked ledge to a second ledge. Climb the
wall to finish on the crack just right of the finish of Aquarius.

Aries. 45 feet. Diff icult.  l l .
Climb the corner just left of the start of the crack.

40 feet. Mild Very Difficult. llb.
Climb the wall r ight of the small chimney and fol low this l ine

to the right of a second belay tree.

Watershed Slabs

From "The Box" follow the ridge towards Kowloon Peak for
about 150 yards, then cross left over the gully. In the gully a water
spring will be found with a connecting pipe which provides a
constant supply of water to the white house (The Box) below.
There is one long climb on the right of the slab, then the base of
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Stalk" 120 feet. Very Diff icult.  l l l .

the slabs sweep up and offer some steep rock in the higher left

corner, where there are two fine climbs. The slab then becomes
broken further left, and offers nothing for the climber'

start. from the very lowest point of the slabs, below the ledge

on the right.
Pitch 1. 20 feet.
Climb the crack to the ledge.

Pitch 2. 100 feet.
From the centre of the slab cl imb the white dry wall '

Tremor.
Fir l low

than Stalk.
Pitch 1. 65 feet.
start in the corner and climb right of the small overhang to a

ledge and belay.
Pitch 2. 65 feet. l l la.
Carry on up this easier pitch and belay on the boulder ten

yards higher.

Jig-Saw. 65 feet. Severe.

The climb moves acrossthe crag in search of the easiest route.

One Pitch. 65 feet. lV.
The start is the same as for Tremor. Move left, then right, and

left again high, just under the overhang. Although the rock is st i l l
steep on the left of the overhang, the handholds are better.

Box View

Fifty yards higher than Koimao Slabs, sl ightly r ight and level
with the house, is a l ine of crags of various shapes and sizes. The
climbs are named from left to r ight.

130 feet. Mild Severe.

the crag left to an inverted V about 100 feet higher

Overhang.
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Severe. lV.
Start at the very left corner of the far left boulder.
Pitch 1. 20 feet.

Cl imb the edge, and belay wel l  back with a jammed nut.
Pitch 2. 55 feet.

Move to the lef t  s ide of the overhang and cl imb under i t .
Cl imb over the next smal l  overhang and then straight up, overthe
blocks.

Mixture. 65 feet. Hard Very Difficult. llla.
This route starts ten feet right of Overhang at the two shallow

cracks.
Pi tch 1.  10feet.
Climb the wall,  then belay.
Pitch 2. 55 feet.
Climb in the corner under the large overhang and then over

the block. Move left on to the main wall, left of the two cracks.

You-Go. 45 feet. Very Diff icult.  l l l .
The cl irnb is just r ight of Mixture.
Pitch 1. 20 feet.
Cl imb the slab.
Pitch 2, 10 feet.
Climb straight up, then over the small overhang.
Pitch 3. 15 feet.
Cl imb the r ight  wal l .

Damocles. 170 feet. Hard Very Difficult. llla.
This cl imb is on the next crag right. The cl imb starts well  to

the left in the scrub.
Pitch 1. 80 feet.
Climb a wide chimney to two jammed overhanging boulders.

Move on to the right wall round the boulders, and up to the large
ledge, Continue up the sloping boulder immediately ahead.
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Pitch 2. 90 feet.

Climb the left corner.

Lana.
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180 feet. Hard Very Diff icult.  l l la.

Pitch 1. 80 feet.
From the centre of the crag, climb up left of the crack and

scoop, moving left to the top.

Pitch 2. 100 feet.

Move to the very bottom centre of the high crag, climb up

the right edge of the scoop, and continue up this line along the

fault with a tree at its top.

Ouiver. 150 feet. Hard Severe. V.

The climb is just right of the centre scoop.

Pitch 1. 80feet.
Cl imb the wal l .
Pitch 2. 70 feet.

start below the crack, climb this to the wall with a hole in its

centre and continue uP the wall.

Resign. jl60 feet.

The climb starts ten feet right of Ouiver.

Pitch 1. 80 feet.
cl imb the wall,  and fol low the diagonal crack r ight to f inish

on the pock holes.
Pitch 2. 60 feet.

cl imb the. wall  ahead and right of the crack. continue over

the crack and up where the stairs appear.

Pitch 3. 20 feet.
Climb the pock-holed slab on the right'

Flyover. J20 feet' Difficult' ll '

Start twenty feet right of Resign at the diagonal block on the
right of the slab. Climb the wall,  under the block, using undercut
trotOs. Carry on up the centre of the slab, to the right of the over-
hanging boulder.
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Blinkin'. 20 feet. Hard Very Diff icult.  l l la.

Twenty feet right of, and sixty feet above the base of Flyover
is a large overhanging boulder. The cl imb is started from high left
of the boulder, at the long-rooted tree. Climb the tree and reach
over to get an undercut hold, then cl imb the boulder'

The Bird. 35 feet. Hard Very Difficult. llla.

Start at the overhanging beak on the lower left of the boulder
and cl imb under i t  moving r ight to the front wal l .  Cl imb the centre
of the boulder.
Winkin'. 55 feet. Very Diff icult.  l l l .

the bottom right corner, and continue up the centre of

45 feet. Very Diff icult.  l l l .
crack. Climb this and

Cl imb
the boulder.
Nod.

Ten feet higher on the right is a small
fol low the main boulder l ine.

Severe. lV.

D.C. Reeve cl imbing The Thing
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The Thing. 20 feet. Hard Severe.
Sixty feet to the r ight is a boulder simi lar in shape and size to

that of  Winkin'  but i t  has less faul ts,  and the only cl imb, which is
up i ts r ight f ront,  is hard.

One Pitch. 20 feet.  V.

Cl imb the crack to the ledge, then reach with the lef t  hand to
a pock hole. There is a lower indentat ion for the lef t  foot,  so that
the r ight can be brought on to the r ight ledge. Reach with the
r ight hand to the vert ical  r ib,  change hands, and step round the
corner with the r ight foot.  Reach for the r ight crack. A tal l  person
may f ind the cl imb easier,  i f  f rom the ledge he places his lef t  hand
in the crack, moves r ight round the corner,  and then reaches for
the r ight crack, whi le his r ight foot is on the r ight ledge.

Skyl ine Crag

This huge crag on the north east face of Kowloon Peak has i ts
eastern wal l  disrupted by a central  faul t  which has the appearance
of a gigant ic cave from a distance. There is a path to Kowloon Peak
which leads off  Fei Ngo Shan Road short ly after i ts junct ion with
Clear Water Bay Road. The path myster iously winds r ight,  through
a shal low val ley, and on to a steep r idge. l t  is here that the trai l  is
deserted for the ascent of the r idge, at a point where al l  the depres-
sions give way to smoother ground. A traverse lef t  wi l l  br ing you
to the base of Skyl ine Crag. The cl imbs are named from r ight to
left.

Prelude. 15 feet.
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Climb the short ,  deep crack on the r ight.

Very Di f f icul t .  l l l .

Hard Severe.

KEY TO CLIMBS ON SKYLINE CRAG

a. Prelude V.D.
b. Hob-Nob H.S.
c. Hob-Nob Variation S,
d. Versati le V.S.
e. Red Route H.S. 41
f. Eyrie V.S.
g. Typhoon H.S.
h. Penance M.S,

Hob-Nob. 100 feet.
From the corner at the V-shaped cracks the cl imb goes up the

ledges.

Pitch 1. 50 feet.  lV.

Cl imb lef t  on to the boulder,  then cl imb over the next two
ledges. A thread running belay can be used round the corner on
the r ight.
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50 feet.
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Hard Severe. V.
From the left wall of the crag the climb starts at the vertical

crack in the centre. Climb the left branch of the V to the ledge
just below the small tree. Move left along the ledge. Climb the
corner to finish on the higher corner of the face. The move is
tough. We had our moments when the second man took two or
three tumbles on the traverse. and then decided on the gully direct.

Inaccessible Crag

This is the crag which looks to be a towering face from the
Clear Water Bay Road, but it is, in fact, so broken that only the
top 110 feet offers any cl imbing. There are other small areas
offering up to about 60 feet of climbing but they are scattered
about the area which is infested with hornets. The third attack in
this area by our insistent enemies ended in a near fatal accident to
myself. The crag is well left of Skyline Crag and is similarly on the
skyline. lt is best reached by taking the well-defined path above
"The Box" the white house on the left of Fei Ngo Shan Road,
shortly after it leaves the Clear Water Bay Road. The path climbs
the ridge above the house and winds its way left above the slabs
and gullies towards the summit of Kowloon peak. The path is
left long before the summit, when the top of lnaccessible Crag can
be seen. This approach can safely be made without encountering
hornets, and the climbing seems above the height at which these
mustard dive bombers reside. Two climbs have been done on this
crag, one on the right, and the other on the left of the Crag and
centre overhang.

Hornet.

Cl imb the r ight
this lef t  and f inish on
way up the cl imb.

Panorama.

1 10 feet. Hard Severe. V.
wall to the well defined fault, then follow
the r ight wal l .  There is a tr icky move half-

'. '. 100 feet. Severe. lV.

,ila:"

,:i'

On the left of the crag is a fault. Climb this for about twenty
five feet, then move right over the ledge. Climb to the second
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ledge by facing left and attacking the chimney. scramble to the

treJ, then move up the right gully until access is gained on the
wall.  Climb to the belaY'

Precarious Boulder

This is the large, perched boulder about 100 feet below

Inaccessible Crag. l t ian be reached by cl imbing the ridge above

Aqrif . Ci.g tor iSO yards, then traversjng right over the gully' The

alternative-is to foliow the path to lnaccessible Crag, and then

OescenO to the boulder. The climbs are named from right to left'

Marge. 35 feet. Mild Severe' lllb'

Belay on the two leaning stones and cl imb the crack on the

right of the boulder. Move left to the centre to finish'

Flakers. 40 feet. Severe' lV'

Belay under the lower r ight corner of the boulder and cl imb

slightly left of the belay. A shoulder had to be used to start the

cli-mb,'which accounts ior the second not being able to follow

when'there are only two climbing. Hand traverse along the ledge,

teeping the feet on the outside rotk. work up to the small tree for

a good handhold, and f inish on the centre as on Marge'

Chopper. 35feet. Very Difficult' lll '

Fromthelowerlef t ,c l imbthewal l tothecentreedge'and
finish as for the above two climbs.
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TATE'S CAIRN

The climbing on Tate',s Cairn is below the Royal observatory
Radar station, *rticr' can be clearly identified by the radar domes

on tf'u top leit of Kowloon Peak, when looking from Kai Tak'

When travell ing by car, turn left off the Clear Water Bay Road

after the Good Hope School. This is Fei Ngo shan Road' This road

should be abandoned at the first right turning as the road begins to

Jescend from Kowloon Peak. There is a small parking area by the

utrpi. rron.l half way up the steps, move right across the h.illside

unii l  th. left side of 
-the 

crag is reached. Here the f irstcl imb isto

be found. The climbs read from left to right'

Madonna. 30 feet. Very Difficult.

The climb starts to the left of and below the upside down

f lake.

One Pitch. 30 feet. | | I '

c l imb to the f lake and cross i t  unt i l  the smooth slab is

reached.Makinguseofthehandho|dbehindthef |ake,move
delicately up the slab to the b€lay rock above'

Left Scrape. 70 feet. Mild Very Difficult.

This cl imb is up the deep crack in the corner.

Pitch 1. 40 feet.  l l  l .

Climb on to the flake and jam the left hand over the chock-

stone, then move on to the right wall. There is a good left foothold

higher. Lay back to the right and bring the right foot over the slab,

then belay on the large ledge.

Pitch 2. 30 feet.  l lb.

cl imb the f lake just r ight of  the overhang and move r ight to

the chimney. Cl imb this and belay on the r ight.

Tate's Scrape. 75 feet. Very Difficult.

This is the small chimney near the corner and right of Left
Scrape.

Pitch 1. 45 feet. l l l
Cl imb the chimney and belay on the communal belay'
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Pitch 2. 30 feet. llb.
This pitch is the same as the second pitch of Left Scrape.

Ralph's Rib. 70 feet.
Start on the corner rib, just right of the chimney.
Pitch 1. 40 feet. lV.
step from the block on to the wail and then to the rib. The

climb is steep and without protection.
Pitch 2. 30 feet. ilb.
This pitch is the communal finish.

Rover. 70 feet. Very Difficult.
This climb is round the corner on the very right of the crag.
Pitch 1. 40 feet. l l l .
Cross the slab, then climb the crack to the front wall and use

the communal belay.
Pitch 2. 30 feet. llb.
This pitch is the communal f inish.

Toggle Ridge. 75 feet. Difficult.
The climb is on the most northerly crag of Tate.s Cairn.
Pitch 1. 60 feet. il.
Start at the bottom right and traverse on to the ridge.

Traverse right where a huge boulder bars the way, then move left
along a ledge, followed by easy climbing to the belay.

Pitch 2. 15 feet. il.
Climb the short wall above, then go right and mantleshelf.

Severe.
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LION ROCK

The Lion is certainly the most impressive of Hong Kong's
crags and would stand comparison with many of those at home.
From a distance the climbing on Kowloon Peak is invisible; that of
Lamtong is hidden in shadow; other areas look as if they should
have some decent rock, but how the devil is one to get to them?
None of this applies to Lion Rock.

Above Kai Tak airport there rears a steep hill. lt is not
particularly high in comparison with its neighbours but its last 400
feet are pure, solid rock. The Lion is wedge-shaped. Two huge
walls cleave the surrounding slopes like the bows of a ship. At the
top a massive, shaggy head leans over the southern slopes. A path
leads over the top via the supporting shoulders and convenient
resting places, including the summit, are to be found everywhere.
On holidays and Sundays, this path is crowded with walkers,
visitors and sight-seers. lt is indeed unfortunate that such a setting
should be open to the ravages of the litter thrower and, on the odd
occasions, to the attentions of the modern equivalent of the high-
wayman.

The two walls which form the wedge shape of the Lion are
caf f ed 'Brazen', which faces south east, and 'Golden', which faces
south west. They are called this because this is the appearance they
hane when the sun is on them. Brazen Wall appears to have little
cln it of note except its stern perpendicularity, but Golden Wall,
on the other hand, has some important land marks for the climber,
all of which are worthy of description.

In the centre of Golden Wall there is a long, vertical box
without a lid. The sides are square-cut and protrude straight out-
wards about fifteen feet. These sides are based artistically on a flat
wall of clean rock and the whole box is named 'The Parallel Lines',
or, more shortly, 'The Lines'. The back wall starts as the base of
the box and forms a crescent steepening as it ascends to a vicious
angle at the top. At the top right hand corner of the Lines is a
steeply sloping ledge, but since this has played such an important







D. C. Reeve on Pitch 4 of Ward's Grooves

part in the main cl imb, i f  for no other reason, i t  is cal led the
'Waiting Room', because that is the function it served while the
leader was fighting the crux of the climb above. Above this, the
Lion's Head juts unmistakably forward some twenty feet over the
rest of the crag. A stone dropped from the top of the Head will
touch once only at the bottom. Just to the right of this huge over-
hang is the belvedere which affords a magnificent look-out and has
the advantage of being completely private. lt has, to almost certain
knowledge, been visited only twice without the aid of a top rope.
Two other peculiarities need mention: firstly, the hand traverse at
the top of The Lines, called the Swing Over and secondly, the
Root. Not just any old root but one which plays a star role in the
climb (mention of i ts use wil l  be made at a later point).

( O a Reeve climbing Hornet, L. Murray belaying
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The main crag is bounded on its left by Sourgrapes Gully, a
filthy, obvious gully, which follows the only possible course up the
side. To the right of the crag is Skeleton Gully which ends in
vertical scrable-worthy tu rf .

Lion Rock is approached from many directions but perhaps
the best, especially if one owns a Vespa, is the broad track which
follows the catchment from where this debouches into the Kow-
loon Reservoir on the Shatin Road, to the bottom of the Kowloon
Pass. The top of Kowloon Pass is, in fact, the nodal point of most
of the tracks to the Lion. Another route starts from Lung Cheung
Road above the Beacon Hill flats. Yet another track, possibly the
best, and certainly the most direct, is from Lion Rock Park. This is
found on the Lung Cheung Road, below the Tunnel, at the first
opening. Either the left or right ridge will lead to the cobbled path.
When the main tourist track is reached, follow this until level with
the bottom of the crag, then branch right across the hillside. lt is
very difficult to reach the base from any other direction.

Ward's Grooves. 300 feet. Very Severe. 42.
This is probably more of an adventure than a climb, for it

took the pioneers no less than five months to complete and even
the second party to conquer this, ten years later, not aware that it
had already been climbed, spent many days in finding the route. lt
requires the use of a dangerous tree-root, a welter of iron ware and
the nerve totrust oneself to some pretty frightful rock. lt is subject
to scrutiny from all who tramp the path to the summit. Yet the
memory of days spent in the assault and the ultimate thrill of
conquest compensate for all this. lt became a social gathering
point, an obsession, almost a Harrison's Rocks; but whatever we
write or think about it, it cannot but declare itself, as it peers
grandly over the harbour, as the greatest climb in Hong Kong.

Pitch 1. 55 feet. l la.
Start at the left side of the 'bows' of the rock, up a series of

easy, scruffy ledges, to the base of a dirty chimney. There is a
stance and belay point.

Pitch 2. 25feet. l l la.
Climb up the chimney for a little until a ledge leading right
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appears. Go along this and up at the end, then up again to another
perch which has a good stance.

Pitch 3. 30 feet. lV.
Step up left and outwards on a loose but safe boulder. Climb

to a narrow sloping ledge. A left hand in,a chimney, shoulder high,
and a right hand on the outside,give sbcurity while the feet are
placed on convenient holds. Sway right and a further handhold is
available above the previous right hand one. Some five feet higher,
a tree gives adequate holds and a runner must be placed here.
Going hence rightwards, a really delightful hand traverse brings
one to the left hand base of The Lines. Here is a magnificent airy
belay and stance.

Pitch 4. 40 feet. Vl. A1.
Climb up the left hand crack by finger holds and friction foot-

holds. There is one of the latter on the left wall. There is a dubious
stance halfway up but the second should not be brought to it' Use
a peg here for protection. Climb again up the crack using a tenuous
root for psychological safety. The left foot must go high on the
left wall by an off-balance move. Near the top a firm aluminium
channel peg was used. Using the famous tree root, traverse across
the whole width of the Lines to a tree at the top right hand corner.
This is the Waiting Room. There is a good belay on the tree, but
the pessimist will take a rubber cushion to sit on.

Pitch 5. 45 feet. Vla. A2.

This pitch is even more strenuous than the previous one.
From the tree an overhanging chimney leads straight up' The first

twelve feet have no holds inside and only a few rugosities on the

right wall. Three fat channel pegs, the bigger the better, must be

uJed. After twelve feet, a slight, infinitesimal lessening is apparent
but not particularly heartening, since another overhang blocks
further piogres. A peg at the base of this gives some security and

a strenuousl off-balance move allows the top of the body to be
brought over sufficiently for a short peg to be inse,rted. The
tension eases as you continue up to the base of the Lion's head

and then traverse right to a vast ledge and multiplicity of belays'
This is the belvedere.
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Pitch 6. 105 feet. V.

C| imbupthesteepchimneywhichisreachedbyade| icate,
leftwards balance move. The route can go directly up the chimney,
or left round a slab-block. Both are strenuous. Then climb up a

dirty gully to the top, where a belay on a boulder can be found.

Variations.
Swing Over. 160 feet. Severe.

This was used as an alternate means of approaching the base
of pitch five of Ward's Grooves. lt also offers an easier finish to
the cl imb.

Pitch 44. 30 feet. V.
From the tree, swing left until good holds are found in the

horizontal crack. Move quickly across The Lines to a triangular
ledge, then up at the end to a good ledge and belay.

Pitch 5A. 100 feet. I  lb.
Traverse easily over grass towards a wide gully'

Pitch 64. 30 feet. l l la.
Climb up the vegetated gully, left of the Lion's head, to the

summit. l t  is ful l  of thorns and rusty t ins.

Reeve's Recce. 40 feet. Very Severe.

Although this is only one variation pitch, it is felt that this is
well worth recording. To the pioneers at the time, it was a com-
pletely new climb, as they were not aware that the route had been
done ten years previous, with a different pitch four' The pitch was
done three times in all, the first time by completely disregarding
the rock and swarming up the root, the second time a piton was
used in the right crack and the third time the climb went free.

Pitch 4A. 40feet. Vl.
CiimU the left hand crack of the scoop or box to the fine

horizontal ledge. Traverse right over this to the right crack. Climb
to the tree.
Sourgrapes. 1 10 feet. Severe.

By reason of the utter untrustworthiness of the whole thing,
Sourgrapes is the obvious rift between the main citadel of Lion
Rock and rocks which gradually merge into steep grass on the left.

| twasc| imbedduringexp|orat ionofpossiblestartstotheLion
,no L so named becluse'the climbers had to try everything. lt

,iur6-qlltr well, but soon degenerates into an agonising scramble,

i.tUf i,ig through steep, sodden grass and loose stones' The start is

almost anywhere in the wide gullY'

Pitch 1. 60 feet. I  I  la'

Scrambling, which gets more vertical' leads to the left hand

side of a dirty .hitney' The rock is not very good'

Pitch 2. 50 feet. lV'

The chimney is cl imbed as far as possible by facing in.and by

using'a' i t iaddle. whe; this method wil l  no longer work, the back

shouldbeturnedtothemainwa| landthefeetpressedagainst the

"pp"tit.-tid" 
on the few rugosities available' At the top of the

chimney, steep grass ensues' Scrabble up this and belay where

possible.

East Flake Route. 100 feet. Very Severe' A3'

A few notes are given on this climb which has not been, nor

probably ever will bel climbed to the top. The first two pitches

iiue quiie an interesting route, complete in itself' They were first

iiirubo during the exiloratory period of Lion Rock' After the

first ascent oiWard's'Grooues, the possibility of a new_and even

harder climb was envisaged on Brazen Wall and to this end a

further ascent of the EaIt Flake was made. After a further four

uiiiir, the wall above the top of the flake was finally conquered. lt

ir torn. thirty feet high, overhanging all the way and practically

holdless. Three doubtf;ul pitons were inserted and these, together

witf, dings and karabin"ri, *"re left. The start is in the cleft just

right of the very apex of the main crag'

Pi tch 1.  45 feet '  l l la.

Cl imbupther ights ideoftheclef tongoodho|ds.Theclef t
is choked wiirr eteptiant grass. At the top there is a good ledge

which has been mainly cleared of vegetation' Belay here'

Pitch 2. 25 feet. l l lb'

Step across the top of the crack on to the main wall and go

up the scoop on thin holds. Move right to the top of the flake.
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Pitch 3. 30 feet. vl. A3.
The start of the hard section is directly from the top of the

flake. The second should belay round the flake firmly, so that he
can lean back, without having to use his hands for purchase. The
leader has to stand on the shoulders of the second in order to
attain the wall.  The remaining sl ings give the direction of the cl imb.
Variation.

Pitch 2A. 30 feet. l l  lb.
lnstead of crossing on to the main wall, continue along the

broad ledge to the far end and ascend.the good flaked crack to the
top.
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BEACON HILL BUTTRESSES

Beacon Hi l l  is west of Lion Rock and the Kowloon Range of
hi l ls.  The Buttresses are wel l  below the tr ig point and are easi ly
accessible from the main road. From the junct ion of Water loo
Road, turn lef t  and fol low Lung Cheung Road unt i l  the pul l - in is
reached on the lef t .  Turn r ight opposite the pul l - in and dr ive to
the water works at the end of the road. The crags can now be seen
above. The approach can ei ther be from the catchment lef t  of  the
water works or from the r idge to the r ight.  The buttresses are
divided horizontal ly across the centre by an old pathway blasted
out of the rock. The cl imbs read from left  to r ight.

Krait Slab. 50 feet. Dif f icul t .

This cl imb goes up the slab on the extreme lef t  of  the main
crag.

One Pitch. 50 feet.  l l .

Cl i r f rb the slab keeping to the r ight near the wal l .

Variat ion.

One Pitch. 35 feet.  Mi ld Very Dif f icul t .  l lb '

From the top of the slab, traverse left over the large ledge to
the gul ly and ascend the r ight hand wal l  of  the gul ly '

Compulsion. 50 feet. Severe.

This is probably a good cont inuat ion to Krai t  Slab, as i t  starts
in the corner just above the f in ish of the lat ter c l imb.

One Pitch. 50 feet.  lV.

Mantle to the ledge, face the main wal l  and manoeuver up to
reach the r ib;  then reach for the boulder.  The cl imbing to a large
block belay is easy.

King Cobra. 130 feet. Hard Severe.

Start in the corner, just right of the overhang.

Pitch 1. 80 feet. V.

P. Hughes on Pi tch 1 of  King Cobra

Photograph: J.  Kirby
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and continue over theClimb the groove into the corner
corner crack, then belay.

Pitch 2. 50 feet. V.
Climb the slab and wall above.

Viper. 1 10 feet Very Difficult.
Two cracks can be seen below a steep vegetated patch.
Pitch 1 . 60 feet. l l  l .
Use both cracks to start, then climb the left one.
Pitch 2. 50 feet. l lb.
This pitch is over easier ground.

Rattler. 1 1 0 feet. Difficult.

Pitch 1.60feet.  l l .
Cl imb the obvious chimney, break out left near twin cracks,

then go up on easier ground.
Pitch 2. 50 feet. l lb.
This is the same as for pitch two of Viper.

Python Slabs. 80 feet. Very Di f f icul t .  l l l .
At the r ight of the buttress is an overhanging slab. The cl imb

goes round this.
Pitch 1. 40 feet.
Climb the small chimney, then traverse across grass to the

bottom of Python Chimney and belay.
Pitch 2. 40 feet.
Move left up a ledge (stomach traverse) on to the slabs above,

then to the right corner.
Python Chimney. 85 feet.

Pitch 1. 40 feet. I  lb.
This is the same pitch as for pitch one of Python Slabs.
Pitch 2. 20 feet. l l .
Continue up the chimney to the two large boulders blocking

the exit, then move left to the ledge.
Pitch 3. 25 feet. l l .

BEACON HILL BUTTRESSES

This pitch is easy, going round the corner and up the rough
block-formed window.
Sidewinder. 60 feet. Very Difficult'

This cl imb is on the lower crag, below the path and on the
extreme right of the crag. There is an obvious start through the
overhangs to a small tree.

One Pitch. 60 feet. |  |  l .
Ascend to the left of, then traverse right and up to, the tree

(root belay). Here the rock is overhanging from the very small
tree. Make an ascending line to the right, then left to the top of
the crag.

-'!F
{itr
f
{

1t1

Dif f  icul t ,
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BLACK CRAGS
These crags vir tual ly form a west facing hi l ls ide, covered in

slab rock, that sweeps up to a severe angle nearing i ts top. l t
nestles on the point to the north of Lei U Mun passige, through
which al l  ships enter Hong Kong harbour.  Apart  f rom taking-a
launch to i ts foot,  the area is easi ly reached by taking a number 14
bus depart ing from Jordan Road Ferry,  or a 14B bus from Kau
Tong. The buses go through Kwun Tong to the terminus at Ngau
Tau Kok. From here a walk down the two way Lei yue Mun Road
wil l  g ive a ful l  v iew of the slabs. Take the lef t  branch on the Ko
chiu Road, then fol low the path above the val ley which leads
round to the base of the slabs. Here the f i rst  move is l i teral ly
directly from the track.

.  The rock is granite but is covered in some places with a thin
sheet of rough and br i t t le sand-stone which has the same appear-
ance as the granite.  one must therefore cl imb circumspeci ly,  as
some of the holds are composed ent irely of this rubbish.

Four routes have been recorded. All are on the slab on the left
rphich reaches the path. They offer little protection and even
belays are from a r idiculously smal l  shrub.
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It is unfortunate that no notes exist for this cl imb. l t  takes
the ridge to the left of the central gully and finishes near the top
of the crags. lt is dirty and full of vegetation, but at least it has the
virtue of being complete. The last pitch is the largest and is
sufficie4tly entertaining to justify the climber's presence.
Faithless lVlaiden. 120 teet. Very Difficult.

Start on the slab from the path, just right of the central gully,
and follow this line as far as the overhang.

Pi tch 1.  40 feet.  l lL
Climb the obvious l ine on the left.  There is a small shrub

halfway up where a despairing runner can be placed (there is no-
where else). Step over this and continue up to a narrow ledge.
There is a reasonable stance here, but no belay.

Pitch 2. 20 feet. I I l.
Climb from the stance, on better holds, to a white block

surrounded by bushes and grass.
Pitch 3. 60 feet. I I l.
Leave the slabs and cross the central gully to the rock wall

which supports the left slab and buttress. Climb out of the gully
and up the wall by either of twc, prominent cracks, then finish up
on the last pitch of Black Ridge
Black Knight. 190 feet. Severe.

This cl imb goes up the f i rst  shal low crack to the r ight of  the
central gully and the previous climb. lt crosses left of the huge
block at the top.

Pitch 1. 70 feet.  i l lb.

Cl imb up the crack to the three blocks at the top of the wal l
and use a dubious jammed nut belay.

Pitch 2. 40 feet. lV.

Get high and move left over delicate off balance holds to join
the chimney. Cl imb this and move up to the lef t  of  the large blocks
to belay.

pitch 3. 80 feet. lV.
Between here and the summit,  many slabs and pioblems can

be taken in, but these are broken by patches of vegetation.

Breast Stroke. 120 feet.
This cl imb is up the f i rst  rarge area of rock, which is marked

by a large, flat-topped, sawn off rock, on the path. The crimb starts
at any of the cracks opposite this.  The cl imb, which was done in
one. of. Hong Kong's heavy rainstorms, starts at any of the cracks
to the left of the large boulder.

Pi tch 1.  10 feet.  I  l .
Cl imb lef t  of  the large boulder to a good belay ledge.
Pitch 2. 1 10 feet.  I  I  t .
Move lef t  along the ledge, then up and back r ight taking a

l ine up the slabs, unt i l  i t  ends in dir t  and loose rocks. By this t ime
the rope wi l l  have run out.  Get the second to undo hisbelay and
move up on to the ledge. This wi l l  enable the leader to move lef t
to the large boulders to beray. From here, there is a choice of
scrambl ing up on the odd srab here and the grass pi tch there, orjust moving left, then back down to the path.

Very Difficult.

Black Ridge. 120 feet. Very Dif f icul t .  l l l .
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VICTORIA PEAK

Victoria Peak is the hi l l  on the north west t ip of Hong Kong
lsland. l t  is a prominent feature of Hong Kong, for, at 551 metres,
i t  is the highest hi l l  on the lsland. The Peak is one of Hong Kong's
greatest tourist attractions, and can be reached by a tramway, a
number of roads and numerous footpaths. A parking area arnidst
the, ornamental gardens wil l  place the motorist just east of a
vegetated hill, supporting a wireless station, with its metal masts
towering from the top. Paths traverse its southern slopes, the
higher one being Governor's Path. The path takes two hairpin
bends on its coqrse. lt is here that the crags start. They are volcanic
in structure and are partly concealed amongst the foliage. This
encourages a mossy growth across the sheltered parts and takes a
while to dry out.

The crag starts off steep and difficult from the path, but soon
disappointingly scatters about the fol iage in individual blocks after
100 feet, leaving the cl irnbing party with the choice of abseil ing in
two pitches, or of traversing left to the ornamental gardens. lt is
safe to abseil from a number of small sturdy trees on to numerous
landing ledges. This is a great t ime saver.

It is believed that three climbs were pioneered on these crags
before, by an earl ier R.A.F. Mountain Rescue Team, and they
were named Faith, Hope and Charity from left to r ight. One Very
Diff icult and two Diff icult cl imbs. No evidence was found, how-
ever, of where the routes go. Now there are five duly recorded
climbs, offering a long day's cl imbing for the hardest of men.
Orchid Route. 70 feet. Hard Very Difficult.

On the lef t  the crag is short  and supports an overhang in the
trees. To the r ight of  this is a corner formed by the large block on
the r ight of  the overhang" The cl imb starts in the corner.

One Pi tch.  70 feet.  l l la.

Cl imb up the corner and step on to the block. Cl imb up the
left wall to the ledge, where a V of rock, forming two cracks,
blocks the way" Take the left crack.

Cornice Route. 80 feet. Severe.

To the r ight of  the block, another corner is formed with a
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crack up its centre. Start here.

One Pitch. 80 feet. lV.
Climb up the crack in the corner and lay back from the crack

to gain the left block. Then go up the disrupted crack, fol lowing
this r ight, as the wall steepens to a cornice. Climb over the cornice.
Belay, then abseil from the small tree.

Governor. 80 feet. Hard Severe.

Ten feet right of the start of Cornice Route is a short slimy
chimney with a block on its r ight and a pi l lar above the block
terminating at the cornice. The route takes this l ine'

One Pitch. 80 feet. lV.
Climb the chimney to the right block, then cl imb the pi l lar

using the right crack to layback from, until better holds are
reached. Climb over the overhang to the ledge, then climb the
overhang above into the scoop and go left.

Bailey's Steps. 160 feet. Difficult.

From the top step at the first bend in the path, move into the
chimney behind the tree, or to the left crack.

Pitch 1. 60 feet. l l .
Climb anywhere to the right of the overhang and belay on

the tree in the corner.
Pi tch 2.  100feet.  l la.
Climb in the right corner to the ledge, then cl imb up the

overhang by stepping from the tree. Belay in the trees on the left.

Black Sl ide. 60 feet. Difficult.

Climb from the last prominent rib on the right of the crag,
below the bends in the path.

Pi tch 1.  40 feet.  l l ,
Cl imb the rib unti l  i t  is possible to step left under the large

overhang. Climb as high as possible under this, then exit r ight
across the ledge.

Pitch 2. 20 feet. l la.
Stand on the belay block and climb in the shattered corner

"t77

SWALLOW FALLS

The Swallow Falls area was discovered by the R.A'F. Kai Tak
Mountain Rescue Team while out on a weekend exercise on 13th
March, 1965. The party stumbled upon this area while out looking
for possible base camps to operate from during their exercises.
The f ind was fruitful,  for they not only found their base camp,
with an abundance of water, but they also found a number of
enjoyable gully cl imbs offering technically easy cl imbing. These
climbs provided a change from the normal walk or cl imb, and
struck a happy medium between the two, with exercise and fun
for al l .

The gullies appealed to the team, for they were visited the
next day, and they suffered a mass assault on two more weekends.
Soon the team had conquered al l  the gull ies, numbering eight in al l .

This type of climbing is best enioyed on a hot summer's day,
when a dip in the drink will have a cheering effect rather than a
depressing one.

The climbs have been taken from an old log book and,
although the position of the gullies have been checked against the
drawing, the present team have only climbed about four, the most
memorable one being Water Pipe Gully.

Swallow Falls are about half a mile from Castle Peak Road,
down a right turning, 2OO yards past the eleventh milestone,
opposite a small pol ice box and Ting Kau Beach. The gull ies are
named in order as they are approached on the right. Kai Tak Gully
is first, just after where the road forks back to Route Twisk.

Kai Tak Gully. Very Difficult.
Scramble for about sixty feet, then there is a choice of climb-

ing left or right. The left is probably the easier. Follow a flat bed
until the pool is reached, then cross the pool keeping high and
traversing over the left wall. After more gully bed, the next
obstacle is a diff icult chimney support ing a.waterfal l .  From the
right wall, stgpacross left and up the left wall to the back of the
waterfal l .  Climb the fal ls to the window. On cl imbing tnrough the
window there ls a large slab on the right. Here a severe pitch was
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-^. R. Wallis on the traverse across the pool on Pitch
2 of  KaiTak Gul ly
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gncountered on leaving the gully. When the top is reached, descend
to the foot of another large waterfall.

Pitch 1. 30 feet. l l l .
Climb the waterfall on the right to the large tree and belay.
Pitch 2. 15 feet.
Traverse left, then climb up to a ledge to belay at the tree

and block.
Pitch 3.
Climb to the tree above, just below the scrub.
Pitch 4.
Traverse right over shattered blocks into

your way to the path to belay.

Burma Gully.

the scrub and fight

Easy.
This is the second gully on the right and is located at the first

railed bridge. The gully starts well below the road with a scramble,
then when the upper part is reached, it steepens from the road and
soon disappointingly peters out to nothing. There is, however, a
steep wall on both sides of the gully at p dead end. This can be
avoided, but one can climb the left wall which offers a good steep
Severe.

Catch Gully.
This is the steep gully which has the appearance of a rock

face from the road. As the road comes to a hairpin bend, there is a
large parking area. This is the base camp. Just off the road on the
right is a half-nroon shaped concrete enclosure. The gully is used
for abseiling down in two pitches, firstfrom a tree, then from the
top of the iron pipe in the gully bed. l t  seems that this gully has
not yet been clinnbed. Sorneone led to within fifteen feet of the
top and called for a top rope.

Water Pipe Gully. 675 feet. Moderately Difficult. la.
This is said to be the classic gully of Hong Kong. lt is found

by taking the main gully from the base camp area and by leaving
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this at the first branch right. The climb starts ata slab, tollowed by
a waterfall. Soon a pool is reached, which is normally crossed on
the left, just above the water line. As an extra challenge, a route
across the right side was done. Most people receive a ducking at
this pool unless they are exceptional at balancing on delicate
moves. The pool, however, is only about five feet deep and can be
refreshing in summer. The next obstacle is a rock-formed window
which can reasonably be tackled, even by a large person.

Easy Gully. Right Branch. Moderate. l.

This is found by taking the main gully as for Water Pipe
Gully, but instead of going right, take the left fork unti l  the gully
branches again, then take the right branch for Easy Gully' This
gully only contains two pitches. The first is an easy one, which is
followed by a slightly harder pitch up the chimney and ending at
the path. This is also a good way down.

Easy Gully. Left Branch. 500 feet. Moderately Difficult. la.

This is the left branch of the fork opposite Easy Gully, Right
Branch. The start is easy with a few rock pitches, followed by a
jungle pitch. then further rock pitches. There are caves near the
top and there is said to be good fishing in the gully.

Five Minute Gully. Easy.
From the base camp, follow the road round in a 'U'turn until

Five Minute Gully is reached on the right. This is straight forward
cl imbing.

Slime Gully. 250 feet. Moderately Difficult. la.
This is the next gully on the right, after Five Minute Gully. A

rope was needed on two pitches, which were both wet slimy
chimneys.
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CASTLE PEAK

This is the highest of the small isolated chain of mountains on
the very westerly tip of the New Territories. lt is 1,908 feet high,
and overlooks Gommunist China from a distance. Castle Peak is
reached by turning left off the Castle Peak Road at the first
turning after the twentieth milestone, then crossing the causeway
and following the road to St. Martin's Hostel. Finally turn right by
St. Peter's Church and wind your way through the chow stalls.
There is a parking area before the Tsing Shan Temple is reached.

There has not been much climbing done on Castle Peak and
what has been done has been badly recorded, but will at least give
an indication of where the climbing is to be found. There are two
main cl imbing areas.

The Peak

Follow the well-trodden stone footpath as it winds through
ihe temple grounds. When just over halfway up, at about 1,050
feet, leave the path and pass through the undergrowth to the rocks
left of the path. A lot of confusion exists as to who did what over
the years, but three climbs have been mentioned vaguely, viz. East
Brother, Ordinary and Sniper's Groove, the latter being graded
'severe' and going up the summit wall' Then. many years later, a
party from the R.A.F. Mountain Rescue Team attempted to push
a route up on 17.1,65. The fol lowing is an extract from their
notes: "The crag was tackled by the most direct route up the face'
After four attempts and an equal number of tumbles, an easier line
was taken up a chimney. The second pitch was deemed to go up a
narrow crack, but once again the climbers were forced to retreat at
an overhang. A right traverse into a gully was taken, and this led to
the summit."



Ceramic Towers

^,..^^Tlli-r 5 
a cr]9 on the north east slopes of Castle peak and isg'en rts name from 

.its..dominant position uuou.-tt,.-ceramicfactory in castre peak Vailey. A f;; iiru, have been done in thisarea, but only one has been iemi_recorded.

Payne's Retreat. 140 feet. Difficult. ll.
The most obvious route on the reft of the face was abandonedfor something with more holds
Pitch 1. 100feet.

. .This proved to be a. slo.ping crack, with an abundance ofchockstones for runners, readinj"u;; a V-shaped tree. crimb
llroyg.h rhe.'V', up the six toot ri,rii and mantrs to ttre'targevegetated redge. The rargest of the scattered brocks is ctimueo upits six foot wat to a gooi thread o.rrv 

"" 
the four toot *ioJi.og..

Pitch 2. 40 feet.
Once more the most direct route, up the chimney whichnarrows into a crack nearing_ its top, was abandoned. The easierpitch, traversing down and iigt,t ini; u urry dirty looking gully,was taken. The guily offers plenty of 

-protection 
in the form oftree runners.
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Babylon. 150 feet. Very Difficult.

. This climb goes up the largest wall which has two overhang-
lng noses.

Pi tch 1.  100feet.  i l t .
Start twenty five feet right of the left nose and left of the

black nose. Climb the short wall, then traverse left on to easier
rocks. A runner can be used here for the crux which follows.
Continue left and up into a bay at the right side of the nose. At
one time a peg was inserted here for protection. Swing round on to
the nose and climb it to the top. Traverse left to the trees and
belay.

Pitch 2. 50 feet.
From the tree, move right across the slab to the corner.

Climb the corner unti l  easier rocks lead to a boulder belav.

SPOT HEIGHT 549

This is a large, pointed, but shaggy looking, hi l l  lying on the
4orth r idge of Tai Mo Shan. l t  is disappointingly broken and is
ov€r vegetated to offer much interesting climbing. There are two
ellmbs claimed, however, by earl ier members of the R.A,F. Moun-
tlln Rescue Team, and the climbs have been recorded from their
notes, Two reconnaissance trips to the area were unrewarding, but
there may be some scope for development on the eastern slopes,
however, if anyone is prepared to fight the jungle for a few short
cl imbs. The hi l l  is a sol i tary one overlooking-sek Kong Vil lage and
can be readily noticed on the right when ipproaching theibove
vlllage from Route Twi,sk. The best approach is to th6n take the
flrst turning right towards Fanling, and'another r ight turning on a
concrete tank track about half a mile from the Vil lage. From the
end of the track, the r ight r idge is taken. The cl imbing is on the
large boulders and short faces covered in scrub.

- An easier approach is through Kadoorie Experimental Farm,
a further half mile on the same side of the road. The farm road
leads to a large parking area at the top of the hi l l  and the cl imbs
will be found on the lower right.
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150 feet. Diff icult.  I  l .

Start at the groove twenty feet right of Babylon, where there
is a 'D' marked on the rock. This is a good cl imb for beginners, as
it is steep but has good holds.

Pitch 1. 100 feet.
Climb the groove and move left to the belay ledge.

Pitch 2. 50 feet.
The finish is the same as for Babylon.

tu5

LO WU CRAGS

Directly above the army camp of Lo Wu, there stands a

compact little buttress of light, grey ironstone. lt faces south and

backs on to a hill which overlooks the Communist border. The
rock is friable and has a slimy feel about it. Grass and small shrubs
have broken it to some extent and great care is needed in selecting
and testing holds. lt has no pretensions of comparing itself with
the better climbing grounds but as a practice crag for the soldier
who has little time to spare, it is ideal.

The approach is made by going through the wire above the
officers' quarters, then by traversing the scree slope to the foot of
the crags. The climbs are described from left to right.

China Wall. 45 feet. Very Difficult.

Start almost anvwhere at the base of the left wall'

One Pi tch.  l l lb.
Ctimb straight up the slab to a small,  narrow chimney which

can be avoided if one wishes.

Picquet Ridge. 60 feet. Diff icult.

The cl imb is on the prominent central r ib.

One Pi tch.  l l la.
This ridge is followed in its entirety, though the climber who

sticks to it meticulously, may find himself in trouble because of
poor rock.

Rubble Ridge.
One Pi tch.  l l .

Wal l .

Garden Wall.

Climb up the broken rock between Picquet Ridge and Garden

50 feet.

45 feet.

Difficult.

Very Difficult.

One Pi tch.  l l lb.
Climb up the slab near the right corner and f inish up the

shattered chimney. The chimney can be avoided by moving right.
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PROMONTORY ROCKS

The south-eastern point of the New Territories throws out
eastwards a little dr6p-shaped promontory. lt is separated from the
mainland mass by a narrow isthmus of pebbles and rocks which
are over-grown with vegetation. The seaward side is steep and the
strata leans at a slight angle. The lower slopes are water worn and
smooth and the top is a little decomposed. A grass cap covers the
whole. Lamtong lsland is only about a mile away, across the
narrow channel.

The isthmus is reached by speedboat from Silverstrand Bay,
by private launch from anywhere, by sampan from Tai Wan Tau or
by a long walk from the area of High Junk Peak. Should cl imbers
decide to spend the week-end there, as the explorers did, it is most
advisable not to sleep on the pebbled beach since this is infested
with a part icularly revolt ing kind of jumping grub.

Most of the climbs are reached only by swimming. Because of
the usual swell from the China Sea, spice is added to the approach.
The climbs are described from left to right.

Aphrodite. 80 feet. Very Difficult.

This climb starts straight from the sea. At low tide the start
can be, technically, very hard;with the tide in, it is easier' To start,
swim from the south of the isthmus, round the rock for some 100
yards, until a little bay facing east is reached. The bay has a narrow
spine of land through the middle. Climb from the sea at the end of
this and dive off the other side, making for a rounded corner and
small buttress.

Pitch 1. 15 feet. V.
Climb straight from the sea on strenuous holds, then move

diagonally r ight to a stance and belay.
Pitch 2. 35 feet. l l lb.
Traverse right along the slab. Go up at the end and then

traverse back to the left.
Pitch 3. 30 feet. | | lb.
Climb the obvious corner. The cl imb is wet and sl ippery near

the top, where a chimney technique is advised.
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Cannonball Buttress

This is the f ine looking ridge facing directly out to sea, in the
cgntre of the promontory. There is a good, broad ledge some six
feet above the sea at the toe of the ridge which is also reached by
lwimming. There is some difficulty in describing routes, since
although the line is obvious, the possibilities of straying are innum-
orable. The cl imbing, however, is enjoyable and the cl imber wil l
fol low his incl inations. The standard is'Very Diff icult. '

The name comes from the fact that on the first ascent a rusty
cannonball was found embedded in the rock face. lt probably
came from a pirate junk way back in the nineteenth century.

Jolly Roger. 160 feet.
Pitch 1. 30 feet. l l  la.

Very Difficult.

'  Keep to the ridge and climb direct. A small ledge at fifteen
feet can be used as a stance, but the climber should continue to
the next ledge where there are some loose boulders.

Pi tch 2.  50feet.  l l lb.

Again climb up the ridge to another stepped ledge.

Pitch 3. 80 feet.  l l lb.

Cl imb up the wal l  and ar4te to the top. One can belay any-
where in the hay at the end of the rock.

East Face

Although two climbs have been done on this cliff, no attempt
will be made to describe them. Both start some twenty feet above
the sea, (though the direct start from the sea would add this
distance to the length of the climb). Each has a plethora of holds.
The climber will have good sport.

The wall itself rises from the sea, across the gully from Can-
nonball Buttress, going north. lt can be reached by a long scramble
round the rocks from the north side of the isthmus, or by
swimming from the base of Cannonball Buttress.
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MA ON SHAN

This is the twin-peaked mountain to the south of Tolo
Harbour and to the north of Hebe Haven. lt is liberally covered
with rock outcrops, but access to the crags is marred by the lack
of roads, paths, and the steepness of terrain. There are only two
climbing areas on record, Carousel and Bull's Head Buttress.

Carousel. 370 feet. Very Difficult.
The climb starts in the main gully at about the 540 metre

mark. lt is reached by taking the Sai Kung Road and by continuing
beyond the vi l lage, and up the mil i tary road leading to the moun-
tain ranges.

Pitch 1. 80 feet.
Climb diagonally to the left up hard rocks for the first twenty

feet, then go straight up. Belay in some trees.
Pitch 2. 20 feet.
The route becomes broken and one must walk to the right

through thick vegetation for 100 feet to the foot of a steep wall.
Climb this diagonally to the left and the base of a wide chimney.

Pitch 3. 50 feet.
Climb the chimney on loose rock for thirty feet and exit via a

traverse on the left wall. Move to an exposed rib. Climb the rib and
belay ten feet higher.

Pitch 4. 30 feet.
Climb straight up.
Pitch 5. 80 feer,
Traverse forty feet over steep grass to the foot of the summit

buttress. Climb a corner on the right and continue up for forty
feet to a point directly above the belay. Continue to a grassy plat-
form beneath an overhang.

Pitch 6. (Echo Pitch). 110 feet.
Start at the right hand end of the platform and climb to a

point beneath the summit. Belay on a small boulder.

Bull's Head Buttress

This crag is on the west slopes of the ridge between Ma On
$han and Pyramid. There are two crags, one on either side of a col.
Bull's Head is the left one. The right one has not yet been investi-
gated. The climbs are named from left to right.

Silverside. 60 feet.
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Climb the left slab up the easiest l ine.

Flank. 70 feet.

Pi tch 1.  50feet.  l l l .
Start on the right of the crag. Climb the gangway, then climb

on to the steep wall to another vegetated gangway' Finish over a
short wall. Belay on a chockstone in the chimney.

'  Pitch 2. 20 feet. | IL
Traverse awkwardly on the right hand steep wall for ten feet,

then climb to the top of the crag.
Variation. Pitch 24. 20 feet. Diff icult.  l l .

From the chockstone belay, traverse left over shattered
blocks to the top.

Difficult.

Very Difficult.
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TAI MONG TSAI

Tai Mong Tsai is locatbd north-east of Sai Kung. lt is found at
the end of the road, where the road ends at a bus terminus for the
number twenty eight bus from Sai Kung. The crags are about a
mile from the road. They can be seen just below spot height 296
which is on the right of the valley, as one faces north. lt is possible
to drive along the sand track on the left of the valley, to below the
crags. There are also any number of paths from the right of the
valley leading to the crags. lt may be easier to cross the bridge,
walk through the vi l lage, then move right through the woods unti l
the crags are seen. There are three crags in all. Spider is the first
one, then 100 yards north are another two, one above the other,
and separated by a grassy break of sixty feet. The bottom one is
Spider's Rib and the top one, Spider's Overhang.

Spider Crag

This crag, the right hand one, is composed of giant, square
blocks. lts bottom right side is ensnared in tree roots, like a
spider's web. One cl imb has been completed on this crag.

Spider's Web. 100 feet. Very Difficult.
From the right base of the crag, the climb goes up the slab

and wal l .

Pi tch 1.  80 feet.  l l l .
Cl imb up the right side of the narrow slab that has the wall

laced with tree roots on its left. Holds are scarce, but use can be
made of the roots for runners and the corner crack for finger jams.
When the tree is reached, belay beyond this in the small cave.

Pitch 2. 20 feet. l l la.
Traverse left on sparse holds to the edge, then ascend the

crack on slabs to the tree belay.

TAI MONG TSAI

Spider 's Rib

This r ib is about eighty feet high. l t  has a smooth, steep r ight
wal l  and the r ib seems to be made up of loose looking blocks. Two
climbs have been done.

Escalator. 40 feet. Very Difficult.

The cl imb starts on the r ight wal l ,  about halfway up the crag,
at the series of overlapping overhangs. lt goes left of the small tree'

One Pitch. 40 feet.  l l l .

Climb the staircase.

Share. 70 feet. Difficult.

From the front base of the crag, the climb goes up the rib.

One Pitch. 70 feet. l l .
From the left corner, climb for ten feet, traverse left round

the bulge, then move right to the original l ine. Climb over the
shattered blocks, f inishing with a disappointing scramble.

Spider's Overhang

This is the white rounded crag covered in green lichen. lt is
therefore dangerously slippery when wet. Luckily it is well exposed
and will dry within thirty minutes of a shower. Two routes have
been done on its steep walls.

Supreme. 60 feet. Severe.

A line up the right side of the slab, followed by a crack and
wall, starts from the bottom right of the slab.

One Pitch. 60 feet. lV.
From the tree, climb the wall. Traverse right to the tree in

the crack, climb up the crack, then move right ano follow the
crack. Climb over the blocks to the top and use a thread belay
round the blocks on the left.
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Mao's Thoughts. 70 feet. Difficult.
While this cl imb was being pioneered, a 'red'gathering was

taking place in the vi l lage square below. The cl imb was done to a
male voice choir singing Mao's marching songs. Start at the left
base of the crag.

One Pitch. 70 feet. l l .
Climb to the overhang, move left over the scrawny tree, up a

slab, then over the overhanging chockstones at the top. Belay on
these chockstones.

D.C. Reeve cl imbing, R. Wal l is  belaying
on Pitch 2 of Zig-Zag, Suicide Wal l

Photograph: J" Kirby )
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LAMTONG ISLAND

After the noise and racket heard while climbing on the two
main crags overlooking Kowloon, it is pleasant to find an area
offering peace and solitude. Such a place is Lamtong lsland. Never-
theless, despite the quietude, Lamtong is deceptive. Hidden in a
steep, narrow gully near the north-east corner is some of the finest,
most savage and most sustained climbing in the Golony.

This island guards, by means of a lighthouse on its southern
end, the main entrance to Hong Kong Harbour which is some seven
miles away. Two square miles of nondescript grass and roughage
cover i ts unremarkable hi l ls. Since the decay of the pier decimated
the small village to the west, the island has served almost no
function. In fact, were it not for the chance sighting of a dark,
sheer face from a troop-ship in the small hours of the morning,
Lamtong would still be enjoying her decadent solitude, with her
esoteric delights hidden from all save a few fishermen.

The first expedition lasted four days, or more correctly, the
expedition lasted one box of compo, and it was undertaken in the
searing'and stult i fying heat of June. The f irst tentative cl imbing
was done on a small wall. lt was only after a short excursion to the
top of a headland that the full magnificence of Lamtong showed
itself. Since that time, many visits have been made and not one of
them has proved a failure. Lamtong is not for beginners, though.
Many of the climbs would be serious undertakings in England. Add
to this the heat, wet shoes, loose rock and colossal exposure and
one has a series of climbs which is exacting by any standards.

The climbing is all in the north-east corner and is divided into
two parts, each completely distinct in character. These are Techni-
cal wall  and sea Gully cl i f fs. The former is a low, beetl ing crif f  at
the north-east extremity. Above it, guarding it, is a ruined mon-
astery or fort, overgrown with weeds and herbage and inhabited
only by memories and snakes. At the foot is a shelf of rock which
juts out and up until it is fifteen feet above the waves. There
appears to be an abundance of climbs, but as climbers in Hong
Kong will often find, appearances are deceiving. The face of the
wall has rebuffed most attempts to get higher than a dozen feet, '
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and only at the south end has anything been done. Here there is a
cluster of f ive cl imbs of 'dif f icult ' to 'severe'standard. which com-
pare with some of the easier grit stone problems at home. These
are, from right to left:  'Look Again', 'Only One', 'The Twins' and
'Sunday Crack'. To the left of 'Sunday Crack' is a series of
problem climbs, but these have not been named since they are
difficult to describe, and because they are put completely in the
shade by the other Lamtong climbs.

Sea Gully Cliffs are around the next headland southwards
and are, as the Devonians say, "A pig with a different snout."
From the top of the rise on the landward end facing south-east,
the first impression is of a minor, natural cataclysm. The floor,
sloping down, is a shamble of chaotic blocks. The left wall is rough
and scabrous. The right gives sweep upon sweep of stupendous
slabs. At the base of the left wall is a cave leading straight through
the headland. This is Burbel Door. Just a l i t t le higher and nearer to
the viewer is a colossal boulder. This is the Heron's House. On the
right, the wall is a geometric colossus nearly divorced from the
main cl i f f .  l t  is cal led Memnon. Again on the right wall ,  the nearest
and smallest slab appears and is cal led Cairn Slab, though the cairn
no longer graces its upper slopes. Next to it, and further away, is
Central Slab and its more distant neighbour is Great Slab. All
these are unmistakable. Further round the cliff, and out of view of
the watcher, is Buff Bastion. This ends in a huge square pile of
frowning granite called the Citadel. These are the land-marks.

Left Twin.

LAMTONG ISLAND

35 feet.
Climb up the obvious second corner.

Sunday Crack. 40 feet.
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Very Diff icult.  l l l .

Very Diff icult.  l l l .

Very Di f f icul t .  l l l .

Start on the rounded corner, at the south end of the wall. Go
more or less straight up on good, sparse holds. The cl imb can be
made into two short pitches.

Look Again. 45 feet. Severe. lV.
Start  just to the lef t  of  Only One and fol low straight up with

a strenuous pullout on f irm holds.

Start  on the l i t t le wal l  to the lef t  of  the Twins. The direct
start  would be technical ly XS. The route takes in the r is ing crack
which abounds in good undercut holds.

Sea Gul ly Cl i f fs,  Left  Wal l

Heron's Wall. 70 feet. Hard Very Difficult.
Start  behind the Heron's House (beneath which the nest and

f ledgl ings of a South China Reef Heron were found).  Fi f teen feet
can be added to the cl imb by actual ly start ing underneath the
House.

One Pi tch.  70 feet.  l l lb.

Straight up the wall, then step left on to the steep slab and
ascend for fifteen feet. Traverse right and go up to a good ledge.
From here the rock is rotten. Step gent ly into the obvious gul ly.  A
l i t t le higher,  one awkward move needs care and the f in ish is just
plain,  dangerous rubbish.

staircase. 70 feet. Very Di f f icul t .  l l l .
Start at the base of Heron's House, but go left and n'lount a

series of ledges, until pne of these leads round into a revoiting
gul ly of decomposit ion. Scrabble for your l i fe to the top.

Sea Gul ly Cl i f fs,  Right Wal l

Agamemnon. 40 feet. Very Difficult.
Go up the ser ies of wal ls on the upper side of Memnon.
One Pitch. 40 feet.  l l la.
From the rocks at the base of Memnon, cl imb the wal l  direct

and wriggle over a near' overhang to a good ledge. Repeat this
procedure on the next wall. Do it again, with one hard move.

Only One.

Technical  Wal l

45 feet.

Dif f icul t .  l l .Right Twin. 35 feet.
The first corner is followed right to the top.



This climb is easy. At the top, two suggestive cracks tempt
one further but, despite a safety peg in both, morale and muscre
have not combined suff ic ient ly to al low access to the upper wal l .
The or iginal  cairn disappeared in a glor ious f i t  of  vandal ism.

One Pitch. 50 feet.  l l .
Fol low any of the cr iss-cross cracks which wander up this,

the first of the slabs. Towards the top, these cracks coalesce into
one large cleft which leads to a fine perch, but little else.'
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Cairn Slab. 50 feet.
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lessening ledge, leading up to the edge of al l  creation, where there
is a magnif icently exposed stance and f lake belay.

Pitch 2. 45 feet. lVa.
Make for the hinterland, to a wide crack, and fol low this with

increasing diff iculty unti l  i t  peters out'  Make a long step to the
next crack across and use this to get back to a small stance on
the edge.

Pitch 3. 50 feet. lVa.
The Slab begins to break up on this pitch' The angle is easier

but the rock looser. Various cracks lead to a relatively large ledge
coated in shrubbery. Burrow into this and belay.

Pitch 4. 45 feet. l l lb.
There is st i l l  a choice as one heads up over steeper, more

broken ground. One can use another impressive stance on the edge
or keep on right to the top.

Pi tch 5.  30 feet.  l l la.
The interest is maintained for a few feet, but after this, the

shrubbery comes into i ts own and the angle eases into a scramble.

Central Slab Corner. 24O teet. Very Severe.
This cl imb is the longest and probably the hardest of the

series of s lab routes. The f i rst  pi tch is a part icular ly spectacular
piece of archi tecture which stretches a normal rope to the l imit .
Pitches three and four were added, as an afterthought, to avoid the
monotony of jungle reminiscent of Darkest Africa, but they are
ful l  of  character.  Some'day, someone wi l l  have the effrontery to
cl imb the whole corner direct,  but he wi l l  lose the fun of the route.
The start is in the very corner, where the rocks weep throughout
the year.

Pitch 1. 120 feet.  Vb.

The first forty feet take the corner, after which, a diagonal
crack leads exhi larat ingly out on to the vast exoanse of the Slab.
Progress is made by a di f f  icul t  type of br idging, on holds which are
always submerged in the waters, which flow from some extra-
ordinary spr ing half-way up. There is a rest ing place a few feet

Dif f icul t .

Severe.

Very Severe.

This is a pleasant way on to cairn slab. l t  is interest inq over
most of its meagre length. start at the back of cairn slab, cl6se to
a smal l  wal l  which leads on to the main wal l .

One Pitch. 45 feet.  lV.
Cl imb up the natural  weakness on smal l  holds to a semi_ledge.

The holds thin out and hpnd.;jams are necessary. There is a chock-
stone which is rather fun, but this is more a hindrance than a help.

Pyramid Chimney. 45 feet.

Central Slab. 220 feet.
This is a classic cl imb in the truest t radi t ion, and was the f i rst

VS done in the corony. The route foilows a tenuous network of
cracks which seam the outer edge of the slab. The exposure is not
simply a matter of  having nothing berow and behind, but of ten a
matter of having nothing to the lef t  and r ight ei ther.  At t rre sl ight_
est provocation, a sweil from the sea wiil surge over the rower
st-age! of the first pitch, to the detriment of friction. lt was because
of-this that a piton was inserted on the first ascent. This had the
effect of opening an array of possibilities to any competent leader,
and not just to the odd acrobat,  who would noi b" able to appreci-
ate the glor ies of the upper pi tches anyway. The cl imb star is low-
down and left, next to the start of Tweazle Traverse.

Pitch 1. 50 feet. Va.
The wal l  is hard to cr imb, especiai ly i f  wet.  Having reached

the pi ton, a bold lunge must be made r ightwards to smai l  hords in
the main crack which runs up the face. Cl imb this to a narrow
ledge where a doubtful  runner can be placed. Go lef t  along the
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above the start ,  then the corner is steeper and one is glad when
holds on the slab come wi, thin reach. The move up to t l ie crack is
perhaps the hardest move of the cl imb, and the cl imbing on the
bare face of the slab is as del icate and exposed as anyoie could
wish for in such a posit ion. There is a peg where trre stau bulges
and the crack closes. Easier ground is reached, but 120 feet of
rope wi l l  only al low a very indi f ferent belay in the loose stuff ,
below and to the r ight of  the invi t ing shrubbery, which appears on
the Central  Slab route.

Pi tch 2.  20 feet.  l l ta.
Move left across the face to the vegetation and again burrow

into i t .

Pitch 3. 50 feet. Va.
The upper 75 feet of  the Slab can be cl imbed by anyone who

wants to take the easy way out. However, an independent finish
has been found for those with time to spare. Traverse right and up
over scrub, heading for an obvious, t ree-raden ray-by in a'corner of
the main wall' A dozen feet before it is reached, the rock resumes
its sol idar i ty.  Two extremery dericate steps, without the benef i t  ofhandholds'  are needed to gain the comparat ive safety of another
crack which leads down to the stance.

Pitch 4. S0 feet.  tVb.
The same crack wourd take one over the srab with r i t t re

trouble. The corner i tserf  rooks raybackabre, but there is a shatteredstaircase on the main wail and, to preserve'the standaro,-ii notr,ing
else, this was taken on the first ascent. step off the tr.! on io ttreini t ia l  ledge and then swing out r ight to t i re f i rst  of  the-perched
blocks. Proceed by a seriei of mintleshelves as block succeeds
block, each more precarious than the rast. The finar heave past acrow's nest is as scari fy ing as any. There is no protect ion on thispi tch, beyond the ardent ber ief  that whatever runner one has for-lornly contr ived, wi l l  hold.

Great Slab.
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does not mean that anybody can easily climb it. The first pitch has
a detachedness which transcends any normal 'V. Diff.' route and
leads way out into the back of beyond. The start is more or less
from the sea. lf the sea is calm, one can take an invigorating swim
from the rocks below Central Slab. lf it is rough, recourse must be
had to the dubious properties of Tweazle. Whichever way one goes,
one is almost bound to get wet. Once out of the sea, climb the
mound of rock unti l  a good belay is found in the lee of the Slab.

Pi tch 1.50feet.  lVa.
This pitch is a terrific, airy left traverse across the whole

width of the Slab. Footholds are adequate, but trustworthy hand-
holds are at a premium. Odd runners of psychological value can be
placed here and there on any rugosity that takes one's fancy. At
the end of the traverse, climb the large flake with circumspection.
It is probably loose. Go above the f lake to any of a number of
standing stances. Belays are poor.

Pitch 2. 45 feet. l l la.
Easy climbing in cracks leads to a thin perch on the ar|te.
Pitch 3. 55 feet. l l lb.
This pitch is steeper again. Press on using small holds close to

the edge unti l  one mounts thear6te. Here there isan amplitude of
nothing either side. Heave up belly-wise on to easier rock and
scramble a few feet to a ledge and vegetation belay.

Pitch 4. 60 feet. l lb.
Progress is easier and dirt ier unti l  the summit boulders appear.

Tweazle Traverse. 40 feet. Severe.

This little piece of nonsense more or less connects Central
Slab to Great Slab. lt is useful for getting to the start of the latter.
It has to be graded so high since the second half, the descent, is
very technical and also requires strong arms. Start up the crack
between the semi-flake and the left edge of Central Slab.

One Pitch. 40 feet. lV.
Climb up for 15 feet and down for 25 feet, or vice versa from

the other side.

21O teet. Severe.
This route combines ai l  the grories of i ts neighbours without

running into any sudden diff icurty in the middre 6f nowhere. The
technical standard is probably no more than ,very difficult,. This
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Chimera. 195 feet. Very Severe.
The burden of this magnificent route is the steep wall separ-

at ing Great and Central  Slabs. l t  is properly cl imbed by ascending
the narrow corner of Great Slab and by fol lowing this to the point
where access to the wall becomes possible. lt has, and maintains
throughout, great character, borrowing equally from either slab.
Apart from the top, each pitch has a taxing move which is a real
problem to solve. start in the same place as the Great slab route.

Pitch 1. 75 feet,  Va.
Climb the decrepit wall above the stance with care. After

fifteen feet an overhang blocks the way. Although runners can be
spread freely, the first good one is over the top of the overhang
and can be placed with a bi t  of  judicious lassoing. The overhang is
cl imbed by laybacking. Place the r ight knee, then the r ight foot as
high as possible. The slab above leads by grooves to a vegetated
niche in the right wall, at the base of a series of chimneys.

Pitch 2. 20 feet.  lVb.

Cl imb up the wal l  and r ight over precarious blocks to a good
ledge and tree belay directly above the second. The second should
be prepared to repel stones.

Pitch 3. 70 feet. Va.
A broad V-shaped corner beckons invitingly. Thirty feet up,

the groove closes and one must step left to an obtuse obelisk of
yel low rubbish whose fal l  appears imminent.  Some astonishing
parts of i t  d id descend on the f i rstascent.  From the obel isk make
a hard step on to the toe of a slab and follow this to rts ar6te. A
large greasy bay now lies ahead but it is worth going up the ridge
beyond it, the edge of Central Slab, in order to keep in contact
with one's second and to enjoy the scenery.

Pitch 4. 30 feet.  l l la.
This is the easy final pitch of Central Slab.

Adam's Way. 225 feet. Severe.
This cl imb is a f ine way of gett ing on to Great Slab. The foot

of Buff Bastion can only be reached by swimming and the init ial
moves on to it, and the ensuing traverse, are by far the hardest
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moves on the whole climb. On the first ascent of the lower pitches
the leader and second wore no more than a rope and a wrist watch
between them, hence the name of the climb. There is only one way
to start  this cl imb. Swim out from the base mound of Great Slab
for twenty yards until a sort of ledge lust above the water line is
found. One can easi ly recognise i t  when i t  comes into sight.

Pi tch 1.20feet.  Va.

Wrest le from the sea on pract ical ly nothing unt i l  some nick
is eventually encountered by a desperate finger-nail. Traverse left
until a good ledge is found and where gym shoes can be dried.

Pitch 2. 45 feet.  l l lb.

Cl imb straight up the wal l  on excel lent holds to an obvious
traversing l ine leading r ight.  Fol low this,  aiming for an out-thrust
bunch of f lakes on the edge of the bast ion. The negot iat ion of this
requires pleasant,  s imian-type cl imbing in a f ine posit ion. Final ly
Great Slab is attained and a stance and belays are obtainable.

Pi tch 3,  4 and 5.  160 feet.  l l lb.
These are the same as for the last pitches of Great Slab.

Drawbridge. 115 feet. Hard Severe.
I t  was found to be very hard to grade this cl imb exact ly.  The

cl imbers were unf i t  and had not cl imbed for several  weeks. pi tch
three was thoroughly fr ightening and is as near to vert ical  as any
rock can get. Technically the hardest move is in the first few f€et
of the cl imb, where a colossal spl i t  is required. Those with short
legs have to lunge and hope for the best. Start on the right of the
corner joining the Citadel to the main wal l .  l t  is necessary to swim
at least 100yards. Land on a platform justsubmerged at high t ide,
scramble up the ensuing six foot wal l  and dry out.

Pitch 1. 20 feet. Va.
Traverse left into the corner. Two long stretches are needed

since the footholds are widely spaced. The smal l  cave in the corner
offers a good stance but a poor belay.

Pitch 2. 45 feet.  i l tb.
Cl imb up the steep open chimney to a deep, horizontal  crack

on f ine jugs. Here there is a belay and stance. .
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Pitch 3. 40 feet. Va.
Climb a couple of feet and then traverse right on vertical

rock. From a small cavity, ascend to within six feet of the crest. Go
left into a chimney, up a step and then back to the right using, for
balance only, a loose block. Surmount this circumspectly to the
col. (This is the Drawbridge).

Pitch 4. 10 feet. l lb.
Climb up the easy, rotten slab to the top. The descent is by

abseiling down the seaward ridge.

Central  Slab Cl imb
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THE ORGAN PIPES ON POH PING CHAU

_ " "P9h Ping.Chau is a minute l i t t le island on the north-east t ip
of High lsland which is, in turn, to the north-east of port shelter.
It is separated from High lsland by a narrow strip of water some
ten yards wide, through which the sea, open to all the elements,
Including thd ocean swell,  surges satisfyingry. The l i t t le island itself
is only 500 yards long and about a hundred yards wide. l t  is devoid
of habitation, beach or fresh water.

The rock formation is quite extraordinary and very reminis-
cent, (for those who have seen it), of the Giant's Causeway. The
rock is laid nearly vertically, _in hexagonal piles. This shape sug-
gested the name, The organ Pipes. The centre and northern end
are probably impossible due to the severity, the verticality and the
utter lack of holds on the unbroken columns. The easiern end,
however, offers some of the best climbing for learners in the
Colony.

. The organ Pipes were first visited after an earlier expedition
visi t ing Lamtong ls land, had seen in the far distance what was
obviously a pretty hefty cliff. After an astonishing amount of
money had changed hands, a speed boat owner in silverstrand Bay
took the pioneers out in his boat which, qui te incidental ly,  broke
down several times en route. lt was quite a venture for so frail a
machine. The or iginal  landing was effected on High ls land, on the
mainland side. Begoggled and bef l ippered, cl imbeis sank the beer
in twenty feet of water to keep it cool and then swam through the
passage separating the two islands. They proceeded to put ui four
routes, all within about twenty feet of each other. on the trip
back, the boat broke down completely and the two pioneers stood
on the top and held a poncho up as a sai l .  They were rushing
through the water when a sampan saired up and took them in tow.(Again an astonishing amount of cash changed ownership).

. .  The cl imbing is ai l  at  the eastern end. on the far r ight is a
gul ly,  cal led Pedal Gul ly ( the f i rst  descent was done as an e-xercise
in balance).  l t  is used to br ing the cr imber down to the base of the
rocks after each ascent. To the left of pedal Gully, the rocks rise
cont inuously unt i l ,  at  their  highest point,  they are about 150 feet
high. At the base is a declivity, bounded on the seaward side bv a
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divorced r ib.  The decl iv i ty holds a ser ies of brackish pools which
appear to be ful l  a l l  the year round. The cl imbs, due to the shape
of the rock, are so difficult to separate, that these pools are usecl
as pointers.

Apart from the main cliff, the lower, more seaward rocks
offer a never ending feast of  s0rambl ing. Many l i t t le scrambles and
problems of colossal severity can be joined to form a continuous
route, but these are ignored in this book. They are such great fun
that the cl imber can wander at wi l l .  He can kid himself  that he
may be doing a new route.

Most of the climbs are given the better-sounding names of
stops on an organ. There are about fifty of these, so the explorer
has stil l plenty of scope.
Diapason. 45 feet. Difficult.

This, though not one of the first routes, is described first
since i t  is the least di f f icul t  about which to talk concerning the
start. lf this can be found, at least two more can be recognised.
The start is behind the divorced rib and further east than the most
eastern of the pools.  l t  is a comparat ively deep chimney and is
bounded by r ib cl imbs, each higher than i tsel f .

One Pitch. 45 feet.  l l la.

Cl imb straight up the chimney on very good holds. Near the
top, the rock deteriorates a little.
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Mild Severe.Terpodian. 70 feet.

Going left and down from Diapason, one comes to the first
of the l i t t le pools.  Half-way along the cl i f f -s ide of this,  access can
be made to the forbidding wal l  which is easier than i t  looks. This
leads to a good ledge.

One Pitch. 70 feet.  lVa.
Cl imb up the wal l  on smal l  holds to the ledge where a belay

can be fashioned i f  necessary. Go sl ight ly r ight and enter the next
chimney, which is cl imbed to the top.
Bombardon. 80 feet. Hard Severe.

The start is not easy to find but, if one goes further left from
the right hand pool until hard access to the rock can be made, one
cannot go far wrong,

Pitch 1. 20 feet. tVb.
A rather tortuous series of moves, up, right, up and left, then

up again, lands one on a good ledge with a belay. The holds are
small but f irm.

Pitch 2. 60 feet. lVb.
This pitch is very hard to describe and the cl imber should

pick the route which keeps the standard, crossing back and for-
wards between two chimneys.

Vibrato. 50 feet.

This was the f irst cl imb done. l t  goes up the rib which is the
apex of a pair of sides of the hexagonal pi le. l t  is directly on the
right of Diapason.

One Pi tch.  50 feet.  l l la.
Climb up the rib on magnif icent holds to the top. The top is

not so good, hence the narne.
Tremolo. 50 feet. Hard Difficult.

This cl imb is on the next r ib,  in fact,  the next pi le,  r ight of
Vibrato. l t  takes in the chimney, as wel l ,  which l ies between the
two.

One Pitch. 50 feet.  l la.

Cl imb straight up. The holds are obvious once one is on the
cl imb.

80 feet. Very Difficult.
Here i t  is impossible to descr ibe the start ,  but the cl imber

should cont inue lef twards unt i l  he f inds some moves which look
about the right standard.

One Pi tch.  80 feet.  l l lb.

Cl imb up, al ternat ing between three r ibs and two chimneys.
Pedal Gully, 45 feet. Moderate.

This has been left to the last because it is the common
descent. lt is the corner to the right of the cliff where the cliff
itself degenerates into an ill-defined, albeit still steep, mound. lt
can be climbed almost anywhere.

One Pitch. 45 feet. lb.
The grade can be harder depending on how one takes it.

Difficult. Piccolo.
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LAMMA ISLAND

Lamma is a smail isrand south west of Hong Kong. rt is visited
Py 3....gulrr ferry service from Witmer Streei, fi";; il;ilto SokKu wan. The climbing is on the south west side of tlie rcrrio and isreached by following the concrete path ,nJ-rign-plrti';lo tf,ubeach". The,path go-es.round the bay an0 trini:oiir.ii to*aro,some disused paddy fierds, then at the rast sign post, taleiie rertfork which moves T!lh, high above the coast. Soon the crag willbe seen on the left. This is Mount Stenhouse.

Mount Stenhouse Crag

, This is a huge steep face, well in from the sea and occupying
the upper west face_of.the mountain. The crag could be 200 yardi
wide and almost 100 yards high in the centre. and tapering off
each side.
Judge's Alley. 12O Jeet. Hard Very Difficult.

on the left side of the crag, there is a rarge monorith brock.
There is a large crack between this and the wall which is f illed with
trees and shrubbery. The cl imb fol lows this crack.

Pitch 1. 30 feet. i l la.
climb the short easy srab to the right of the crack, keeping

clear of the vegetation. At the first large tree, move right on to the
ar|te to a block and belay.

Pitch 2. 40 feet. I I ta.
climb on to the belay block, where the flake with the hori-

zontal knife edge can be reached. Mantle to and stand on the edge,
then move left back into the large crack. A hefty chockstone in
the crack enables one to climb to the base of two parallel vertical
cracKs. climb the crack, left of the blocks, until lt is possible to
move right over the boulders to a large stance and biock belay.

Pitch 3. 50 feet. I  l t .
Scramble to the left, over the blocks above, then move left

round the slab.and up the left crack to more loose boulders. Move
off left and down a gully, then move to the base of the crag.

Broken Jug.
The climb starts right of Judge's Alley and

chimney in the centre of the monolith.
Pitch 1. 70 feet. lV.
Climb up the thin chimney to the top of the monolith by a

series of blocks and chimneys and belay as for the previous climb.
Pitch 2. 50 feet. I I l.
This pitch is the same as for pitch three of Judge,s Alley.

LAMMA ISLAND

120 feet.
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Severe.
goes up the
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LANTAU ISLAND

Lantau is the island larger than, and lying west of, Hong
Kong. A regular'ferry service from the Hong Kong yaumaii Ferry
outlying island ferry pier in Hong Kong, berths at Si lver Mine Bay
on the east side of Lantau. The island is popular during the holiday
periods and is frequented by picnicers and hi l l  walkers al ike. This
can result in a queue during mid-mornings. The island is blessed
with a good mini-bus service to both cl imbing areas.

The only road starts from Silver Mine Bay and runs over the
shoulder of hi l ls, then fol lows the coast. l t  is on the west side of
the southward continuation of the shoulder that one of the cl imb-
ing areas is found. The main crag is Temple Buttress. The other
cl imbing area is above Ngong Ping, on the west side of the main
Lantau Peak.

Pitch 1. 4b feet. lVa.
climb up the chimney between the main face and a detached

block, then straighl.up the ensuing wail. There is one qrite haru
move which short climbers will find taxing. The broad ledge above
has a huge flake which is probabry roose, but the stancer:s good.

Pitch 2. 100 feet. lVa.

. continue up the chimney using either wail  indiscriminatery
and putting the odd runner on the odo shrub. At the top, directprogress is barred by an .overhang, go left and up tn" irEi", tn"n
back to a position directly above the overhang. Th"re is a-stance
and belay.

Pitch 3. 90 feet. il b.
The rest is scrambling whither one wishes.

LANTAU ISLAND

Right Buttress

South Buttress Girdle. 135 feet.
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Difficult.
TEMPLE BUTTRESS

The Buttress is divided down the centre by a steep, broad
gully, full of trees and vegetation. A forestry track runs along the
base, lower down. Nearer the sea is a small temple which gives the
rocks their name. There are various outcrops io the righl of the
main crag which wourd bear attention. one of thedoutcrops
already has a route.

Left Buttress

. Although both buttresses appear to have a wealth of routes
on them, there are, in fact, very few. on the left br,rttress there is
one very good route. lt is the obvious chimney which starts half-
way up the dividing gully.

. Although this is an easy and artificiar route, it is incruded
because it is the only girdle so far noted. The route goei aiong tne
conspicuous fault about a third of the way up. stari at the south
end where the fault drops.

Pitch 1. 25feet. l ta.
From the bush adjoining the Buttress, crimb diaEonaily into

the fault. Belay on a tree.
Pitch 2. 60 feet. ilb.
Proceed along the fault. At first, small bushes impede

progress, but after ten feet, the fault narrows and the rock above
approaches the vertical. Balance along the lip of the fault. The
rock is devoid of handhords and the position is exposeo uut sate
enough unless one carries too much embonpoint.

Pitch 3. 30 feet, I  lb.
continue along the fault for ten feet where loose rock is

encountered. The fault divides, with one branch running down.
This is easier. Regain the main faultvia easy rock and belay ai a tree.

The Trough. 235 feet. Mild Severe.
The original ascent was finished on a top rope, and the run

out was 115 feet. lt has since been properly done and the maxi-
mum run out is now 100 feet. start at the baie of the very obvious
chimney.
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Pitch 4. 20 feet.
Continue along the fault to the north end of the buttress.

Four-lnch Crack. 150 feet. Diff icult.  l l .
This climb can be started from the foot of the buttress by a

direct route leading up to the belay at the end of the third pitch of
the Girdle.

Pitch 1. 25 feet.
Traverse from the bushes, at the north end of the Girdle,

round to the right for ten feet. A shallow groove rises from here
and provides rounded holds. Work up to a small horizontal crack.
Belay to a tree.

Pitch 2. 30 feet.
This pitch is up the four-inch crack and it provides the crux

of the climb. The difficulty is relieved near the top by using two
small bushes growing from the narrowest part of the crack. At the
top there is a further fault which gives a good stance.

Pitch 3. 25 feet.
The angle eases on this pitch.
Pitch 4. 70 feet.
Scramble to the top.

Nail Breaker. 50 feet. Hard Very Difficult.
This climb starts at a four foot square slab right of Four-lnch

Crack.
One Pitch. 50 feet. l l la.
Climb straight up from the slab. A runner will go over a flake

twenty feet up on the right. Just below the top, a left traverse is
made. This is the crux. The climb ends at the small tree on the
right which has the initials 'M. R.' on the rock alongside.

South Buttress Wall

This is the compact little face to the right of the Right
Buttress and slightly lower down. lt forms the base of an area of
shattered rock and vegetated gullies and the rock is crystalline and
rather brittle.

The climb goes straight up the centre of the walr on smarl
hgldr, to the bushes above.

LANTAU PEAK

Tlrr crag is on Lantau Peak, betow and north west of trig.
polnt 935. lt can be easily reached from Ngong ping, by following
the path behind the monastery for about ooo varoi, then moving
rlght from the concrete archway to the crags. The.rri ir iypi.rt ot
Llntau, with its loose crumbly and dow drying rocf. lt was still
porelble to find three good climbs.

Nut Claimer. 22O tet. Hard Severe.

LANTAU ISLAND

50 feet.
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Very Difficult.Antt 'Hlghway.

The Boar.

start from behind and left cif a large boulder on the left of
tha crag, at a groove with a wall on the right.

Pitch 1. 70 feet. tV.
climb in the corner to the roose bourders. Move right over

thaso to a large ledge and belay.
Pitch 2. 60 feet. lV.
Take the obvious ledge from the right ascending obriquery

left to a belay.
Pitch 3. 70 feet. V.
Traverse left round a large overhanging boulder to an over-

hanging crack where the exposure is greai. this is the crux of the
climb, as there are few holds. A runner can be used before starting
up the difficult crack, and a number two jammed nut sling was left
ln the crack, hence the name of the crimb. Face the reft-wair and
rpread-eagle. Scramble to betay above.

Pitch 4. 20feet. iltb.
Climb the corner of the boulder. This is an easy finish.

250 feet. Severe.
This starts to the right of Nut craimer, on the obvious srope.
Pitch 1. 70 feet. lV.
climb the slab to the same redge beray as for Nut craimer.
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Pitch 2. 20 feet. tV.
Start left of the beray and crimb the crack. This is a hard

pitch without protection. Belay above.
Pitch 3. 80 feet. tV.
climb the overhanging corner on the right, then traverse right.

Ascend the left of the overhanging boulder to a belay.
Pitch 4. 80 feet. tVa.
scramble right for forty feet to a gully. climb in the corner.

There is no protection and there are fewholds on this pitch. Belay
fifteen feet above.
Temptation. 90 feet. Hard Severe.
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OTHER CLIMBING

The New Territories and the outlying islands abound in small,
holated outcrops of rock and sea cliffs. Many of these have been
vlr l ted at one t ime or another and the fol lowing notes may be a
guldance for any cl imber who wishes to continue the explorations.
It lr unfortunate that the few notes left behind, by the pioneers,
ar€ mostly insufficient in that they do not show plainly where the
varlous climbs start. Even the exact location of the crags isvague
or doceptive. Other climbs, on which notes have been lound, do
not really warrant inclusion because of their isolation, and the
ifJarseness of climbing involved.

Sharp Peak

This is the tal l ,  pointed mountain on Fung Head, at the far
End of rolo Harbour. At 1,529 teet, it overshadows eveiything else
ln the area, save Ma on shan. lt can be reached by takinb the Tolo
Harbour ferry from Tai Po Kau railway station, ieaving-it at chik
Kang and walking up a series of paths to the foot of thJmountain.
The ardent walker, on the other hand, may prefer to leave his car,
New Territories Taxi or bus, at Tai Mong'Tsai and walk about
tsven miles to the Peak. A route of doubtful value has been made.

This climb starts on the left corner, before entering the gully.
It  has a delicate wall and a short overhanging chimney. Then the
cf imb can join "Nut Claimer" or ' ,The Boar,,-to make'use of their
third pitches.

Pitch 1. 70 feet. V.
Climb the corner. You may be forced right at one place, but

you can immediately go left to the corner again. Belay at the over-
hanging chimney.

Pitch 2. 20 feet. V.
cl imb this strenuous deceiving l i t t le chimney by facing left,

reaching as high as possible, as soon as possible, then moving'righi
on the wall. Easter Ridge. 500 feet. Moderate. l.

Follow the obvious line up the east side of the face, keeping
clear of vegetation and taking care on loose rock. lt gives enter-
taining scrambling and the botanist wil l  f ind much to oit igl-rt  him.

Monastery Slabs

- Approach from Shatin village by a path leading past the
Bishop's House. The slabs have not been visited ny the present
ccribe but it is understood that there is quite a long walk involved.
Three routes have been made but, except for th6 last, no notes
have been handed down. These crimbs are: Left Hand Route,
Smyth's Gully and Christ ie's Descent.
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Christie's Descent. 70 feet. Moderately Difficult. la.
.. Although this is named a descent, no doubt it courd be

climbed the right way round. lt lies at the right hand siJe ol tr,"slabs, forming a conspicuous rib.
Pitch l. 20 feet,
Climb down a rounded slab. Small indentations running

vertically provide adequate handholds.
Pitch 2. 2Ofeet.
Descend a narrow rib leading from the slab to a conspicuous

platform.

Pitch 3. 15 feet.
Climb down a small gul ly to the right of a tree.
Pitch 4. 15 feet.
Continue the descent to the undergrowth.

Statue Rock

. This is the very conspicuous and statue-rike rock harf-way up
the southern slopes of the shatin Valley. lt is otherwise referred to
as Amah Rock. lt is a problem climb of high severity. rt has been
climbed for many years by throwing a rope over the redge to the
left of the child and.ascending with the protection of a i'op ,op..
It had not been climbed free, however, untir lstJune rg6ti, *hen
it was climbed before an audience of climbers and .rr"r. 

-"n.Amah Rock Cl imb. 40 feet. Very Severe. Vl.
Start at the side facing Shatin Village.
Pitch 1. 30 feet.
surmount the overhang with the herp of a shourder and

mantle on to a narrow sloping ledge, go up a very smooth slab, and
traverse left to a sroping foothord on a rib. Move right arong
another sloping ledge and mantre to the rarge redge a"nd berayl

Pitch 2. 10 feet.
Climb to the top of the child.

Soquense of D.C. Reeve cl imbing Amah Rock.Belaying:
Head and shoulders provided by b. Springer.
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Hotel Gully

This cl imb is on Hong Kong lsland and is reached by passing
behind the Repulse Bay Hotel (as far as can be gathered from the
notes, Pitch 1 starts somewhere in the lobby). The water course
offers a variety of excursions from the main line with a grading
from'diff icult '  to'severe'.

The original route takes the right branch of the Gully. l t  is
impossible and very dangerous when wet.

Haddon Hil l

Haddon Hil l  is just worth mentioning for the soldier who has
a couple of hours to spend. The rocks, such as they are, face north
and can be reached either from Norwegian Farm Camp or from a
track which meets the road about three quarters of a mile from
Dill's Corner. No routes are described because none exist as such,
but some practice scrambles can be found, including an amusing
overhang which f irst went on a pulley.

Shek O

This area affords some very good short climbs and is easily
reached. Shek O vi l lage is on the island and is well-known for i ts
two beaches, one named after itself and the other called Big Wave
Bay. To reach the rocks, which are on a promontory pointing
north, one should leave the road just after the bus stop and go on
to the dusty square, surrounded by trees, shops and houses. Go
through one of the narrow alleys between the houses and keep
going along the 'road' as far as it goes. At the end, the land drops
down to an isthmus of rocks, nearly covered at high tide. (One can
take a car as far as this.) Cross the left side of the isthmus where a
vast monolith is visible. This latter has a series of iol lv good
problems up to severe standard, all of which have been done, and
none has been named. A vestigial track takes one over the top of
the point to the far end where one must descend down a shoot to
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the rlght. This brings one to a slightly sloping, broad ledge. At the
rlght end of this, facing out to the sea, an easy climb talies one to
thc huge platform below. This platform is some thirty feet above
thc cea. Some climbs have been done on the seaward side, but they
€r€ not mentioned here, except in passing. Where the platform
mgets the main cliff, a great cave-gully drops to the sea. Above
thla, on the main wall, are two good climbs. They are next door to
cech other and are vert ical. They are called Thunder and Lightning.

lf, instead of going right from the top, one goes straight on
down and slightly left, the sea is reached. Then, facing inwlrds, a
blg block on the right can be seen. Go between this and the cliff,
cross a gully and then face inwards. The ensuing wall gives some
cllmbing. The wall is cal led West Wall.

From the sea, going left, one eventually comes to a magnifi-
cant wall. No real climbs exist on this because it is practically over-
hanging, but a route goes up the side of it and finishes at the top
centre of the point. A few feet further one comes to the path. This
ls cal led Tip-Top.
Tip-Top. 60 feet. Moderate.

Start at the base of the left hand end of the great wall and go
up alongside the wall.

One Pitch. 60 feet. la.
Just go on up.

Thunder. 35 feet. Very Diff icult.  l l l .
This climb offers no protection, and the verticallity is scary,

but the holds are very good though. Start just to the left of the
cave-gully which joins the platform to the great wall.
Lightning. 35 feet. Very Diff icult.  l l l .

Start some six feet to the left of Thunder. The two climbs are
identical in character.

West Wall

There are a series of chimneys and cracks on this rock but
since it has not been subject to the same attack by the elements as
the eastern side, it is rotten and, although a lot of the rubbish
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has been pushed down, dangerous. Only the best climb has been
named, although two other routes have been done.
Tightrope. 45 feet. Very Difficult.

From the ledge (of sorts) round the corner, a horizontal crack
goes back outwards. This is the crux of the climb.

One Pitch. 45 feet. l l l .
Gently traverse out along the crack with little to hold on to,

though the footholds are good. Once round the corner, go up as
soon as possible over the block and finish in a rotten chimney.

Stanley Wall

Following the road through stanley Barracks to the farthest
point, a very long staircase of concrete (some 320 steps) can be
seen leading down to the sea. one comes out at the top of a wall,
the base of which can be reached quite easiry. This wali yields five
very good climbs, the longest being twenty-five feet. The climbs
have not been named but are well worth a visit. The grades are
from'difficult' to'severe'.

Rocky Bay

When the Clear Water Bay Road nears its end, just after
passing High Junk Peak on the right, the road forks. The left fork
leads to Rocky Bay. The road is just over a mile tong and
terminates at a parking area by a rocky beach. There is not a great
deal of climbing in the area, save for a long interesting traverse
round the cliffs and a chimney, but the swimming is good. The
traverse is along the north east coast from the northern tip near
the car park. lt was found to be easier to swim than climb in
places, but one way or another the chirnney can be reached by
staying on this course. The alternative is to take an indefinate path
along the coast and follow a gully to the beach. The chimney,
when found, is difficult in grade and is about 60 feet high.
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LIST OF FIRST ASCENTS

Let it be known that this is a list of recorded first ascents,
properly led, without top ropes. lf any climb had been done
blfore, this had not been made known. Often only the climbers'
club is known and sometimes only the leader. Some of the dates
lra approximate. Where only the leader was able to do the climb,
thh has been mentioned. The climbs and crags appear in the same
nquences as they are in the guide book.

KOWLOON PEAK

THE MAIN CRAG

Cadenza

Marathon

Dangling

Hopeless Corner
Skiffle

Variation

Retire

Slythe

Pueblo
Variation

Fay

Variation
Christie's Climb

V.S.

V.S.A3

H.S. 42

V.S.
H.V.D.

H.V.D.

H.S. 42

M.V.S.

V.S. A2
H.V.D.
V.S.

H.V.D.
H.V.D.

J.A.R. Ward, 1956-59
second could not follow
D.C. Reeve, R. 13-1-1968
Wall is, L. Murray
D.C. Reeve, M. 9-1- 1968
Simpson, R. Wall is
D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is Jan 1968
J.A.R. Ward, B. 1956-59
Mil ler ,  R.D. Smith
J.A.R. Ward, B. 1956-59
Mil ler ,  R.D. Smith
D.C. Reeve, R. Wallis, 25-2-1968
T. Beetham
J.A.R. Ward, J.F.
Bunnel l

1956-59

D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is 20-1-1968
D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is 20-1-1968
D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is, 3-3-1968
T. Beetham
D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is 3-3-1968
Cpl. Christ ie (R.A.F.) 1956-59
and others
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Longfellow

Sunset Crack

Variations

Evening Wall
Jungle Column

Variations

High Hanging

Expo.

LIST OF FIRST ASCENTS

D.C. Reeve, T. Beetham,
R. Wal l is 10-3-1968
Cpl.  Chr ist ie (R.A.F.)  1956-59
and others
D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is, March 68
T. Beetham, D. Holroyd
Alternate leads.
D.C. Reeve, J. Kirby 23-4-1968
J.A.R, Ward, J.F. 1956-59
Bunnel l
J.F.  Bunnel l ,  R.D. 1g56-b9
Smith
J.A.R. Ward, J.F. 1956-59
Bunnel l
D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is 13-4-1969
alternate leads
D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is 16-5-1968

Leaning Crack

7lg-Zag

Variation

Cadil la

T.Beetham, D.C.
Reeve
J.A.R. Ward, J.F.
Bunnel l
J.F.  Bunnel l ,  J.A.R.
Ward
J.A.R. Ward, R.D.
Smith, J. Bodil ly

D.C. Reeve, T.
Beetham, L. Murray
D.C. Reeve, Solo
D.C. Reeve, Solo
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5-4-1968

1 956-59

1956-59

1956-59

21-1-1968

21-1- 1 968
21-1-1968

LIST OF FIRST ASCENTS

H.V.S.

S.

S.

v.s. A2
M.S.

S.

M.V.S.

S.

H.S.

S.

H.S.

S.

Compo H.S.
Stygian Alley M.S.

Dal-Dal Variant H.S.

Fal l  Guy M.S.
Springer's Retreat H.S.

Nut Cracker V.D.
Coff in M.V.S.

Kung Hei Fat Choy V.D.
Stretch V.D.

Mil ledge's Ridge V.D.

Suicide Wall

Cockscomb

Bunnel l
L. Murray, J. Kirby 13-3-lgGB
D.C. Reeve, T. 14-4-1968
Beetham
T. Beetham, J. Kirby 14-4-1gGB
D.C. Reeve, T. 13-4- 1968
Beetham
L. Murray, J. Kirby 31-1-1908

MINOR CRAGS ON KOWLOON PEAK

Howff Crags

Samaritan Ridge V.D. D,C. Fleeve, R.
Wall is, P. Jones.

International V.D. T. Beetham, L.
Murray, Y.H. Park

Young Ho Diff.  T. Beetham, Y.H.
Park

Verto M.V.D. L. Murray, J. Kirby
Trial V.D. D.C. Reeve, P. Jones
Monopoly V.D. D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is,

P. Jones
Monument Diff .  D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is,

P. Jones.

J.A.R. Ward, J.F.
Bunnel l
J.A.R. Ward, J.F.

T. Beetham, L.
Murray, J.  Kirby

Dr. Mi l ledge and
others

1 956-59

1956-59

1 1-2-1968

1956-59

8-1-1968

21-1-1968

21-1-1968

21-1-1968
21-1-1968
8-1-1968

8-1-1968

H.V.D. Cpt. Christ ie, J. 1g56-b9
Bodil ly and others

Two Tier Boulder

United Nations S.

SeoulTime M.V.D.
Manikin Diff.

Hocus-Pocus Boulder

The Hump Diff. D.C. Reeve, R.
Hubert, J. Kirby

2V-1-1968
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F lash

The Spire

Burma Road

Bigamy Outcrop

Lot's Wife 1

Lot's Wife 11

Cole's Crack

Gog

Chameleon

Variation

Pinnacle Pitch

Al l igator Wal l

Variation

lguana Wall

Dexterity

Magog

Snakehips

Western Roll

H.K. Group of the
A.M.A.
H.K. Group of  the
A.M.A.

27-1-1968

11-2-1968

1 1-2-1968

6-6-1964

6-6-'r964

6-6-1964

1956-59

1956-59

1956-59

1956-59

1956-59

1956-59

14-1-1967

1956-59

1956-59

ehristmas Eve

Swltchback

Doception

Variation

Frustration

Eve's Outcrop

Dirty Crack

Left Rib

Right Rib

Overhang Crag

New Year's Eve

Variation

Steve's Traverse

Ki lnsey 11

The Bat

The Cannon

The Cannon

LIST OF FIRST ASCENTS

M.V.D. D.C. Reeve, R.
Hubert, J. Kirby

V.D. T. Beetham, D.C.
Reeve, Solo

H.V.D. L. Murray, J. Kirby

LIST OF FIRST ASCENTS

M.V.S.A1 D.C. Reeve, R.
Wal l is

M.V.S.A2 D.C. Reeve, R.
Wal l is

V.S. D.C. Reeve, R.
Wal l is

V.S. D.C. Reeve, R.
Wal l is

S. Al D.C. Reeve, R.
Wall is

V.D. D.C. Reeve, R.
Mc lntyre

Diff.  D.C. Reeve, R.
Mc lntyre

Diff.  D.C. Reeve, R.
Mc lntyre
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24-12-1966

14-1-1967

21-1-1967

28-1-1967

4-2-1967

24-7-1966

24-7-1966"

24-7-1966

31-12-1966

28-1-1967

31- 1 2- 1966

31-1 -  1967

12-2-1967

Diff.

Diff .

Diff .

V.D.

V.D.

V.D.

V.D.

V.D.

S.

M.V.S.

J. Baines, R. Payne,
K. Buckner
F. Ward, J. Simons,
M. Galvin
J. Cole, R. Hubert,
C.James

H.K. Group of the
A.M.A.
H.K. Group of the
A.M.A.
H.K. Group of the
A.M.A.
H.K. Group of the
A.M.A.
H.K. Group of  the
A.M.A.
H.K. Group of  the
A.M.A.
D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is

H.V.D. D.C. Reeve, R.
Wall is

S. D.C. Reeve, R.
Wal l is

H.S. D.C. Reeve, second
not able to follow

H.S. A2 D.C. Reeve second
not able to follow

H.S. 42 D.C. Reeve, L.
Murray

A2 D.C. Reeve, L.
Murray, R.Wall is

S-

V.D.

I

12-2-1967
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Gulliver OutcroP

Number One V.D.
Gul l iver 's Travels V.D.

Combat V.D.
Number Two S.
Gul l iver 's Direct S.
l ron Tr iangle M.S.

Black Slab

Garden Walk
Slab Route
Roulette

Primates' Outcrop

Chimp V.D.
Variation H.V.D.

Ape v.D.
Baboon Diff
Rhesus V.D.
Grease Monkey V.D.
Gori l la S.

Monkey Business Diff.
Gibbon S.

Peanuts

Orifice Outcrop

Molar
Fang
Canine
I ncisor

V.D.

H,V.D.
A1
S.
H.V.D.

LIST OF FIRST ASCENTS

D.C. Reeve, R.Hubert 18-2-1961
H. K. Group of the 1956-5{)
A.M.A.
D.C. Reeve, R.Hubert 18-2-1967
D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is 18-2-1967
D.C. Reeve, R. Wal l is  18-3-1967
L. Murray, R. Hubert 28-1-1967

Diff. D.C. Reeve, R. Waltis 26-3-1967
H.V;D. D.C. Reeve. R. Wall is 26-3-1967
V.S. D.C. Reeve. R. Wailis 26-3-1967

Wlrdom
B lcuspid

Variation

Crrroll Crag

Dormouse
Chesire Cat
Mock Turtle
Mad Hatter
March Hare

Tweedle Dee V.D.
Tweedle Dumb H.V.D.
White Rabbit Diff .
Dinah V.D.

Dodo H.V.D.
Alice Diff.
Walrus V.D.
Gaterpi l lar S.
Carpenter H.V,D.
Duchess M.S.
Oueen of Hearts V.S.

Knave
Hedgehog
Gryphon
Lobster
Tortoise

Sunday Outcrop

Strol l
Refresher

Vixen Crag

Perseverance
Jibe

V.D.
M.S.
M.S.
H.S.
H.V.S.

LIST OF FIRST ASCENTS

V.D.
S.
M.S.
H,V.D.
V.D.

L. Murray, R. Hubert 30-3-1967
L. Murray, R. Hubert 30-3-1967
D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is 30-3-1967

L. Murray, R. Hubert 16-4-1967
L. Murray, R. Hubert 16-4-1967
L. Murray, R. Hubert 16-4-1967
D.C. Reeve, R. Wallis 16-4-1967
L. Murray, R. Huhert 16-4-1967
Alternate Leads
D.C. Reeve, R.Wall is 16-4-1967
D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is 21-4-1967
D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is 21-4-1967
L. Murray, R. Hubert 21-4-1967
Alternate Leads
L. Murray, R. Hubert 21-4-1967
R. Hubert, L. Murray 1B-3-1967
L. Murray, R. Hubert 18-3-1967
D.C. Reeve, L. Murray 22-4-1967
L. Murray, R. Hubert 18-3-1967
D.C. Reeve, L. Murray 22-4-1967
D.C. Reeve, second 22-4-1967
not able to fol low
L. Murray, R. Hubert 22-4-1967
L. Murray, R. Wallis 29-4-1967
L. Murray. 22-4-1967
D.C. Reeve, R. Wallis 22-4-196V
D.C. Reeve, R. Wal l is ,  6-5-1967
L. Murray

L. Murray Solo 6-5-1967
R. Hubert, L. Murray 6-5-1967
Solo

D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is 20-5-1967
R. Hubert, M. Banks 20-5-1967

M.S.
M.S.
M.S.

R. Hubert, L. Murray 26-3-1967
L. Murray. R. Hubert 26-3-1967
D.C. Reeve. R. Wailis 26-3-1967
L. Murray. R. Hubert 26-3-1967
D.C. Reeve, L. Murray 8-4-1967
L. Murray, R. Hubert 28-3-1967
D.C. Reeve, L. Murray 8-4-1967
Alternate leads
L. Murray, R. Hubert 8-4-1967
D.C. Reeve, R. Wallis 9-4-1961
Alternate leads
D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is 16-9.l967

L. Murray, R. Hubert 26-3-1967
L. Murray, R, Hubert Z6-g-196V
L. Murray, R, Hubert 26-3-1962
D.C.Reeve, R. Wall is 30-3-,|967
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Cheesecake

LIST OF FIRST ASCENTS

M.V.D. R. Hubert  Solo 20-5-1 967
Neal Pratt's Boulder

Show Business H.S. Al D.C. Reeve, R. Wallis, 4-3-1967
L. Murray

Pell-Mell Outcrops

Caper
Minor

Minus
Intermediate

Pussyfoot
Westerner

Vestal Outcrops

Eve
Pennine Way
Shuff le
Lobby Way
Equinox
Jesebel
Windslab

Jinks

Adam's Outcrop

Maiden

Driblet Outcrop

Mantle Chimney

Rumpelstiltsken

Giddy Heights

6-5-1967
6-5-1967

4-3-1967
4-3-1967

11-3-1967
1 1-3- 1 967
11-3-1967
11-3-1967
18-3-1967

11-3-1967

18-3-1967

16-6-1968

1956-59

16-6-1968

€lub Route

Nlna Cl imb

Malestic Slabs

Dl l ly  -  Dal ly

Wanderer
Vegetation

Leering

Monolith

Cradle

Bronco

Bridged Rib

LIST OF FIRST ASCENTS

D.C. Reeve,
B. Cramer, J. Kirby
D. Holdroyd, P
Allen, R. Bailey
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16-6-1968

30-6-1 968

D.C. Reeve,
R. Wal l is al ternate
leads
D.C. Reeve,
R. Wal l is
D.C. Reeve,
R. Wal l is al ternate
leads and member
of C.A.S.
D.C. Reeve,
M. Simpson, R. Wal l is
alternate leads
D.C. Reeve,
T. Beetham alternate
leads
D.C. Reeve, 17-12-1967
T. Beetham, R. Wall is
M. Simpson, 17-12-1967
T. Beetham, D.C. Reeve
D.C. Reeve, 17-12-1967
T. Beetham,
M. Simpson
D.C. Reeve, 2O-12-19G7
T. Beetham
alternate leads
D.C. Reeve, 23-12-1967
T. Beetham, R. Wall is

H.V.D.

V.D.

M.S. R. Wall is, D.C. Reeve 6-b-1967
V.D. R. Wall is, D.C. Reeve 6-5-1967

Solo
s.

S.
V.D.

M.S.

H.S.

Diff.

S.

V.D.

D.C. Reeve;.R. Wall is 2O-'11-1967
alternate leads
D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is 18-9-1966H.D.

V.D.
L. Murray

Diff.  D.C. Reeve Solo
Diff. L. Murray Solo

V.D. D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is
H.V.D. D.C. Reeve, R. Wal l is
H.V.D. L.  Murray,  R..Hubert
V.D. D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is
H.V.D. L. Murray, R. Hubert
V.D. D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is
V.D. D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is,

J.  Ouinn
S. D.C. Reeve

H.V.D. L. Murray, R. Hubert

H.S. D.C. Reeve,
D. Holdroyd

S. J.A.R. Ward.
J.F.  Bunnel l

V.D. D. Holdroyd,
P. Allen, R. Giddy

L. Murray Solo 6-5-1967
D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is, 6-5-19G7

C.A.S. M.V.D.

Forestry Grooves H.V.D.

Mike's Retreat V.D.

King Kong S.

22-11-1967

22-11-1967

26-11-1967

26-11-1967

10-12-1967
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Spur Rib

Variation
Crescent
White Columns
Mars

Aquila Crag
Sprite

Rope Wal l
Pendulum
Brass Monkey
Rubicon
Hangover
Shrimp
Mini

Aquila's Legs
Only
Goodnight

Gazelle
Doubtful
Spreadeagle
The Nose
Scram-Bull
Pul l -Up
Paralysis
Aussie

Grandma's Wall
Siesta

Split Boulder
Laceration
Beginner's Luck

LIST OF FIRST ASCENTS

H.V.D. '  D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is,24-12-1961
T. Beetham

M.V.S. D.C. Reeve, R. Wal l is  1-1-196tJ
H.S. D.C, Reeve, R. Wal l is  5-1-196u
S. D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is 18-9-196t;
S. D.C. Reeve, R. Wal l is  16-11-1967

H.V.D. L. Murray, R. Wall is, 3-6-1967
D.C. Reeve

S. L. Murray, D.C. Reeve 4-6-1967
H.S. D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is 7-6-1967
S. L. Murray 3-6-1967
M.S. D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is 7-6-1967
H.V.D. R. Wal l is ,  D.C. Reeve 3-6-1967
V.D. D.C. Reeve Solo 27-5-1967
M.V.D. D.C. Reeve Solo 27-5-1967

H.V.D. D.C. Reeve, L. Murray 10-6-1967
Diff.  L. MurraY, 10-6-1967

D.C. Reeve
H.V.D. L. Murray, R. Hubert 3-6-1967
H.V.D. D.C. Reeve, L. Murray 10-6-1967
H.V.D. L. Murray Solo 10-6-1967
V.D. L. Murray Solo 10-6-1967
V.D. L. Murray Solo 10-6'1967
V.D. D.C. Reeve Solo 10-6-1967
fl.V.D. L. MurraY Solo 17-6-1967
M.S. L. Murray, D.C, Reeve, 17-6-1967

R. Wal l is
H.D. D.C. Reeve Solo 17'6-1967
Diff.  D.C. Reeve Solo 16-6"1967

S.
H.D.

D.C. Reeve, R.Wal l is  17-9-1966
'D"C. Reeve, 77-9-1966
R. Henderson

€oblin Boulder
Zcal Al
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L. Murray, R. Hubert 10-6-1967

M.S. D.C. Reeve, R. Wal l is  11-6-1967
M.S. L.  Murray,  R. Hubert  11-6-1967

Eovine Crag
Eout
Gymnast

Oully Slab
Runout
Guitheas
Ttre Stage

Suntrap Slabs
Warm Up
Limber
Sun Ray
Cook's Tours
Lode
Scout's Dilemma
Green Caterpi l lar
Wing Route

Highway Sfab
Ton Up

Butterfly Corner

September Crag
Round About
Bambi
Peel

Tree Route
Hesitation
Scrub

S. L. Murray, P. Jones
H.V.D. D.C. Reeve, R.Wal l is
M.V.D. D.C. Reeve, R.Wal l is ,

L.  Murray

Dif f .  D.C. Reeve, Solo
Dif f .  D.C. Reeve Solo
H.D. R. Wal l is  Solo
Dif f .  D.C. Reeve, R.Wall is
V.D. L. Murray, P. Jones
V.D. L. Murray, P. Jones
V.D. D.C. Reeve, R.Wal l is
H.V.D. L. Murray, P. Jones

11-6-1967
11-6-1967
11-6-1967

11-6-1967
1 1-6-1967
1 1-6-1967
11-6-1967
11-6-1967
11-6-1967
1 1-6-1967
1 1 -6- 1967

M.S. D.C. Reeve, R.Wal l is ,
L. Murray

H.V.D. D.C. Reeve, R. Wal l is ,
L. Murray

V.D. D.C. Reeve, R. Wal l is
S. D.C. Reeve, R.Wal l is
S. D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is,

R. Hubert
S. R.Wall is, D.C. Reeve.
H.S. D.C. Reeve, R'Wal l is
V.D. D.C. Reeve, R.Wal l is

17-6-1967

17-6-1967

1-9-1967
1-9-1967

17-9-1967

1-9-1967
4-9-1967
4-9-1967
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Phil 's Shake

Hobo
Red Baron
Connie

Fi l l - ln

Tarzan

Exodus

Battle
Venom
Silver Route
Baby Sham
Chicken

Merit
Biceps

Koimao Slabs
Capricorn
Aquarius
Pisces
Aries
Taurus
Gemini
Cancer
Virgo
Libra
Scorpio
Angela
Sagittarius

Watershed Slabs
Stalk

Tremor
Jig-Saw

Box View
Overhang
Mixture
You Go

Damocles

Lana

LIST OF FIRST ASCENTS

H.V.D.

H.V.D.
V.D.
V.D.

H.V.D.

s.

V.D.

S.
S.
H.V.D.
Diff.
S.

S.
S.

M. Simpson, 12-1"1-1gtt ' l
P. Jones, D.C. Reeve
D.C. Reeve, R. Wallis 8-12-1961
L. Murray, R. Hubert 9-9-1967
D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is 9-9-1967
alternate lead
D.C. Reeve, L. Murray 9-9-1967
Solo
D.C. Reeve, R. Hubert, 16-9-1967
P. Jones
R. Hubert, P. Jones, 16-9-1967
D.C. Reeve
L. Murray, D.C. Reeve, 9-9-1967
R. Wal l is
D.C. Reeve, R. Hubert, 16-9-1967
P. Jones
D.C. Reeve, R. Hubert, 19-9-1967
P. Jones
D.C. Reeve, R.Wall is 23-9-1967
D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is 23-9-1967
D.C. Reeve, R.Wallis 23-9:1967
D.C. Reeve, P. Jones 7-10-1967
D.C. Reeve second 7-1A-1967
not able to fol low \
D.C. Reeve, P. Jones 16-10-1967
D.C. Reeve, second 7-1A-1967
not able to fol low

High Man
Pinnacle Face

Gastle

LIST OF FIRST ASCENTS

M.S. M. Simpson,
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' t2-11-1967
D.C. Reeve, P. Jones

H.V.D. M. Simpson, 12-11-1967
D.C. Reeve

Clefty Diff.

Bronze Route V.D.

Baron's Revenge H.V.D.

Diff.
V.D.
Diff.
Diff.
Diff.
H.V.D.
M.V.D.
Diff.
Diff .
M.S.
Mod.
M.V.D.

D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is 3-1-1968
D.C. Reeve, R.Wal l is  3 '1-1968
R. Wall is, D.C. Reeve 3-1-1968
D.C. Reeve, R.Wal l is  3-1-1968
R. Wall is, D.C. Reeve 3-1-1968
D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is 3-1-1968
R. Wal l is ,  D.C. Reeve 3-1-1968
D.C. Reeve, R.Wal l is  3-1-1968
R. Wal l is ,  D.C. Reeve 3-1-1968
D.C. Reeve, R.Wal l is  3-1-1968
R. Wal l is ,  A.  Wal l is  3-1-1968
D.C. Reeve, Solo 3-1-1968

Inominate Crag
Giant Steps V.D.
Frog H.V.D.

Half-Way Crag
Respite M.S.

Bee Line V.D.

D.C. Reeve, R. Wallis 21-10-1967
D.C. Reeve, R.Wall is 21-10-1967

M. Simpson, 12-11-1967
P. Jones, D.C. Reeve
M. Simpson, 12-11-1967
P. Jones, D.C. Reeve

V.D. D.C. Reeve, L. Murray 1-7-1967
alternate leads

M.S. D.C. Reeve, L. Murray 1-7-1967
S. D.C. Reeve, R. Wallis 12-7'1967

S. R. Wall is, D.C. Reeve 18-6-1967
H.V.D. D.C. Reeve, R. Wal l is  18-6-1967
V.D. D.C. Reeve, R.Wal l is ,  18-6-1967

Solo
H.V.D. D.C. Reeve, R. Hubert 18-6-1967

alternate leads
P. Jones

H.V.D. D.C. Reeve, R. Hubert 18-6-1967
alternate leads
R. Wal l is
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Quiver

Resign

Flyover
Bl inkin '

The Bird
Winkin '

Nod

The Thing

Skyline Crag
Prelude
Hob-Nob

Variation

Versatile
Red Route

Eyrie
Typhoon
Penance

Inaccessible Crag
Hornet
Panorama

Precarious Boulder
Marge
Flakers
Chopper

LIST OF FIRST ASCENTS

H.S.

S.

Diff.
H.V.D.

H.V.D.
V.D.

V.D.

D.C. Reeve, R. Wallis 25'6'1967
alternate leads
L. Murray,  R.Wal l is  25-6-1967
alternate leads
D.C. Reeve Solo 12-7-1967
R. Hubert, R. Wall is 21-6-1967
Solo
R. Wallis, D.C. Reeve 12-7-1967
R. Hubert, R. Wallis 21-6-1967
Solo
R. Hubert, R. Wallis 21-6-1967
Solo

TATE'S CAIRN
Madonna V.D.

Left Scrape M.V.D.
Tate's Scrape V.D,

Ralph's Rib S.
Rover V.D.

Toggle Ridge

LION ROCK
Ward's Grooves

Swing Over

LIST OF FIRST ASCENTS

V.S. 42 J.A.R. Ward,
J.F.  Bunnel l

S.  J.A.R. Ward,
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D.C. Reeve,W. Dales, 16-7-1966
C. James
D.C. Reeve 25-9-1966
R. Morpeth, 24-1-1965
R. Buckner
R. Waf lis, D.C. Reeve 22-7-1967
J. Baines, 23-1-1965
T. Griffiths alternate
leads
J. Baines, T. Griff i ths 23-1-1965Diff.

H.S. D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is 16-7-1967

Krait Slab

Variation
Compulsion
King Cobra

Viper

Rattler

Diff.

M.V.D.
S.
H.S.

V.D.

D;ff

K. Buckner,
J. Padden
R. Morpeth,
W. Dales
J. Cole,
H. Anderson

6-4-1958

1958

1 958

1958

1958

24-10-1965

24-10-1965

14-1 1-1965

V.D.
H.S.

s.

V.S.
H.S. AI

V.S.
H.S.
H.S.

M.S.
S.
V.D.

H.S.
S.

D.C. Reeve, L. Murray 15-7-1967
D.C. Reeve, L. Murray 15-7-1967
alternate leads
R. Wallis, D.C. Reeve 20-8-1967
Solo
D.C. Reeve, R. Wallis 29-7-1967
D.C. Reeve, L. Murray,26-8-1967
R. Wal l is
R. Wallis, D.C. Reeve 12.-8-1967
D.C. Reeve, R. Wallis 20-8-1967
D.C. Reeve, L. Murray 30-7-1967

D.C. Reeve, L. Murray 13-8-1967
D.C. Reeve, P. Jones, 27-8-1967
R. Wal l is

D.C. Reeve, R.Wallis 28-8-1967
D.C. Reeve 28-8-1967
D.C. Reeve, R.Wallis 28-8-1967

Reeve's Recce V.S.

Sourgrapes S.

East Flake Route V.S. A3

Variation M.S.

BEACON HILL BUTTRESSES

J,F. Bunnel l  a l ternate
leads
D.C. Reeve, R. Wal l is ,30-10-1966
R. Hubert
J.A.R. Ward,
J.F.  Bunnel l
J.A.R. Ward,
J.F.  Bunnel l
J.A.R. Ward,
J.F.  Bunnel l

K. Buckner, 24-10-1965
J. Baines, H. Anderson
J. Padden, R. Hubert 11-12-1965
D.C. Reeve, L. Murray 7-8-1966
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Python Slab

LIST OF FIRST ASCENTS

K. Buckner,
C. James
J. Baineq
H. Andercon,
R. Hubert
J. Padden,
R. Hubert

D.C. Reeve,
D. Springer
A. Smyth
J.F.  Bunnel l ,
J.  Bodi l ly
D.C. Reeve, R.Wall is
alternate leads

D. Holdroyd, P. Allen
D.C. Reeve, P. Allen
D.C. Reeve, second
not able to follow
D.C. Reeve, R. Bailey
D. Holdroyd, P. Allen
alternate leads

D. Sutherland,
R. Payne, J. Byrne,
W. Gunson

J. Baineq
N. Sutherland
alternate leads
J. Baines,
N. Sutherland
alternate leads

J.A.R. Ward,
J.F.  Bunnel l
J.A.R. Ward
J.F. Bunnel l ,
J.A.R. Ward
J.F. Bunnel l ,
J.A.R. Ward

J.A.R. Ward,
J.F.  Bunnel la l ternate
leads
J.F. Bunnel l

J.F.  Bunnel l
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1965

12-12-1964

12-12-1964

1956-59

1956-59
1956-59

1956-59

1956-59

1956-59

1 956-59

LIST OF FIRST ASCENTS

M.D.

E.
M.D.

Diff.

J. Baines,W. Dales, 20-3-1965
H. Anderson
W. Dales, H. Anderson 20-3-1965
W. Dales, H. Anderson 20-3-1965

V.D.

Python Chimney Diff.

Sidewinder V.D.

BLACK CRAGS
Breast Stroke V.D.

Black Ridge V.D.
Faithless Maiden V.tJ.

Black Knight S.

VICTORIA PEAK
Orchid Route H.V.D.
Cornice Route S.
Governor H.S.

Bailey's Steps Diff.
Black Slide Diff.

14-1 1-1965
14-1 1-1965
24-10-1965

11-12-1965

24-5-1 968

1956-59
1956-59

1967

12-5-1968
1 2-5-1 968
1 2-5-1968

12-5-1968
12-5-1968

29-5-1965

21-3-1965

13-3-1965

20-3-1965

Easy Gully Left

Five Minute Gully
Sl ime Gul ly

CASTLE PEAK
Payne's Retreat

LO WU CRAGS
China Wal l

Picquet Ridge
Rubble Ridge

Garden Wall

Jol ly Rodger

East Face
MA ON SHAN
Carousel
Silverside
Flank

Variation

SPOT HEIGHT 549
Babylon V.D.

Vino Diff.

SWALLOW FALLS
KaiTak Gul ly V.D.

Burma Gul ly E.

Catch Gully
Water Pipe Gul ly M.D.

Easy Gully Right Mod.

J. Baines,
K. Buckner,
N. Sutherland
alternate leads
J. Baines,
N. Sutherland

J. Baines,W. Dales
L. Shaw
W. Dales, J. Baines,
H. Anderson

PROMONTORY ROCKS
Aphrodite V.D.

V.D.

Diff.
Diff .

V.D.

V.D.

V.D.

V.D.
Diff.
V.D.
Diff.

A. Smyth 1956-59
J. Baines, M. Galvin 20-6-1964
N. Sutherland,J. Ing 20-6-1964
N. Sutherland, J. Ing 20-6-1964
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TAI MONG TSAI
Spider's Web

Escalator
Snare
Supreme

Mao's Thoughts

LAMTONG ISLAND
Only One

Look Again

Right Twin
Left Twin

Sunday Crack
Heron's Wall

Staircase

Agamemnon
Cairn Slab

Pyramid Chimney

Central Slab

Central Slab Corner

Great Slab

LIST OF FIRST ASCENTS

V.D. R. Hardacre,
R. Morpeth,
T. Thomas
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1956-59
1956-59

1956-59

1956-59

1956-59
1956-59

1956-59

1956-59
1956-59

1956-59

1956-59

V.D.
Diff.
S.

Diff.

J. Padden, J.  Baines

31-1 0-1 965

5-12-1965

D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is, 26-5-1968
P. Allen

Tweazle Traverse S.
Chimera V.S.

Adam's Way S.

Drawbridge H.S.

POH PING CHAU ISLAND
Diapason
Vibrato

Tremolo

Terpodian
Bombardon

Piccolo V.D.

Pedal Gully Mod.

LAMMA ISLAND
Judge's Alley H.V.D.

Broken Jug S.

LANTAU ISLAND
Temple Buttress
The Trough M.S.

South Buttress Girdle Diff.

' Four-lnch Crack Diff.
I

tf,

J.F. Bunnel l
J.A.R. Ward,
J.F.  Bunnel l
J.F.  Bunnel l ,
J.A.R. Ward alternate
leads
J.A.R. Ward,
J.F. Bunnell alternate
leads

J.F. Bunnel l
J.F.  Bunnel l ,
J.A.R. Ward
J.A.R. Ward,
J.F.  Bunnel l
J.A.R. Ward, J. Bodil ly
J.A.R. Ward,
J.F.  Bunnel l
J.A.R. Ward,
J.F.  Bunnel l
J.A.R. Ward,
J.F.  Bunnel l

V.D. J.F.  Bunnel l ,
J.A.R. Ward

S. J.A.R. Ward,
J.F.  Bunnel l

Di f f .  J.F.  Bunnel l
V.D. J.A.R. Ward,

J.  F.  Bunnel l
V.D. J.F.  Bunnel l
H.V.D. J.A.R. Ward,

J.F.  Bunnel l
V.D. J.F.  Bunnel l ,

J.  Bodi t ty
V.D. J.A.R. Ward
Dif f .  J.F.  Bunnel l ,

J.A.R. Ward
S. J.A.R. Ward,

J.  F.  Bunnel l
V.S. J.A.R. Ward,

J.F.  Bunnel l
V.S. J.A.R. Ward,

J.F.  Bunnel l
S.  J.F.  Bunnel t ,

J.A.R. Ward alternate
leads

R. Wal l is ,  J.  Kirby,
P. Al len

26-5-1968

1956-59

1956-59

1956-59
1956-59

1956-59
1 956-59

1956-59

1956-59
1956-59

1956-59

1956-59

1956-59

1956-59

D. Holdroyd,
J. Kirby
D.C. Reeve, P. Allen 1g-5-1968

19-5-1968

1956-59

1956-59

J.A.R. Ward,
J.F.  Bunnel l
J.  Bodi l ly ,
A. Smyth, R.D. Smith

R.D. Smith,
J.  Bodi l ly

1956-59
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Nail Breaker

Ants'Highway

Lantau Peak
Nut Claimer
The Boar
Temptation

OTHER CLIMBS
Sharp Peak
Easter Ridge

Monastery Slab
Christie's Descent

Statue Rock
Amah Rock Climb

Hotel Gully

Shek O.
Tip-Top

Thunder

Lightning

Tightrope

Rocky Bay Chimney

LIST OF FIRST ASCENTS

H.V.D. K. Buckner,
W. Dales

V.D. H.K. Group of the
A.M.A.

INDEX OF CLIMBS

Crag or Area
Lamtong lsland
Lamtong lsland
Gog
Gog
Carroll Crag
Statue Rock
Koimao Slabs
Temple Buttress
Primates' Outcrop
Promontory Rocks
Koimao Slabs
Koimao Slabs
Aquila's Legs
Primates Outcrop
Spot Height 549
September Crag
Victoria Peak
September Crag
September Crag
September Crag
Half-Way Crag
Split  Boulder
September Crag
Orifice Outcrop
Orifice Outcrop
Black Slabs
Black Crags
Victoria Peak
Box View
Poh Ping Chau
Bovine Crag
Aquila Crag
Black Crags
Majestic Slabs

243

17-4-1965

1956-59

1956-59

1956-59

1-6-1968

1956-59

1956-59

1956-59

1956-59

1956-59

21-2-1965

Climb
Adam's Way
Agamemnon
All igator Wall
Alligator Variation
Alice
Amah Rock Climb
Angela
Ants'Highway
Ape-
Aphrodite
Aquarius
Aries
Aussie
Baboon
Babylon
Baby Sham
Bailey's Steps.
Bambi
Baron's Revenge
Battle
Bee Line
Beginner's Luck
Biceps
Bicuspid
Bicuspid Variation
Black Knight
Black Ridge
Black Slide
Bl inkin '
Bombardon
Bout
Brass Monkey
Breast Stroke
Bridged Rib

Length Page
225'tt 2O4
40 ft 199
90 ft 71
30ft  71
100 fr 103
40 ft 219
35 ft 141
50 fr 215
80 fr 93
80 fr 186
45 ft 140
45 ft 140
15 f t  131
80 fr 96
150 fr  183
35 fr 138
160 ft 176
90 ft 135
90 ft 137
30 ft 137
100fr  139
15 ft 132
30 ft 138
30 ft 100
35 ft 100
190 ft 173
120ft 173
60 ft 176
20 ft 145
80 ft 209
15 f t  133
50 ft 129
120ft  172
260ft 125

t':.!,
$'

Grade
s.
V.D.
V.D.
V.D.
Diff.
V.S.
Mod.
V.D.
V.D.
V.D.
V.D.
Diff.
M.S.,
Diff.
V.D.
Diff.
Diff.
s.
H.V.D.
S.
V.D.
H.D.
S.
M.S.
M.S.
s.
V.D.
Diff.
H.V.D.
H.S.
M.S.
s.
V.D.
V.D.

H.S.
S.
H.S.

D.C. Reeve,J. Padden 30-7-1966
D.C. Reeve,J. Padden 31-7-1966
D.C. Reeve, L. Munay 9-2-1967

Mod.

M.D.

V.S.

V.D.

Mod.

V.D.

V.D.

V.D.

Diff.

R.A.F. Mountain
Rescue Team

Cpl. Christ ie (R.A.F.)

D.C. Reeve, R. Wall is

Cpl. Christie.

H.K. Group of the
A.M.A.
H.K. Group of the
A.M.A.
H.K. Group of the
A.M.A.
J.F.  Bunnel l

R. Morpeth,
W. Dales
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Cl imb

Broken Jug
Bronco
Bronze Route
Burma Gully
Burma Road
Butterfly Corner
Cadenza
Cairn Slab
Cancer
Canine
Caper
Capricorn
Carousel
Carpenter
c.A.s.
Castle
Catch Gully
Caterpi l lar
Cedil la
Central Slab
Central Slab Corner
Chameleon
Chameleon Variation
Cheesecake
Cheshire Cat
Chicken
Chimera
Chimp
Chimp Variation
China Wall
Chopper
Christ ie's Climb
Christie's Descent
Christmas Eve
Clefty
Club Route
Cockscomb

INDEX OF CLIMBS INDEX OF CLIMBS

Crag or Area

The Main Crag
Bigamy Outcrop
Gull iver Outcrop
The Main Crag
Beacon Hill Buttress
September Crag
Suntrap Slabs
Victoria Peak
Majestic Slabs
Majestic Slabs
The Main Crag
Box View
Hopeless Buttress
Magog
Magog
Gog
Poh Ping Chau
Majestic Slabs
Carroll Crag
Eve's Outcrop
Carroll Crag
Carroll Crag
Aquila's Legs
Lamtong lsland
Carroll Crag
Sharp Peak
Promontory Rocks
Lion Rock
Lion Rock
Swallow Falls
Swallow Falls
Vestal Outcrops
Vestal Outcrops
The Main Crag
Tai Mong Tsai
September Crag

Crag or Area

Mount Stenhouse
Majestic Slabs
September Crag
Swallow Falls
Hocus Pocus Boulder
Highway Slab
Hopeless Buttress
Lamtong lsland
Koimao Slabs
Orifice Outcrop
Pell - Mell Outcrops
Koimao Slabs
Ma On Shan
Carroll Crag
Majestic Slabs
High Man
Swallow Falls
Carroll Crag
Suicide Wall
Lamtong lsland
Lamtong lsland
Gog
Gog
Vixen Crag
Carroll Crag
September Crag
Lamtong lsland
Primates' Outcrop
Primates' Outcrop
Lo Wu Crags
lnaccessible Crag
The Main Crag
Monastery Slabs
Magog
September Crag
Driblet Outcrop
Suicide Wall

Climb

Coffin
Cole's Crack
Combat
Compo
Compulsion
Connie
Cook's Tours
Cornice Route
Cradle
Crescent
Dal-  Dal  Var iant
Damocles
Dangling
Deception
Deception variation
Dexterity
Diapason
Di l ly  Dal ly
Dinah
Dirty Crack
Dodo
Dormouse
Doubtful
Drawbridge
Duchess
Easter Ridge
East Face
East Flake Route
East Flake Variation
Easy Gully Left
Easy Gully Right
Equinox
Eve
Evening Wall
Escalator
Exodus

245

Length Page

80 fr 58
25 ft 69
130 ft 90
410 f t  54
50 ft 169
80 ft 136
75 ft 84
80 ft 175
200 ft 1ZO
320 ft 127
22O tt 56
170 ft 143
245 tt 35
100 ft 77
100 ft 79
160 ft 71
45 fr 208
230ft  116
100 ft 103
50, ft 80
90 fr 103
15 f t  101
30 ft 131
115 ft 205
80 ft 104
500 ft 217
- 187

100 ft 165
30 ft 167
500 ft 180
_ 180

80 f t  110
110ft  109
280ft 46
40 ft 191
70 ft 137

Grade

S.
S.
V.D.
E.
H.V.D.
H.V.D.
V.S.
Diff.
M.V.D.
S,
M.S.
Diff.
V.D.
H.V.D.
M.V.D.
H.V.D.

s.
S.
V.S.
V.S.
V.D.
M.S.
M.V.D.
s.
S.
v.s.
V.D.
H.V.D.
V.D.
V.D.
H.V.D.
M.D.
M.V.S. A1
Diff.
H.V.D.
H.V.D.

Length

120 ft
310 f t
80f t

50 ft
100 ft
100 ft
50f t
50ft
40 ft
35 ft
40 fr
370 ft
B0 fr
200 ft
40 ft

80f t
70ft
220 tt
24O tt
90 ft
30 fr
40 fr
30 fr
35 fr
195 fr
80ft
80 ft
45 fr
35 fr
200 ft
70 fr
160 ft
90 fr
170 tt
110ft

Pagc

211
120
137
179
6B

135
33

200
141
99

107
140
188
104
117
"140
179
104
61

200
201
70
70

106
101
138
204
93
93

185
152
42

218
75

137
113
59

Grade

M.V.S.
Diff.
V.D.
H.S.
S.
V.D.
Diff.
S.
Diff.
H.S.
H.S.
H.V.D.
H.S. 42
V.S.
V.S.
H.V.S.
Diff.
S.
V.D.
V.D.
H.V.D.
V.D.
H.V.D.
H.S.
M.S,
Mod.
V.D.
V.S. 43
M.S. A2
M.D.
Mod.
H.V.D.
V.D.
V.S. 42
V.D.
V.D.
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Climb

Expo
Eyrt6
Faithless Maiden
Fal lGuy
Fang
Fay
Fay Variation
Fi l l - ln
Five Minute Gul ly
Flakers
Flank
Flank Variation
Flash
Flyover
Forestry Grooves
Four Inch Crack
Frog
Frustration
Garden Walk
Garden Wall
Gazelle
Gemini
Giant Steps
Gibbon
Giddy Heights
Goodnight
Governor
Gori l la
Grandma's Wall
Grease Monkey
Great Slab
Green Caterpi l lar
Gryphon
G u itheas
Gull iver's Direct
Gull iver's Travels

Crag or Area

The Main Crag
Skyline Crag
Black Crags
The Main Crag
Orifice Outcrop
Hopeless Buttress
Hopeless Buttress
September Crag
Swallow Falls
Inaccessible Crag
Ma On Shan
Ma On Shan

Grade Length

480 ft
100 ft
120 tt
110ft
40 ft
215 tt
30f t
25 ft

40 ft
70 ft
20 ft
25 ft
120 ft
390 ft
150 ft
95 ft
50 ft
70 ft
45f t
30 ft
50 ft
95 ft
100 ft
105 f t
35 ft
80 ft
105 ft
15 f t
100 ft
210 tt
50 ft
40 ft
40 fr
120 tt
75 ft

Page

53
149
173
57
99
41
4"1

137
180
152
189
189
68

144
118
214
139
79
92

185
131
141
138
97

113
130
176
96

131
96

202
134
105
133
91
90

€l lmb

INDEX OF CLII \4BS

Crag or Area Grade

247

Length Page

15 f t  133
- 220

40 ft 130
40 fr 1O4
70 ft 199
85 ft 136
330 fr 53
100 fr 146
15 fr 149
70 fr 136
200 tt 37
110 f t  1b1
- 220

75 f t  71
35 ft 100
20 ft 108
100 fr 6b
50 ft 92
80 fr  110
40 ft 106
65 ft 142
21O t t  111
160 ft 187
120ft  Z1O
280 ft 47
100 ft 48
_ 177

17O ft 81
130 f t  169
300 ft 119
20 ft 104
50 ft 169
35 ft '169
80 ft 58
50 fr 192
180 ft 144

Hocus Pocus Boulder
Box View
Majestic Slabs
Temple Buttress
Inominate Crag
Magog
Black Slab
Lo Wu Crags
Aquila's Legs
Koimao Slab
Inominate Crag
Primates' Outcrop
Driblet Outcrop
Aquila's Legs
Victoria Peak
Primates'Outcrop
Aquila's Legs
Primates' O utcrop
Lamtong lsland
Suntrap Slabs
Carroll Crag
Gul ly Slab
Gull iver Outcrop
Gull iver Outcrop

S.
V.S.
V.D.
M.S.
A1.
V.S.
H.V.D.
H.V.D.
E.
s.
V.D.
Diff.
M.V.D.
Diff.
H.V.D.
Diff.
H.V.D.
S.A1
Diff.
V.D.
H.V.D.
H.V.D.
V.D.
S.
V.D.
Diff.
H.S.
S.
H.D.
V.D.
S.
V.D.
M.S.
H.V.D.
S.
V.D,

Bymnast Bovine Crag M.S.Hrddon Hiil Scrambtes HaOOon fliif D. to S.
!:lrng Over Aquita Crag' H.V.D.Hedsehos c"i.roii crri M.s.Heron's Wall Lamtong lsland H.V.D.Hceitation septemde;C;as H.s.l l lght.Hanging Tfre Main Crag M.V.S.Hob-Nob
r,tob.Nob Variation 8llllffi 3;:; H..s.
Hobo Septembeitras H.V.D.Hopeless Corner ttopetess duttress V.S.Hornet Inaccessible Crag H.S.Hotel Gully Repulre gay- V.D.
fguanaWatl  Gog 

--- t  
S.

Incisor Ori i ice Outcrop H.V.D.Intermediate pell - Me[ Ori.rop, V.D.International powff Crags- V.D.f ron Triangle Gulliver OJi.rop M.S.Jaaebel
Jlbe 

VestalOutcrops V.D.

iF;* ilI3i,f,i3n ,.* v.'D'
Jfnks
Jolry Roser y;'ffjf,:1ilfi?'"- i.o.Judge'sAlley lVlount St",it orr" H.V.D.Junsle Cotumn The Mri; C;;; M.s.
Lulqlu Cotumn Variation Th; M;t; c;;; S.Ka.i Tak Gulty s*ino*'i;,; v.D.Kllnsey 11 ou"ir,.ns d;g H.s. A2Klng Cobra Beacon illtt-eittrrrres H.s.Klng Kong Majestic SfaUs- S.Knave
Krait srab 3:::""|,lffif u",,.,,,", X;?:Krait Slab Variation Beacon Hiii eunr"rses M.V.D.
f.Tn 1.", Fat Choy The Main cC v.D.l ,acerat ion Spl i t  Boulder S.Lena Box View H.V.D.



248 INDEX OF CLIMBS INDEX OF CLIMBS

Crag or Area

Howff Crags
Howff Crags
Temple Buttress

Driblet Outcrop
Box View
Gull iver Outcrop
Gull iver Outcrop
Lantau Peak
The Main Crag
Aquila's Legs
Lamtong lsland
Victoria Peak
Box View
Inaccessible Crag
Aquila's Legs
Castle Peak
Primates' Outcrop
Poh Ping Chau
September Crag
Skyline Crag
Aquila Crag
Vestal Outcrops
Vixen Crag
September Crag
Lo Wu Crags
High Man
Gog
Koimao Slabs
Poh Ping Chau
Skyline Crag
Hopeless Buttress
Hopeless Buttress
Aquila's Legs
Pell-Mell Outcrops

249

Length Page

80 ft 65
100 ft 67
50 ft 214
75 ft 80
50 ft 80
50 f t  116
45 ft 145
130 ft 83
120ft 91
220ft 215
105 ft 57
35 ft 130
45 ft 198
70 ft 175
75 ft 143
tOO f t  151
10 f t  131
140ft  182
20 ft 99
45 fr 2Og
80 ft 135
50 f t  151
b0 ft 129
tb0ft  109
40 ft 106
50 ft 136
60 ft 185
40 ft 139
25 ft 70
45 ft 140
80 ft 2Og
15 ft 146
170ft 40
25 ft 41
20 f t  131
20 ft 108

Cl imb

Leaning Crack
Leering
Left Rib
Left Scrape
Left Twin
Libra
Lightning
Limber
Lobby Way
Lobster
Lode
Longfellow
Look Again
Lot's Wife 1
Lot's Wife 1 1
Mad Hatter
Madonna
Maiden
Manikin
Mantle Chimney
Mao's Thoughts
Marathon
March Hare
Marge
Mars
Merit
Mike's Retreat
Mil ledge's Ridge
Mini
Minor
Minus
Mixture
Mock Turtle
Molar
Monkey Busines
Monolith

Crag or Area

Suicide Wall
Majestic Slabs
Eve's Outcrop
Tate's Cairn
Lamtong lsland
Koimao Slabs
Shek O
Suntrap Slabs
Vestal Outcrops
Carroll Crag
Suntrap Slabs
The Main Crag
Lamtong lsland
Bigamy Outcrop
Bigamy Outcrop
Carroll Crag
Tate's Cairn
Adam's Outcrop
Two Tier Boulder
Driblet Outcrop
Tai Mong Tsai
Hopeless Buttress
Carroll Crag
Inaccessible Crag
Majestic Slabs
September Crag
Majestic Slabs
The Main Crag
Aquila Crag
Pell-Mell Outcrops
Pell-Mell Outcrops
Box View
Carroll Crag
Orifice Outcrop
Primates' Outcrop
Majestic Slabs

Grade

H.S.
M.S.
Diff.
M.V.D.
V.D.
Diff.
V.D.
Diff.
V.D.
H.S.
V.D.
H.V.S.
S.
Diff.
Diff .
H.V.D.
V.D.
H.V.D.
Diff.
H.S.
Diff.
V.S. A3
V.D.
M.S.
S.
S.
V.D.
V.D.
M.V.D.
V.D.
H.D.
H.V.D.
M.S.
H.V.D.
Diff.
H.S.

Length Page

100 ft 60
300 ft 1 19
50 ft 80
7A ft 153
35 ft 199
40 ft 141
35 ft 221
25 ft 134
50 f t  110
60 ft 105
75 fr 134
515ft  42
45 ft 198
80 ft 69
70 fr 69
80 fr 101
30 ft 153
70 fr 112
25 ft 68
40 ft 112
70 ft 192
110ft  35
120tt 102
35 ft 152
65 ft 128
30 ft 138
24O +t 118
220ft 59
20 ft 130
20 ft 1O7
20 ft 108
65 ft 143
50 ft 101
20 ft 99
125ft 97
300ft 120

Ellnrtr

Monopoly
Monument
Ithll Breaker

Grade

V.D.
Diff.
H.V.D.
H.V.D.
S.
V.D.
V.D.
V.D.
S.
H.S.
V.D.
H.V.D.
V.D.
H.V.D.
S.
S.
H.V.D.
Diff.
V.D.
Mod.
S.
H.S.
H.S.
H.V.D.
H.S.
H.V.D.
Diff.
M.S.
V.D.
Diff.
V.D.
V.D.
V.S. A2
H.V.D.
V.D.
Diff.

ilaw Year's Eve Overhang Crag
iltw Year's EveVariation Overhang Crag
l{ lna Climb
Nod
Number One
Number Two
Nut Claimer
Nut Cracker
0nly
Only One
Orchid Route
Overhang
Plnorama
Frralysis
Flyne's Retreat
Flanuts
Pcdal Gully
Pscl
Penance
Pendulunr
Pennine Way
Perseverance
Phll 's Shake
Plcquet Ridge
Plnnacle Face
Plnnacle Pitch
Plrces
Plccolo
Prelude
Pucblo
Pueblo Variation
Pul l -Up
Puasvfoot
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Climb

Pyramid Chimney
Python Chimney
Python Slabs
Oueen of Hearts
Ouiver
Ralph's Rib
Rattler
Red Baron
Red Route
Reeve's Recce
Refresher
Resign
Respite
Retire
Rhesus
Right Rib
Right Twin
Rocky Bay Chimney
Rope Wall
Roulette
Round About
Rover
Rubble Ridge
Rubicon
Rumpefstilsken
Runout
Sagittarius
Samaritan Ridge
Scorpio
Scout's Dilemma
Scram - Bull
Scrub
SeoulTime
Show Business
Shrimp
Shuff le

Crag or Area

Lamtong lsland

Carroll Crag
Box View
Tate's Cairn

INDEX OF CLIMBS

Crag or Area Grade

251

Length Page
Length Page

45 fr 2OO
84 ft 17O
80 ft 17O
20 ft 1O4
150 ft 144
70 ft 154
110 f t  17O
40 ft 136
12A ft. u9
40 ft 164
35 ft 10S
160 tt' t+q
95 ft 139
220 tt 39

ft 96
f tBo
f t  198
ft 222
ft 129
ft 93
ft 13b
ft 1s4
ft 1Bs
ft 130
ft  112
ff 133
ft 141
ft 63
ft 141
ft 134
ft  131
ft 136
ft 67
ft "to7
f t  130
ft 109

El lmb

Sldewinder
Elosta
Ellver Route
Ellverside
Bklff le
Skiffle Variation
Elab Route
Bl lme Gul ly
Elythe
Snakehips
Enare
Sniper's Groove
Bourgrapes
Bouth Buttress Girdle
Spider's Overhang
Spider's Rib
Spreadeagle
Springer's Retreat
Sprite
6pur Rib
Epur Rib Variation
Staircase
Statt
Stanley Wall Climbs
$teve's Traverse
Etretch
Stroll
Stygian Alley
Sunday Crack
Sun Ray
Sunset Crack
Sunset Crack Variation
Supreme
$wing Over
$witchback
Tarzan
Tate's Scrape

Grade

S.
Beacon Hill Buttresses Diff.
Beacon Hill Buttresses V.D.

Beacon Hil l  Buttresses V.D. 60 ft 171
Aqu i la's Legs D if f .  1 S ft 131
September Crag H.V.D. 15 ft 138
Ma On Shan Diff.  60 ft 189
Hopeless Buttress H.V.D. 25O tt 37
Hopeless Buttress H.S. 45 ft 38
Black Slab H.V.D. 75 f t  93
Swallow Falls M.D. 2b0 ft 180
Hopeless Buttress M.V.S. 22D tt 39
Magog S. 30 ft ts
Tai Mong Tsai Diff .  70 ft 191
Castle Peak S. 181
Lion Rock S. 110 ft 164
Temple Buttress Diff. l35 fr 213
Tai Mong Tsai 191
Tai Mong Tsai V.D. 100 ft 191
Aquila's Legs H.V.D. 30 ft 131
The Main Crag H.S. 80 ft 57
Aquila Crag H.V.D. 35 ft 129
Majestic Slab H.V.D. 27O tt 127
Majestic Slab M.V.S. 70 ft 127
Lamtong lsland V.D. 70 ft 199
Watershed Slabs V.D. 12O tt 142
Stanley D. to S. 25 ft 222
Overhang Crag H.S. 50 ft 81
The Main Crag V.D. 250 ft 58
Sunday Outcrop Diff. 20 ft 105
The Main Crag M.S. 100 ft 55
Lamtong lsland V.D. 40 ft 199
Suntrap Slabs H.D. 35 ft 134
The Main Crag S. 340 ft 45
The Main Crag S. 21O ft 46
Tai Mong Tsai S. 60 ft 191
Lion Rock S. 160 ft 164
Magog M.V.S. 42 100 ft 77
September Crag S. 70 ft 137
Tate's Cairn V.D. 75 ft 153

v.s.
H.S.
S.

Beacon Hill Buttresses Diff.
September Crag
Skyline Crag
Lion Rock
Sunday Outcrop
Box View
Half-Way Crag
Hopeless Buttress
Primates' Outcrop
Eve's Outcrop
Lamtong lsland
Rocky Bay
Aquila Crag
B lack Slab
September Crag
Tate's Cairn
Lo Wu Crags
Aquila Crag
Driblet Outcrop
Gul ly Slab
Koimao Slabs
Howff Crags
Koimao Slabs
Suntrap Slabs
Aquila's Legs
September Crag
Two Tier Boulder
Vixen Crag
Aquila Crag
Vestal Outcrops

V.D.
H.S. A1
V.S.
Diff.
S.
M.S.
H.S. A2
V.D.
Diff.
D iff.
Diff.
S.
V.S.
V.D.
V.D.
Diff.
M.S.
S.
s.
M.V.D.
V.D.
M.S.
V.D.
V.D.
V.D.
M.V.D.
H.S. A1
H.V.D,
H.V.D.

70
50
35
60
40
80
50
70
50
45
140
40
40
100
40
50
20
60
40
45
25
40
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Cl imb

Taurus
Temptation
Terpodian
The Bat
The Bird
The Boar
The Cannon
The Hump
The Nose
The Spire
The Stage
The Thing
The Trough
Thunder
Tightrope
Tip-Top
Toggle Ridge
Ton up
Tortoise
Tree Route
Tremolo
Tremor
Trial
Tweedle Dee
Tweedle Dumb
Tweazle Traverse
Typhoon
United Nations
Vegetation
Venom
Versatile
Verto
Vibrato
Vino
Viper
Virgo

INDEX OF CLIMBS INDEX OF CLIMBS

Crag or Area

Carroll Crag
Majestic Slabs
Lion Rock
Suntrap Slabs
Swallow Falls
Magog
Pell-Mell Outcrop
Majestic Slabs
Carroll Crag
Vestal Outcrops
Suntrap Slabs
Box View
Orifice OutcroP
Box View
Howff Crags
Gobl in Boulder
Suicide Wall
Suicide Wall

253

Length Page

80 ft 103
210 f t  117
300 ft 162
25 ft 134
675 ft 179
15 f t  75
20 ft 108
100 ft 128
80 ft 103
190 f t  111
35 ft 134
55 ft 145
35 ft 100
45 ft 143
100 ft 65
15 ft 132
90 ft 60
20 fr 61

Crag or Area

Koimao Slabs
Lantau Peak
Poh Ping Chau
Overhang Crag
Box View
Lantau Peak
The Cannon

Length Pagc

45 fr 141
90 ft 216
70 "ft 209
35ft  82
35 ft l4s
250 ft 21s
35 ft 83
20 ft 68
30 ft 131
30 ft 68
20 ft 133
20 ft 146
235 ft 212
35 ft 221
45 ft 222
60 ft 221
75 ft 154
100 ft t  3b
25 ft 1Os
70 ft 136
50 ft 2Og
130 ft 142
70 ft 6b
100 ft 102
120ft 102
40 ft 203
60 ft 149
50ft  67
2OO ft 117
30 ft 137'
1OO ft 149
70 ft 65
50 ft 2Og
150 ft 184
1 10 ft 17O
45 ft 141

,  Gl lmb

Wrlrus
, lAlanderer
, hhrd's Grooves
11 lAlrrm Up
i, Waterpipe Gully
$, Western Roll
{ Wosterner
I Wrrite columns
# Wfrite Rabbit
3, winortro
' ' Wing Route

Wlnkin '
Wisdom
You Go
Young Ho
Zeal
TigZag
ZigZag Variation

Grade

V.D,
S.
V.S. A2
Diff.
M.D.
V.D.
Diff.
S.
Diff.
V.D.
H.V.D.
V.D.
M.S.
V.D,
Diff.
A1
S.
H.S.

Grade

Hocus-Pocus Boulder
Aquila's Legs
Hocus-Pocus Boulder
Gul ly Slab
Box View
Temple Buttress
Shek O
Shek O
Shek O
Tate's Cairn
Highway Slab
Carroll Crag
September Crag
Poh Ping Chau
Watershed Slabs
Howff Crags
Carroll Crag
Carroll Crag
Lamtong lsland
Skyline Crag
Two Tier Boulder
Majestic Slabs
September Crag
Skyline Crag
Howff Crags
Poh Ping Chau
Spot Height 549
Beacon Hill Buttresse
Koimao Slabs

Diff.
H.S.
M.S.
H.S. A2
H.V.D.
s.
A2
Diff.
V.D.
V.D.
M.V.D.
H.S.
M.S.
V. D.
V. D.
Mod.
Diff.
M.S.
H.V.S.
S.
H.D.
M.S.
V.D.
V.D.
H.V.D.
S.
H.S.
S.
V.D,
S.
v.s.
M.V.D.
Diff.
Diff.
V.D.
Diff.


